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Microfluidic technologies have started to show their potential in assisting with the probes into the 
complicated mechanical-chemical interactions of multiphase fluids at microscale geometries (e.g., 
regular channels, porous media micromodels). The benefits of appropriately implementing 
microfluidics in such research efforts may include, but are not limited to: (1) small-dimensions 
facilitated analogous mechanical behaviors, (2) precise and reliable controls over relevant operating 
parameters of the fluids, (3) approximated reproduction of the hydrostatic or hydrodynamic 
circumstances, and (4) implementations of advanced visualization technologies such as microscopic 
imaging in order to reveal the dynamic processes involved in those multi-fluid interactions. Following 
the early studies on two-phase flow such as oil and water in microscale devices driven by the 
understanding of oil recovery process and mechanisms, carbon dioxide (CO2) has drawn increasing 
attention because of their environmental impact such as greenhouse gas effects. Most studies target 
either enhancing the chemical reactions by using pressurized CO2 as a solvent or revealing physical 
properties as well as mass transfer performance of gaseous CO2 in common hydrodynamic scenarios. 
However, dense CO2 including liquid and supercritical states are rarely touched, which is mainly due 
to the technical difficulties in working with extreme pressures (tens to hundreds times of atmospheric 
pressure) and elevated temperatures (> 31°C). Driven by the literature voids, this thesis presents some 
preliminary studies of the hydrodynamic issues and mass transfer of dense CO2 in a form of flowing 
segments in microchannels.  
Prior to the commencement of any experimental work concerning dense CO2, a system capable of 
working at extreme pressures reliably and safely needs to be build first. Chapter 3 details the building 
of an experimental system which is dedicated to two phase microfluidic studies, especially for those 
related to extreme pressure/temperature conditions. Based on two principles of being extreme 
conditions durable and leakage free., a few goals, namely, reliability, flexibility and coordinability of 
this system are achieved. 
The first part of this thesis (Chapter 4) presents an experimental study of a fluid pair, namely, 
liquid CO2 and deionized (DI) water, in a micro T-junction, where liquid CO2 and DI water are 
injected from the side and the main channel of the T-junction, respectively. Drop flow and co-flow 
are identified as two main flow regimes subjected to the various flow rate ratios applied. By focusing 
on the drop flow, a full period of liquid CO2 drop generation is divided into three stages, and each 
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stage is meticulously described in terms of the interfacial developments (e.g., interface profile, 
pressures across the interface, size variations). The mass transfer mechanisms including CO2 
hydration, diffusion on a perpendicular dimension of the interface and the advection parallel to the 
interface are considered and discussed in terms of their effects in CO2 molecules transport. An overall 
theoretical analysis of such mechanisms verifies that the transported CO2 portion is a small quantity 
compared with the bulk CO2 stream. Based on this verification, the generated liquid CO2 drop size, 
speed, and the spacing development within one drop generation period are probed. A formulation of 
drop size with the flow rate ratio shows a magnified effect of the later factor, which is interpreted by 
the extended time scale of an ‘elongating-squeezing’ stage of the period. Drop speed results show that 
they can be approximated by dividing the total flow rates over the channel cross-sectional area. And 
the speed differences between the generated drop and the emerging one in the T-junction lead to a 
model which details the spacing development within one drop generation period. The model is well 
validated by experimental results. 
The second (Chapter 5) and the third part (Chapter 6) of the thesis are devoted to the investigations 
of hydrodynamics and mass transfer of liquid CO2 and scCO2 drops traveling simultaneously with 
water in a long straight microchannel (~15mm long), respectively. The production of such CO2 drops 
is realized by using the aforementioned micro T-junction. Distinctly, these studies focus on the drop 
size and drop speed at three specified positions of the channel and the mass transfer caused shrinkage 
of the CO2 drop quantified by the decreasing drop length. In order to calculate the mass transfer 
coefficient of CO2 drops, the detailed geometries of a Taylor drop in the square microchannel with a 
presence of wall films that separate the drop from the channel wall are considered, and consequently, 
the surface area and the volume of the drop are formulated based on the drop dimensions, channel 
geometries, contact angle and estimated film thicknesses. Furthermore, a specific mathematical model 
is developed to calculate the mass transfer coefficients based on the drop length reductions and drop 
flowing time in the channel. Discussions on these results indicate that surface-volume ratio and drop 
flow time are the two main factors in controlling the hydrodynamic shrinkage of the liquid CO2 and 
scCO2 drops. In addition, pressure declines of segmented flows in microchannels are considered and 
their effects are evaluated based on a pressure decline model and the Peng-Robinson equation of state 
(Eos) as well as the estimated initial pressures at the T-junction. Calculations of the resulted volume 
changes from the pressure declines show that the influences are small, and the observed CO2 drop 
shrinkage is confidently attributed to the mass transfer across the interface between the CO2 phase 
and water phase. 
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The last part (Chapter 7) presents a numerical study of the hydrodynamics of one single liquid CO2 
drop and one single scCO2 drop traveling in a straight microchannel simultaneously with water as the 
carrier fluid. A two-dimensional (2D) computational domain of the straight microchannel is 
configured based on the experimental observations. Three liquid CO2 cases and three scCO2 cases are 
studied. It is found that the computed drop is disk-like shape encapsulated by thin films that separate 
the drop from the channel walls. The predicated film thicknesses agree very well with the literature. 
Besides, the flow domain within CO2 drops could be mainly composed of a few vortex regions, and 
small vortex regions at the front and the back cap of the drop start to vanish with increased velocities. 
Analysis of the mechanisms causing the vortexes is provided. The interfacial CO2 distributions of the 
drop show that both diffusion and local relative convection at the meniscus regions contribute to the 
concentration profile. Although no significant drop shrinkage is observed for typical Taylor drops, the 
one for the case with the highest capillary number (Ca ~ 10-2) defined from its pure diffusional 
gradient profile showed a similar development tendency over time as its experimental counterpart in 
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1.1 Background and Motivation 
As one of the three primary greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide 
(N2O)), global CO2 had increased rapidly from 280 ppm in pre-industrial times (before 1760) to 
around 405 ppm by February 2017 (see https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/global.html). 
partly due to anthropogenic activities [1]. The combustion of coals, natural gas and oil contributed 
approximately 67% of the total anthropogenic emissions [2,3]. Increasing CO2 concentration could be 
detrimental to the global climate by virtue of continuous aggravation of greenhouse effects and a 
resulted rising mean global temperature [4,5,6]. Possible consequences may include, but are not 
limited to the rising of sea levels in response to glacier ablations [7], the flooding of low elevation 
regions [8] and damage to vulnerable ecosystems [9]. As given by [3], the average increase rate of the 
atmospheric CO2 concentration was (2.0±0.1) ppm/year during 2002 to 2011 which predicts that CO2 
concentration within the next 50 years will exceed the levels set for protections of low elevation 
coastal regions and sensitive ecosystems [2]. Therefore, CO2 emissions must be substantially reduced, 
which can be carried out from three aspects, i.e., (1) high-efficiency production and current fuels, (2) 
energy source shift to low- or non-carbon fuels, and (3) carbon capture and storage (CCS) [2,5,10]. 
Among the proposed strategies above, CCS has been considered a practical and an optimal strategy 
in the near or medium term for reducing CO2 emissions [10,11,12,13]. The conception of CCS 
originated from the late 1970s when CO2 was exploited for enhanced oil recovery (EOR) in the US 
and has been regarded as one of the most promising climate mitigation strategies since the early 
2000s. As its name suggests, CCS proceeds chronologically in the sequence of capture, transport and 
storage (see Figure 1.1). First, CO2 is purified and captured from the effluent gases and then 
compressed to a dense phase (e.g., a liquid or a supercritical state); secondly, the dense CO2 will be 
transported to stringently selected storage locations through transportations (e.g., on-shore or offshore 
pipelines); and lastly, CO2 is injected through the wells drilled at the storage sites and is sequestered 
in the storage reservoirs [5,14,15,16]. 
 
Figure 1.1 Schematic of the three main steps of carbon capture and storage (CCS). 
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Among the different storage strategies, such as soils [17,18], ocean [19,20], mineral carbonation 
[21,22,23] and geological underground storage [24-29], geological storage of CO2 is advantageous 
over others considering storage capacity, environmental hazards and cost. The promising geological 
formation candidates for CO2 storage mainly include: (1) active or depleted oil and gas reservoirs, (2) 
unminable coal beds, (3) deep aquifers, and (4) mined salt domes or rock caverns [27,30]. Deep saline 
aquifers (depth ≥ 800m) are a better option for long-term storage due to their largest storage 
capacities, a much larger worldwide distribution and even local availabilities. Since 1996, other than 
the pilot and demonstration projects carried out by a number of organisations [31-34], several 
benchmarking large scale commercial projects have been implemented [5,35-41], including the 
Chevron operated Gorgon Project where the CO2 will be injected and stored in the Dupuy Formation 
that is more than 2 kilometers beneath Barrow Island in Australia [5,41]. 
After CO2 is injected into the deep underground saline formations, a number of physical and 
geochemical mechanisms work collaboratively in guaranteeing permanent immobilizations of CO2 
over long time. These trapping mechanisms include structural trapping, capillary (residual) trapping, 
dissolution trapping and mineral trapping. Despite the collaboration of these four mechanisms, they 
may play different roles in immobilizing CO2 over different time scales [5]. As indicated in the 
special report on CCS by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in 2005 [5], the trapping 
mechanisms and their impacts on the fluids and rocks are the primary knowledge gaps out of the eight 
scientific knowledge gaps in total, although there are some studies having evaluated parameters such 
as permeability to understand storage mechanisms [42]. Because potential CO2 leakage is a primary 
concern of structural trapping, numerical simulation has been extensively employed in probing the 
CO2 plume distributions as a function of multiple factors (e.g., the formation structural heterogeneity, 
anisotropic permeability, CO2 dissolution in the in situ water, and the capillary forces within pore 
space) in the reservoir over up to thousands of years [43-49]. Core flooding experiments and 
simulations (e.g., using Tough2) have been widely used in studying the displacement process of water 
(or brine) by CO2 [50], in measuring the essential parameters (e.g., relative permeability, saturation, 
CO2 distribution etc.) based on x-ray computed tomography scanner (CT) and/or magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) [51,52], and in assessing the geochemical and geo-mechanical interactions between 
CO2, water and solids [53,54]. Enabled by microfluidic fabrication technologies, pore-scale networks 
or channels etched on micromodels for modeling the characteristic porous medium or pore-throat 
structures have also been utilized for studying storage-related two-phase flow problems [55-62], 
Moreover, pore network modelling (PNM) has also been employed to investigate the wettability 
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heterogeneity effects on saturation patterns [16,63]. Besides the unique features of micromodels such 
as enhanced heat and mass transfer, flexible process controls and shorter operation time [42], 
advances in fabrication enable the production of micromodels to replicate the real reservoir conditions 
(extreme pressures and temperatures) and the more-alike geometrical features of the pore network.  
CO2 will become either liquid or supercritical state when stored deeper than 800 meters with a 
temperature higher than 31 °C. Due to its mild critical conditions (critical pressure Pc = 7.38Mpa, 
critical temperature Tc = 31°C) and other advantages such as non-toxic non-flammable and tunable 
physiochemical properties, scCO2, has been widely used as solvents in various chemical reactions 
[64-67]. However, detailed interactions between scCO2 and aqueous fluid are underexplored due to 
the use of macro-scale systems. Microfluidic platforms where a network of microchannels, electrodes, 
sensors can be integrated offer unique advantages to investigate the interactions by confining the 
interface and using advanced fabrication and detection technologies. This shift of research from 
macroscale to microscale devices is the so-called ‘Lab-on-a-Chip’ (LOC), which is characterised by 
the advantages such as faster analyses and reactions, less sample and reagent consumptions, less 
waste products, higher throughputs and portability. In addition, analytic techniques and control 
systems can also be integrated to the microscale ‘laboratory’, which further enables real-time 
monitoring of the on-chip processes, fast mass and heat transfer and prompt controls of the operation 
conditions. More importantly, extreme conditions (e.g., very high pressures and temperatures) can be 
introduced to the microreactors more reliably and securely due to the small-sizes of the devices and 
small quantities of the reactants, which may be, in comparison, difficult to be achieved in macroscale 
systems. Despite of their huge potentials, microreactors that are compatible with extreme pressures 
and temperatures did not incur much attention until the mid-2000s, and there are a limited number of 
reported cases available in literature. The pioneering work include the use of dense CO2 for chemical 
reactions [68-75], for improving reaction performance [76], in assisting with nanomaterial 
productions [77-79], and in measuring the solubility of CO2 in water and brine [80]. Benefiting from 
the advanced visualization techniques, CO2 drop shrinkage and their mechanisms are also of great 
interests [81-82]. It should be noted that CO2, particularly the gaseous CO2, as one of the two-phase 
fluids has been studied extensively in the realm of microscale fluid dynamics and chemical processes 
over the past 12 years [83-91]. However, the dense CO2 including liquid and supercritical CO2 has not 
been studied equivalently. Besides its applications in CCS, it is also scientifically rich to investigate 
the hydrodynamics and mass transfer of CO2 in microreactors with extreme temperature and pressure 
conditions, especially about a discrete form of the CO2.  
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For this purpose, issues as listed below will be addressed in this thesis: 
 an experimental system equipped with a silicon-glass microchip will be built for studies related to 
transient micro-processes particularly at extreme pressure and elevated temperature conditions;  
 a silicon-glass microchip featured with a micro T-junction is applied to model instantaneous 
contacts between liquid CO2 and water, and the potential drop flow will be specifically focused 
and discussed; 
 liquid and supercritical CO2 drops which are produced by the T-junction will be monitored in a 
long straight microchannel in Taylor flow regime, and for the first time, the shrinkage effect 
resulted from the interfacial mass transfer with water will be probed by experiments;  
 by numerical simulations, hydrodynamics of a single liquid CO2 drop and a single supercritical 
CO2 drop will be studied in a long straight microchannel, the flow patterns within CO2 drops as 
well as in the interfacial regions and the interfacial distributions of CO2 are the main focuses. 
1.2 Thesis Outline 
This thesis is structured into eight chapters as follows: 
In Chapter 1, the background and motivation of this thesis are introduced. It starts with the 
introductions of various aspects of carbon capture and storage (CCS) as a promising CO2 mitigation 
method and the knowledge gaps of the storage mechanisms in porous reservoirs. The potentials and 
applications of pore-scale micromodels especially those with extreme pressures/temperatures 
conditions are briefly reviewed. Also by surveying on the microfluidic studies involving gaseous CO2 
that cover the hydrodynamics and mass transfer resulted shrinkage, the lack of microscale studies 
related to dense CO2 including liquid and supercritical CO2, the exact forms of CO2 stored in 
geological formations, is pinpointed, which also prompts this thesis. The thesis outline is provided as 
well. 
In Chapter 2, a literature review is provided mainly on: (1) two-phase microfluidic flows including 
the relevant forces, dimensionless numbers, interfacial effects, common geometries and flow regimes, 
(2) hydrodynamic issues of drops (and/or bubbles) in microchannels including flow resistance, thin 
film presence and Taylor bubble/drop speed, (3) conventional equations of state (Eos), and (4) classic 
mass transfer models. 
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In Chapter 3, an experimental system specifically built for the two phase microfluidics working at 
extreme pressures/temperatures is introduced, and the fabrication of silicon-glass microchips is 
detailed. Also specifically introduced are several key issues encountered during the system building, 
such as a design calculation of the square microchannel geometry in terms of mechanical strengths, a 
design of a ‘plug-and-play’ connector, a general assembly of the microchip with the connector, 
calibrations of a back pressure transducer, and additions of 2-µm filters for preventing microchannel 
clogging. 
In Chapter 4, liquid CO2 and de-ionized (DI) water are engineered into a micro T-junction, in 
which the liquid CO2 stream is a dispersed fluid encountering the water stream at the T-junction in a 
perpendicular manner. A drop flow regime has been analyzed in details in terms of the comprising 
stages of one representative drop generation period and the generated drop size, speed and spacing 
development over time. In order to justify our discussions on such parameters, the involved transport 
mechanisms including CO2 hydrations, interfacial diffusion and relative strength of advection are 
analyzed, and the overall CO2 mass loss into water is verified as small. 
In Chapter 5, shrinkage of liquid CO2 segments that are produced in the micro T-junction are 
studied by following its traveling locations in a long straight microchannel. A mathematic model is 
developed for calculating the mass transfer coefficients on the drop side. Pressure decline of the 
segmented flow in microchannel is considered. By using the Peng-Robinson equation of state (Eos) 
for describing the CO2 drop, the pressure decline effect over the drop volume changes are analyzed 
which are proved to be an extreme small quantity. 
In Chapter 6, an analogous experimental study to that in Chapter 5 is performed towards 
supercritical CO2 (scCO2) segments travelling in the same long straight channel. Based on a similar 
methodology as in Chapter 5, the shrinkage phenomenon of scCO2 is confirmed and relevant 
hydrodynamic issues are analyzed. It is made clear, based on the experimental results in this chapter, 
that surface-to-volume ratio and the flowing time of scCO2 drops in the channel are the two main 
factors governing the overall mass transfer processes which mainly occur at the interface between the 
drops and the neighboring water. 
In Chapter 7, a numerical study on the hydrodynamic issues of one single liquid CO2 drop and one 
single scCO2 drop is presented. The numerical problem is described first and the applied numerical 
method is then detailed. Three liquid CO2 drop cases and three scCO2 drop cases, of which the 
operating conditions are analogous to that in the experimental work, are considered, respectively. The 
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computed drop profiles and thin film (at the channel wall) formations are presented and discussed. 
And the flow fields both within the drops themselves and at the drop meniscus regions are shown. 
The generated toroidal vortexes in those regions are generally attributed to the shear stresses in the 
thin films as well as that local ones in the vicinity of the drop meniscuses. Interfacial distributions of 
CO2 indicate the effects of both diffusion and local convections.   





















Two phase flow, as an important topic in fluid mechanics, has been studied for a long history since 
the pioneering work of Young and Laplace on the fluid cohesions in capillary tubes in the early 
nineteenth century [92]. Based on the forms of the substances involved in research and applications, 
two phase flows can be grouped into four classes, namely, gas-liquid flows, liquid-liquid flows, gas-
solid flows and liquid-solid flows. The most important two types of two phase flow, despite the 
regular involvements of solids as mediums or walls, are gas-liquid and liquid-liquid flows, which 
have been extensively implemented in industrial applications, such as the transportation of oil-gas 
mixtures in pipelines, heat exchangers, boilers in power plants and refrigeration systems [93,94]. 
Specifically, two-phase microflows as a subfield of the broad two phase flows are referred to the 
fluidics involving two immiscible or partially miscible fluids in microscale (<1mm) devices. The 
characteristics of two-phase microfluidic flows, such like relatively large interfacial area, fast mixing 
and reduced mass transfer limitations [95], outweigh them over conventional bench-scale systems and 
lead to numerous applications in biomedical engineering, high throughput chemistry and ‘digital 
microfluidics’ [96]. Among all potential flow regimes subjected to either the geometries of the 
microchannels, physical properties of the fluids or the flow conditions, micro segments (such as drops 
and bubbles) featured two phase flows have attracted more attention in research dedicated to 
enhancing heat and mass transfer between fluids, which is mainly due to the stable hydrodynamic 
characteristics (e.g., size, speed, morphology and monodispersity etc.) of these segments and the 
shortened heat and mass transfer path [95,97-102]. 
When CO2 is considered one of the fluids in liquid-liquid and gas-liquid systems, it could be either 
a gas phase, a liquid phase or even a supercritical one. Whatever phase the CO2 is, these fluid-fluid 
systems may not be immiscible but instead partially miscible. Moreover, when liquid or supercritical 
CO2 are considered, the ideal gas law may not be applicable. Therefore, appropriate methods are 
needed to describe the applied CO2 and to characterize the mass transfer involving CO2 during the 
dissolution processes. Last but not the least, hydrodynamic issues of CO2 segments when flowing in 
the microchannels, such as speeds, presence of thin films, and pressure decline, are necessary to be 
considered as well. 
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2.2 Fundamentals of Two-Phase Microfluidics Flows 
When compared with single-phase flows, two-phase microfluidic flows may be advantageous in 
terms of  larger interfacial areas, shorter transfer distances and more intensive mixing [96]. The 
properties of two-phase flows in microfluidic channels are generally determined by the following 
parameters: geometries of channels, properties of the involved fluids, and the flow conditions [95]. 
These parameters can be integrated into and taken account of by using dimensionless parameters, 
which have been normally used to characterize the two-phase flows. On the other hand, as a result of 
the phases introduced, interfaces between different fluids and solids are very likely to arise that can be 
characterized by such factors as interfacial tension, contact angle and capillary pressure which are 
able to significantly show effects to the hydrodynamics of the fluids and mass transfer between them. 
2.2.1 Forces and Dimensionless Numbers 
Interfaces are usually under the scenarios of balance and imbalance which are subjected to forces 
involved. There are generally four types of force related to two phase microfluidic flows, i.e., inertial, 
viscous, gravitational and interfacial forces. Interactions of these forces result in flow instabilities and 
a number of fluid distributions. Relative importance of each force of a pair can be described by the 
ratio of the two forces, which exactly defines a dimensionless number. Reynolds number (Re), as 




 ,                                                                (2.1) 
where 𝜌 is the fluid density, kg/m3; 𝑣 is the characteristic velocity, m/s; d is the characteristic length, 
m; and 𝜂 is the dynamic viscosity, Pa∙s. Re number for microfluidics is generally much smaller than 
100 and often is less than 1 [103-107]. This indicates a general weaker role of inertia relative to the 
viscous forces, which is mainly resulted from the restricted velocities of the fluids in the microscale 
channels. 
As the viscous forces compared to the interfacial tension, capillary number (Ca) is introduced to 




 ,                                                                  (2.2) 
in which 𝜂 and 𝑣 are the same as that used for the definition of Re, and 𝜎 (in N/m) is the interfacial 
tension between the fluids. Due to a dominant role of interfacial tension under the presence of 
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interfaces as well as under a usually hydrodynamic scenario, the Ca number is a key dimensionless 
number in microfluidics, especially when it comes to the droplet generation, coalescence and 
transports. 
Based on Re and Ca, the other two parameters, i.e., Ohnesorge number (Oh) and Weber number 
(We) can be induced. Oh number is defined as the ratio of viscous forces to inertial and interfacial 
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 .                                    (2.3) 
However, due to the very dominant role of interfacial tension, these two dimensionless number are 
rarely considered in microfluidics. On the gravitational dimension, there are two other dimensionless 
numbers, namely, Bond number (or called ‘Eötvös number’) and Grashof number have been 
introduced to evaluate the gravitational forces to the interfacial forces (equation (2.4)) and the 













,                                                          (2.5) 
in which Δρ is a density difference between the liquid phase (ρl) and the gas phase (ρg), g is the 
gravitational acceleration, m2/s; (Ts-T∞) is a temperature difference between the surface and the bulk 
fluid, and β is a coefficient of thermal expansion that is correlated with 1/T. Because of the microscale 
dimensions and the high-order scaling between the dimensions and these two numbers, Bond number 
and Grashof number are typically out of considerations. Nevertheless, Bond number has been applied 
to identify a prevalent flow regime in two-phase microfluidic flows-Taylor flow [108], and Grashof 
number may outstand itself when there exist flows significantly driven by a density difference [109]. 
In addition, there are some other dimensionless numbers commonly used in microfluidics, which 
are related to the fluid properties and flow conditions, such as the density ratio (𝜌), the viscosity ratio 
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                                                    (2.6) 
Here, Q is the flow rate of the fluid, m3/s. The subscripts in equation (2.6) ‘c’ and ‘d’ indicate the 
continuous fluid which is preferred by the solid walls upon wettability and carries the other fluid 
segments that are exactly the dispersed fluid, respectively. Moreover, dimensionless drop or bubble 
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sizes (Ld/W) quantified by comparing their lengths (Ld) to the characteristic width (or hydrodynamic 
diameter) of the channel (W) are usually used in quantitative analyses. 
2.2.2 Interfacial Effects: Surface Tension, Contact Angle, Capillary Pressure 
Given the general flow velocities (~ mm/s) being worked with, interfacial effects become a dominant 
factor that significantly affects the flow, as evidenced by the order of magnitude of the capillary 
number (Ca). When two immiscible fluids contact with each other, they are generally separated by a 
very thin layer called the ‘interface’ [110]. As discussed by Defay and Prigogine [111], a spherical 
cap of a bubble or a drop is subjected to surface tension σ at the base of the cap and pressures P’ and 
P’’ at each point on the surface, as shown in Figure 2.1 The effect of the surface tension is to contract 
the bubble or drop to resist a potential deformation resulted from an imbalance of forces. If the 
surface tension is uniformly distributed on the surface (i.e., same value of σ on all points), σ is called 
the surface (or interfacial) tension of the surface. It can be deemed as either the force per unit length 
of an arbitrary line on the interface or the energy for creating a unit area of the interface [112], thus 
the dimension of surface tension can be either force per unit length or energy per unit area, with the 
units ‘N/m’ and ‘J/m2’, respectively.  
Other than a uniform scenario, differences of the surface tension among at different positions on the 
interface could lead to another type of stress working to re-balance the interface, i.e., Marangoni 
stresses, which can be brought in thanks to a temperature difference or a presence of surfactants 
[113,114]. But in this thesis, the effects of variable temperatures on interfacial tension are ruled out 
and only uniform cases are assumed and considered. 
 
Figure 2.1 Capillary equilibrium of a spherical cap (after Defay and Prigogine [111]). 
There are usually two types of interfaces for immiscible fluid pairs, i.e., fluid-fluid (often gas-liquid 
and liquid-liquid) and fluid-solid involved in two phase microfluidic flows, where the wetting 
characteristics of fluid-solid interfaces determine whether the subjected flow regime is ordered or 
disordered. In general, complete and partial wetting between the continuous phase and the 
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microchannels result in an ordered and a disordered flow pattern, respectively. Considering a liquid 
drop on a smooth and planar surface, as shown in Figure 2.2, the interface between the liquid and gas 
intersects with the solid surface at an angle ‘θ’ which is called the contact angle [115]. On the 
interfaces of gas/liquid, gas/solid and liquid/solid, there are three surface tensions interacting with 
each other, namely, σlg, σsg and σsl, respectively. A force balance among these surface tensions results 
in a stable gas/liquid/solid system, which is based on equation (2.7) (i.e., Young-Dupre equation or 
Young’s equation) 
𝜎𝑙𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 = 𝜎𝑠𝑔 − 𝜎𝑠𝑙.                                                        (2.7) 
where σlg, σsg, and σsl are the surface tensions of liquid/gas, solid/gas and solid/liquid, respectively. θ 
is the contact angle between gas and liquid phase, which ranges from 0° to 180°. Equation (2.7) can 




 .                                                           (2.8) 
 
Figure 2.2 A force balance at a meeting point between a gas-liquid pair and a solid surface (after 
Dullien [110]). 
Contact angle is an important characteristic parameter of interfaces in microfluidics, which 
quantitatively characterizes the hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity of the solid surface with respect to 
the fluids in contact. When the contact angle is smaller than 90°, the solid surface is hydrophilic; 
while the surface is hydrophobic as the contact angle is larger than 90°. Moreover, additions of 
surfactants at certain concentrations can alter the contact angle [116], for example, when the 
concentration of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) as a surfactant is higher than the critical micelle 
concentration (CMC) in water, the surface of poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) will change from 
being hydrophobic to be hydrophilic [117]. 
By this point, interfacial effects between fluid phases and solid surface, i.e., surface tension and 
contact angle, can be described by Young-Dupre equation (or Young’s equation) in a combined way. 
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Generally, the solid-fluid interactions are specified to be ‘wettability’. It has significant effects on the 
flow of two immiscible fluids in porous medium and microchannels as well as in other applications 
(e.g., coating applications), which also have been studied in petroleum industry for a long time due to 
its key role in oil recovery processes [115]. Although interfacial tensions of fluid/solid might not be 
likely to be measured easily, the interfacial tension and contact angle between the two fluids can be 
measured. Take water and oil as an example, they compete with each other to contact the solid 
surface. Typically, the system is considered as (preferentially) water wetting if 0° ≤ θ < 90° (where 
water is the wetting fluid), or oil wetting if 90° ≤ θ ≤ 180° (where water is the non-wetting fluid). And 
a contact angle of 90° corresponds to an intermediately wetting state when σsg = σsl. Practically, a 
contact angle between 65° to 105° is deemed as an intermediate wetting state. Another case is a 
mixed wettability where the surface wettability varies among positions of the surface. It is also noted 
that the cases when σsg - σsl ≥ σlg (Slg= σsg - σsl - σlg, and is called ‘spreading coefficient’, see Figure 2) 
can be possible as well, and thus there is a spontaneous spreading of the liquid on the solid surface 
since the adhesive forces of liquid/solid is larger than that of gas/solid [110,115,118]. 
As a consequence of a combined effect from surface tension and contact angle, another key 
parameter, capillary pressure, can be raised which defines the pressure difference across the interface 
between two immiscible fluids. By considering a non-wetting phase displaces a wetting phase inside a 
capillary [119], as shown in Figure 2.3, the horizontal forces are under an equilibrium state such that 
a stable interface between the two fluids can be formed, as described by equation (2.9) 
𝑃𝑛𝑤(𝜋𝑅
2) + 𝜎𝑤𝑠(2𝜋𝑅) − 𝑃𝑤(𝜋𝑅
2) − 𝜎𝑛𝑤𝑠(2𝜋𝑅) = 0,                             (2.9) 
where R is the radius of the capillary and subscripts ‘nw’ and ‘w’ refer to the non-wetting and wetting 
fluid, respectively. Equation (2.9) can be rearranged as 
𝑃𝑛𝑤 − 𝑃𝑤 =
2(𝜎𝑛𝑤𝑠−𝜎𝑤𝑠)
𝑅
,                                                     (2.10) 
 
Figure 2.3 Equilibrium at a contact line between two fluids and a solid surface in a capillary (after 
G.P. Willhite [119]). 
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Integrate equation (2.10) with equation (2.7), equation (2.11) is obtained 
𝑃𝑛𝑤 − 𝑃𝑤 =
2𝜎𝑛𝑤,𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
𝑅
,                                                      (2.11) 
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),                                                  (2.13) 
where R1 and R2 are the principal radii of the curvature of the interface. In practices, R1 and R2 may 
be determined by considering the geometries of the channels and the contact angle simultaneously. 
2.3 Common Geometries and Flow Regimes of Two-Phase Microfluidic Flows 
In this section, the commonly used geometries to facilitate the immediate contact of two fluids in  
microfluidic flows are introduced. The resulted flow regimes for gas-liquid and liquid-liquid systems 
are briefly discussed. 
2.3.1 Common Geometries 
There are generally two groups of methods, i.e., passive and active ones, to facilitate the interactions 
of the involved fluids, which rely on purposely designed geometries in the devices and external forces 
(e.g., electrical, magnetic, ultrasonic), respectively. Among passive methods, the applied geometries 
can be further categorized into three types, i.e., cross-junctions (including T- and Y- junction), flow 
focusing and co-flowing devices. Figure 2.4 shows the three main microfluidic geometries used in 
liquid-liquid and gas-liquid flows, namely, T-junctions, flow focusing and co-flowing. 
Cross-junctions 
Cross-junction, especially the type of T-junction, is the most applied geometry in microfluidic flows 
involving immiscible fluids, in which one fluid intersects with the other in a certain angle (e.g., 90° 
for T-junction) [117,120-122]. It is generally composed of one side channel from which the fluid is 
dispersed into the junction and a main channel where there is a continuously flowing fluid. At the 
interface as these two fluids encounter, shear stresses, pressure gradients and interfacial tension 
dominate the stream breakups and possible droplet formations. For liquid-liquid flows, T-junction can 
be further divided into two types: cross-flowing and perpendicular flowing. In cross flowing, as 
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shown in Figure 2.4 (A)b, the dispersed fluid is induced from a side channel into the main channel, 
where the continuously flowing fluid shears off the dispersed flow and generates droplets [123]. In 
perpendicular flowing (see Figure 2.4 (A)c), however, the dispersed fluid flows in the main channel 
and the continuous one is induced from the side channel [124]. 
 
                                          (A)                              (B)                                 (C)     
Figure 2.4 Three common geometries of the microfluidic devices for two-phase flows: (A) T-
junction, (B) flow focusing and (C) co-flowing devices (after Zhao and Middelberg [96]). 
 
Figure 2.5 Three regimes of the two-phase liquid-liquid flows in a cross-flowing micro T-junction 
subjected to increasing flow velocities and capillary numbers (after Tice et al. [126]). 
In a cross-flowing T-junction, three regimes are reported for various flow rates, as shown in Figure 
2.5. When the flow velocity is low, interfacial tension is the dominant force that rapidly breaks up the 
plugs. As the flow velocity increases, viscous force becomes significant and interfacial tension is not 
sufficient to break up plugs. This is evidenced by the long neck and postponed breakups in Figure 2.5 
(B) and (C). Similar regimes of the droplet formation in a T-junction were also reported in a 
numerical study [125], and the regimes including squeezing, dripping and jetting were identified. 
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The other prominent type of the cross-junction is Y-junction, of which the interaction angle of the 
side and the main channel is an obtuse one [127,128]. Steegmans et al. [127] characterized the 
monodisperse emulsifications at a Y-junction, and based on a force balance analysis, a model was 
derived which correlated the droplet size with the channel depth and the capillary number. In 
addition, by using a correlation of the droplet sizes with static interfacial tensions, the apparent 
dynamic interfacial tensions in various surfactant systems were estimated, where the liquid-liquid 
interface were controlled by the shear stresses and a dominant convective transport of the surfactants 
[128]. 
Flow focusing 
The other mostly used geometry is a flow focusing device which has been extensively applied for 
forming spherical monodisperse droplets [129], as that shown in Figure 2.4 (B). In a typical flow 
focusing design, the dispersed and the continuous fluid flow coaxially at the exit of an inner 
microchannel and an outer microchannel, and then focused by a confining small orifice. The 
dispersed fluid is squeezed by the continuous fluid and breaks into spherical droplets or bubbles. 
Compared with T-junctions, flow focusing devices are generally used to produce droplets rather than 
plugs because the dispersed fluid is confined in the central region of the channel. Nevertheless, 
adhesions or damages of the droplet might be possible due to contact with the channel walls. There 
are primarily three flow regimes in flow focusing devices, i.e., squeezing, dripping and jetting, 
depending on the flow rate ratios of the dispersed fluid and that of the continuous one, which is 
analogous to T junction [130]. And the formations of these regimes can also be interpreted by using 
the capillary number [130,131], which compares the viscous force with the interfacial tension.  
Co-flowing 
Co-flowing is generally a second method to produce monodisperse droplets, as shown in Figure 2.4 
(C). The disperse phase flows through a capillary or a needle tube which is an inner capillary into the 
continuous phase that is flowing in an outer capillary, and the droplets or bubbles are produced by a 
combinatorial effect of interfacial tension and shear stress [132]. In a co-flowing design, droplets can 
be produced at the tip of the tube (i.e., dripping regime) or at a certain distance from the end of the 
tube (i.e., jetting regime). These regimes are similar to the dripping and the jetting regime in a flow 
focusing device. Umbanhowar et al. [103] reported the droplet formation in the dripping regime for 
the first time. Utada et al. [133] experimentally studied the dripping to jetting transition and 




Straight-through microchannels, membranes and micro-fabricated channel arrays are other geometries 
used by researchers in microfluidics. Straight-through microchannels take advantage of an array of 
vertical holes that are uniformly distributed in silicon surface to produce monodisperse droplets [134]. 
For membranes, the dispersed phase is driven through the uniform pores into the continuous phase 
under a certain pressure. Despite low energy inputs and low shear stresses, coefficients of variation 
(COV) of the droplets in membrane emulsification are much higher than those in other geometries 
(e.g., T-junction, flow focusing, co-flowing, straight-through) [96]. Other geometries have also been 
developed, such as array microchannels [135] and parallel droplet formation channels [136].  
Active methods based on external forces 
Other than the interfacial instabilities based geometries as a passive method driven by viscous forces 
and interfacial tensions, the interactions between fluids can also be achieved and controlled by using 
external forces, e.g., electro-wetting [137], dielectrophoresis [138,139], thermo-capillary and 
magnetic actuation [140]. Electrical forces are the mostly used external forces in droplet formation. 
The application of interfacial electrical forces offers several advantages in droplet formation, e.g., 
adjustable droplet sizes, flexible geometries of the channel etc. [141-145]. Moreover, the size and the 
production rate of the droplets could be adjusted under different liquid flow rates or voltage 
differences. Thermal energy is another method to control droplet flow in microchannels. Temperature 
changes can lead to changes of viscosities and interfacial tensions, which contribute to the 
manipulation of the droplet [146,147]. In recent years, surface acoustic waves (SAWs) based on 
acoustics and ultrasonics at high frequencies (10 ~ 1000 MHz) have been utilized to conduct ultrafast 
microfluidics. It is a superior alternative to conventional methods in producing rapid actuations, 
extremely fast motions of drops and significant inertia within drops. Therefore, it is of particular 
significance to the manipulation of drops in an atomized and fast way as well as in enhancing the 
mixing performance within droplets, especially with respect to the small particles in droplets. On the 
topics of SAWs integrated with microfluidics, readers are referred to the references such as Yeo and 
Friend [148], Friend and Yeo [149], Ding et al. [150], Yeo and Friend [151]. 
2.3.2 Flow Regimes 
One key feature of two-phase flows is the interface between the two phases. The interface, especially 
that of a gas-liquid system, is very likely to take various forms subjected to multiple factors. And due 
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to the interfacial effects, it tends to be a curved shape. Thus, it is appropriate to describe two-phase 
flows according to the various types of distributions of these interfaces. Consequently, the concept of 
‘flow regime’ or ‘flow pattern’ has been conceived [152]. Analogous to the conventional two phase 
flows at macroscale, there exist various flow regimes (or patterns) of the gas-liquid and liquid-liquid 
systems in the microscale geometries. These flow regimes are of enormous importance to the main 
design parameters and the common modeling methods of two phase flow systems. In this section, 
common flow regimes of gas-liquid and liquid-liquid two phase microfluidics are introduced. Note 
that, since the layouts of the capillaries (e.g., vertical, horizontal or inclined) and flow directions (e.g., 
downward or upward) can have a significant influence on the flow regimes, the discussions here are 
limited to two phase flows in planar microchannels (i.e., horizontal). Also, Taylor instability is not 
applicable in capillaries and microchannels. 
2.3.2.1 Gas-liquid flow regimes 
Gas-liquid flow is the mostly studied subject of two-phase microfluidic flow. It has been attempted in 
all of the aforementioned geometries. Similar to that in the early studies in the capillaries (of which 
the diameter is on the order of magnitude of 1 mm [153,154]), the flow regimes in microchannels are 
mainly determined by viscous and interfacial forces as well as inertial forces when Re approaches 1. 
Besides, wetting properties of the wall are very important for the gas-liquid flows as well.  
Early research work was mostly done in circular capillaries with inner diameter around or below 
1mm [153,155-157]. For most cases, five major flow regimes have been identified in experiments, 
namely, bubbly flow (including dispersed and general bubbly flow with respect to the bubble size), 
slug flow, churn flow, slug-annular flow and annular flow [157], as shown in Figure 2.6. Bubbly flow 
(Figure 2.6 (A-B)) is characterized by discrete bubbles of equivalent diameters smaller than that of 
the capillary, which usually occurs at very high liquid velocity and a simultaneously low gas velocity. 
As the gas velocity increases relatively to the liquid one, slug flow starts to be developed which is 
characterized by a cylindrical slug of an equivalent diameter larger than that of the capillary and by a 
certain film separating the slug from contacting the wall (see Figure 2.6 (C-D)). The slug is generally 
featured by two semi-circular shaped caps at the front and the back end, though a difference between 
the dynamic contact angles of the front and the end cap leads to a shape difference, as shown by 
Figure 2.6 (D). Note that slug flow is often referred as Taylor flow or intermittent flow which may be 
identified based on a critical Bond number [108]. As gas velocity further increases to be several times 
of the liquid one and the total flow rate of two fluids increases as well, churn flow can be formed in 
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which the caps of the bubbles in slug flow become unstable and disrupt into smaller satellite bubbles 
(see Figure 2.6 (E-F)). As a result of the coalescence of the long bubbles, a flow regime called slug-
annular or wavy-annular flow emerges in which there are rare liquid segments to separate the bubbles 
from one another, as shown in Figure 2.6 (G-H). It is not stable at the interface as well. When the gas 
velocity further increases, the wavy interface starts to be flattened and the trend line of the overall 
interface seems as parallel to the channel wall, the flow regime at this moment is named annular flow 
(represented in Figure 2.6 (I-J)). 
     
Figure 2.6 Some representative photos of various flow regimes of gas-liquid flows in a 1.097mm 
diameter circular capillary: (A-B) bubbly, (C-D) slug, (E-F) churn, (G-H) slug-annular, (I-
J) annular (after Triplett et al. [157]). 
However, 1mm diameter channel serves more like an upper boundary of the microscale channels, 
as argued by Rebrov [158], and the dominance of either interfacial tension or inertial force in 
microchannels may not complicate the flow regimes when compared with those in millimeter scale 
capillaries. Thus the flow regimes might be able to be divided into three groups, i.e., the one 
dominated by interfacial tension, the one dominated by inertial forces, and the rest as a result of a 
competition between interfacial tension and inertial force. Despite of this categorization, there are 
mainly six flow regimes in microchannels, as shown in Figure 2.7, most of which are analogous to 
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that already reported in the 1mm dimeter capillaries. However, the early transition from slug to slug-
annular flow may be further differentiated from the general slug-annular flow and called slug-ring, in 
which certain curvatures still exist at the interface. When the gas and the liquid both have a high 
velocity, a regime of dispersed phases of both fluids can be generated. 
     
(A)                                                                       (B) 
Figure 2.7 A generalized schematic of various flow regimes in microchannels: (A) representative 
photos of each flow regime designated with first letters: bubbly-B, slug-S, slug-ring-SR, 
slug-annular-SA, annular-A, churn-CH, dispersed-D; (B) a typical mapping of flow 
regimes against superficial velocities of the gas and the liquid. (after Rebrov [158]). 
There have been a large number of publications on the flow regimes of gas-liquid flows in 
microchannel in the past 15 years, and many parameters have been verified as influential on the flow 
regimes as well as the transitions between regimes. These parameters generally include, but are not 
limited to: (1) the geometries of the mixer and the microchannels (e.g., [159-162]), (2) the wetting 
properties of the channel wall surface (e.g., [163-165]), (3) the surface tension (e.g., [166-168]), and 
(4) the liquid viscosities [166]. Regarding the effects of such parameters, readers are referred to a 
review work by Rebrov [158].  
2.3.2.2 Liquid-liquid flow regimes 
Liquid-liquid flow is distinguished from the gas-liquid one in terms of: (1) the viscosities of both 
fluids are non-negligible, (2) both fluids are incompressible, and (3) wetting issues are related with 
both fluids [95]. In view of the research history, water and various oils (e.g., silicon oil, toluene, 
decane, tetradecane, hexadecane etc.) have been the mostly used liquid pairs in liquid-liquid flow, 
which is mainly due to their excellent immiscibility and easy availability.  
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Thorsen et al. [123] reported diverse patterns of water droplets at a T-junction under various water 
and oil pressures. Such different droplet patterns, other than the pure water or oil streams, include 
separated droplets, jointed droplets, double and triple droplet layers and elongated droplets. And they 
dedicated the instability of those vesicle formations to a competition of the shear forces with the 
surface tension. Dreyfus et al. [169] investigated the effects of wetting properties of the oil and water 
relative to the channel walls over the flow patterns. In a complete wetting case, the flow patterns were 
ordered and determined by the flow rates, these patterns were divided into isolated water drops, pearl 
necklace, pears and stratified flow, as shown in Figure 2.8 (B). In a same complete wetting case but 
with no surfactant added, the flow patterns could not be exactly defined, as shown in Figure 2.8 (C). 
Moreover, the concentration of the surfactant showed an influence on the interfacial tension and 
further resulted in a transition from disordered patterns to an ordered separated drop pattern.  
          
                                           (A)                                                            (B) 
          
                                            (C)                                                          (D) 
Figure 2.8 Obtained ordered and disordered flow patterns with and without using surfactants: (A) a 
flow-focusing device using water and tetradecane as a liquid-liquid system; (B) ordered 
flow patterns at a complete wetting scenario; (C) disordered patterns without using 
surfactants; (D) flow pattern evolution as a result of increasing the concentration of the 
surfactant SPAN 80 (after Dreyfus et al. [169]). 
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Zhao et al. [170] reported liquid-liquid flow patterns at a T-junction in a rectangular microchannel. 
The flow patterns had been specified as slug flow, monodispersed droplet flow, droplet populations, 
parallel flow and annular flow (see Figure 2.9 (A)), which were correlated with the Weber numbers of 
the water and oil phase (see Figure 2.9 (B)). Similar to the gas-liquid system, the flow patterns of 
liquid-liquid one can also be divided into three groups, namely, (1) interfacial tension dominated 
group including slug and monodispersed droplet flow, (2) inertial and interfacial forces combined 
group including parallel flow and droplet populations, and (3) inertial forces dominated group 
including parallel and annular flow. Slug flow and parallel flow have been identified as the two main 
flow patterns in T- and Y-shaped glass microchips using deionized (DI) water and dyed oil phases 
(i.e., toluene and hexane) [171]. The formation of these two patterns was attributed to a competition 
between the viscous force and interfacial tension (i.e., mean capillary number and Reynold number). 
A similar finding of the predominance of slug flow and stratified flow as main flow patterns was 
reported by Cherlo et al. [172], and the Weber number was deemed the key factor in controlling the 
flow patterns as well. 
                
                                  (A)                                                                     (B) 
Figure 2.9 Flow patterns of liquid-liquid systems at a micro T-junction: (A) representative photos of 
the flow pattern including slug flow (a), monodisperse droplet flow (b), droplet 
populations (c), parallel flow (d), annular flow (e); (B) a mapping of the flow patterns 
against the Weber numbers of the water and kerosene (after Zhao et al. [170]).  
2.4 Mechanisms of Droplet/Bubble Formations in Two-phase Microflows 
Droplet/bubbly flow as well as slug flow have been the common flow regimes shared by both gas-
liquid and liquid-liquid system in microfluidic studies. These flow regimes have fascinated 
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researchers working on the heat and mass transfer, thanks to well-defined interfaces, increased 
surface-volume ratios, convective motions within the slugs and the droplets, interfacial diffusion 
between the slugs of different fluids, reduced distances of mass and heat transfer, etc. [173-175]. In 
order for better controls and applications, the mechanisms of droplet/bubble/slug formations need to 
be studied. As indicated in a review work [96], droplet formation is generally determined by the 
following parameters: (1) channel geometry, structure and surface property (e.g., channel type, 
dimension and hydrophobicity); (2) fluid properties (e.g., density, viscosity, interfacial tension and 
contact angle); and (3) operating conditions (e.g., pressure, flow rate ratio, temperature, electric field, 
etc.). These parameters can be integrated and expressed by using dimensionless numbers. Due to the 
proportional relation with the characteristic length of the microchannel, Reynolds number is usually 
very small, which indicates that the inertial effects compared with viscous forces can be ignored. 
Capillary number is a key dimensionless number in microfluidic studies and has been used to reveal 
the mechanisms of droplet/bubble formations.  
Three typical formation regimes have been identified in the common geometries, namely, 
squeezing, dripping, and jetting. For droplet breakup in a T-junction, two dynamic models, i.e., ‘rate-
of-flow-controlled’ breakup and shear-driven breakup are proposed by Garstecki et al. [122,176] and 
Thorsen et al. [123], respectively. For low capillary numbers (< 0.01), shear stress is smaller 
compared with interfacial tension. Therefore, droplet breakup results from the pressure difference 
across the droplet or bubble under a simultaneous presence of interfacial tension. Garstecki et al. 
[122,176] named the mechanism of droplet formation in squeezing regime ‘rate-of-flow-controlled’ 
breakup, which may be applicable to droplet breakups in confined T-junctions and flow-focusing 
geometries as well. Table 2-1 lists a few scaling laws of the droplet/slug size for liquid-liquid flows 
when Ca < 0.01 at a squeezing regime. A dimensionless length of the droplet/slug is defined by a 
ratio of the absolute length L over the channel width W, and is generally correlated as a function of 
the flow rate ratio Qd/Qc, which corresponds to the ‘rate-of-flow-controlled’ mechanism. 
For Ca > 0.01, shear stress starts to contribute to the droplet formations. The mechanism can be 
characterized as a shear-driven breakup [123]. Droplets are generally produced in an unconfined way 
[101,177], and the flowing pattern is somewhat similar to the dripping regime as that arises in co-
flowing or unbounded T-junction [103,123,132]. According to Zhao and Middleberg [96], droplet 
diameter (dd) can be correlated to Ca by ‘dd ∝ (1/Ca)’. Therefore, the droplet size is inversely 
proportional to the continuous phase flow rate, bulk flow rate, and the viscosity of the continuous 
phase. Some publications have contributed in probing the mechanisms of droplet formation under 
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Table 2-1 Scaling laws of the droplet/slug size under low capillary numbers and a squeezing regime. 
 
Table 2-2 Scaling laws of the droplet/slug size under large capillary numbers and a dripping regime. 
Conditions Authors Scaling laws Annotations 
1. Large Ca (> 0.01); 
2.Dripping regimes in 
an unconfined way in 
T-junctions and co-
flow devices. 
















A modified Ca incorporates the 
effect of the droplet size; 
Ca: 0.06 to 0.8. 




Applied to d > h;  










(m = n = -0.75) 
For both confined & unconfined 
droplet formation. 







Applicable to a transient regime 
between squeezing and dripping. 
𝑑𝑑, 𝑑𝑖: diameters of the droplet and the inner microchannel; w, h: width and height of the microchannel; V: volume of the 
droplet; Vcrit, ref and tneck, ref are the critical volume and the necking time at Ca=1. 
Conditions Authors Scaling laws Annotations 
1. Low Ca (Ca < 0.01); 
2. Squeezing regimes in 
confined T- junctions 
and flow-focusing 
Tice et al. [183] 𝐿 𝑊⁄ = 1.9 + 1.46𝑄𝑑 𝑄𝑐⁄   
Garstecki et al.[122] 𝐿 𝑊⁄ = 1 + 𝑄𝑑 𝑄𝑐⁄  
Main channel (width × depth): 
100 µm×33 µm; side channel 
(width × depth): 50 µm × 33 
µm; Ca: 8×10-5~8×10-3 
Xu et al. [124] 𝐿 𝑊⁄ = 4.07 (𝑄𝑑 𝑄𝑐⁄ )
−5 
A T-junction microchannel; 
continuous phase: oil,   
channel: 200×150 (µm2); 
dispersed phase: water; 
quartzose capillary (inner 
diameter: 40 µm) into the 
perpendicular channel 200× 
150 (µm2) 
Xu et al. [184] 𝐿 𝑊⁄ = + 𝛿 𝑄𝑑 𝑄𝑐⁄   
Note: ‘L’ is the length of the immiscible droplet/slug; ‘W’ is the width of the channel; ‘Qd’ and ‘Qc’ are the flow rate of the 
disperse and continuous phase, respectively; ‘ε’ and ‘δ’ are fitting parameters depending on the T-junction geometry. 
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a large capillary numbers (Ca > 0.01) at the dripping regime in unconfined T-junctions and co-
flowing, as shown in Table 2-2. In a short summary, the confined breakup is based on the ‘rate-of-
flow-controlled’ mechanism, which relies on the pressure difference across the plugs in the T-
junction or the droplets in a flow-focusing geometry. And the unconfined breakup is controlled by a 
shear-driven mechanism where capillary number determines the final droplet size. 
Generally, microfluidic gas-liquid flows are a gas-in-liquid type, which may be unstable and 
difficult to control as compared with liquid-liquid flows. A number of experimental studies have been 
done on bubble formation mechanisms in gas-liquid microfluidic flows, as shown in Table 2-3. In 
addition to the experimental studies, a number of numerical studies on the hydrodynamics and 
mechanism of the bubble formation process have also been reported [e.g., 178-182]. 
Table 2-3 Scaling laws and some studies of bubble size in gas-liquid microfluidic flows. 
Authors Scaling laws or findings Annotations 
Gañán-Calvo [186] 
𝑑𝑏 𝐷⁄ = 1.1 (𝑄𝑔 𝑄𝑙⁄ )
0.4; 𝑑𝑏: bubble 
diameter; D: diameter of the orifice 
Microbubbles produced by a capillary flow-focusing 
device. 
Cubaud et al., [187] 𝑑𝑏 ℎ⁄ = 1 + 𝑄𝑔 𝑄𝑙⁄ ; h-channel height 
A flow-focusing device with four-crossed square 
channels; water + air; water + SDS/air 
Xiong et al. [188] 𝑑𝑏 ℎ⁄ = 1 + 𝑄𝑔 𝑄𝑙⁄  
A co-flowing microchannel; 
Not effective at large 𝑄𝑔 𝑄𝑙⁄ , since small Ql hardly 
contributes to bubble formation in co-flowing. 
Yasuno et al., [189] 
Bubble size is independent of surface tension in the range of 36.2-48.9 mN/m using SDS; 
Using proteins as surfactant, droplets get different sizes even under the same interfacial tension due 
to the effect of viscoelasticity; 
Averaged bubble size is inversely proportional to viscosity ratio. 
Xu et al. [190] 
A T-junction microchannel; 
Bubble size ∝ 
1
flow rate of continuous phase
 or 
1
viscosity of continuous phase
; 
Bubble size is independent of surface tension; 
Different surfactants lead to varied bubble formation process due to various wetting and dynamic 
interfacial properties. 
Fu et al. [191] 
A flow-focusing microchannel; 
Low influence of surface tension on bubble size; 
Bubble breakup is controlled by the bubble collapse stage; collapse rate of thread neck and collapse 




Table 2-3 Scaling laws and some studies of bubble size in gas-liquid microfluidic flows (continued). 
Dietrich et al. [192] 













𝑉𝑏: bubble volume; 
𝑊𝑔: width of gas channel; 
𝜃: angle of flow focusing channel; 
𝜃𝑐: contact angle of the liquid on the 
channel 
           
A dimensionless correlation of the bubble volume. 
Tan et al. [193] 














L: gas plug length 
Ca: capillary number 
       
A T-junction with a side rupturing flow; 
the angle 𝜃 formed by the disperse gas phase channel 
and the continuous liquid phase is introduced to 
correlate the former equation, 
Xiong and Chung 
[194] 











h: height of the channel; 
a, b, c: fitting parameters 
A T-junction channel with high aspect ratio; 
Gas phase is injected from the side channel. 
Zhang and Wang 
[195] 
Pressure rather than the gas phase flow rate is used to interpret the mechanism of bubble formation; 
An empirical relation  is used for predicting the bubble volume in a confined T-junction channel; 
capillary number significantly affects the bubble volume. 
2.5 Hydrodynamics of Drops/Bubbles (Taylor types) in Microchannels 
In this section, some hydrodynamic properties of the droplets/bubbles after their formations, 
including an existence of a thin film, pressure drop determination and moving speeds, in either a 
circular or rectangular microchannel (the high aspect ratio is on the order of 1) are discussed. Here, it 
is assumed that there exists a complete wetting scenario of the channel wall with respect to the 
continuously flowing liquid (or called ‘carrier fluid’). In addition, our discussions focus on Taylor 
type bubbles and droplets with a cylindrical shape. The equivalent diameters of such segments are 
several times of the hydrodynamic diameter of the channel, as shown in Figure 2.10. The capillary 
number ranges from 10-4 to 10-2.  




             
                                     (A)                                                                    (B) 
          
                                      (C)                                                                   (D) 
Figure 2.10 A single Taylor bubble/droplet in a microchannel: (A) an image of a typical water 
droplet in hexdecane; (B) outlines of a bubble at Ca = 0.04 for various Re (1 ~ 200); (C) 
schematics of the cross-sectional profile of a gas bubble (a) in circular capillaries (b), in a 
square microchannel at low Ca (O(10-3)) (c), and in a square microchannel at high Ca 
(O(10-1)) (d); (D) geometries of a bubble in a square tube when it is non-axisymmetric (a) 
and axisymmetric (b), respectively. (after Gupta et al. [196], Kreutzer et al. [197], Fries et 
al. [198], Kolb and Cerro [199]) 
2.5.1.1 Thin film in capillaries 
When a Taylor bubble or droplet flows in either a circular or a square microchannel, it is always 
enclosed and separated from the channel wall by a thin film which is sometimes referred a lubrication 
film. The presence of this thin film is mainly a consequence of: (1) the wettability preference towards 
the continuously flowing liquid (i.e., the slug phase between two consecutive bubbles/droplets) and 
(2) the interfacial tension between the bubble/droplet fluid and the slug phase [200]. As the 
bubble/droplet is featured by a speed vd, based on a homogeneous model of the interface between two 
phases and the boundary layer theory, there exists a velocity gradient of the thin film from the wall to 
the interface which leads to a viscous drag in a reverse direction of the velocity. The dragging effect 
of the viscous forces also contributes to the deposition of the continuous phase at the wall. Moreover, 
according to the Young-Laplace equation, there also exists a pressure jump from inside the 
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bubble/droplet to the thin film which can be estimated by equation (2.11). The effect of the capillary 
pressure is more like to push the interface toward the wall and expel the thin film liquid into the bulk. 
Therefore, the thin film is controlled by both the viscous force and the interfacial tension as well as 
the wettability and the radial size of the drop (see Figure 2.10 (D)), simply, the Ca number of the 
bubble/drop [201]. Some early studies of the thin film thickness for gas-liquid systems in capillaries 
demonstrated that the capillary number of the bubbles is a dominant role, which were summarized by 
Angeli and Gavriilidis [108], as shown in Table 2-4. Other than viscous and interfacial force, inertial 
force may become important when Ca reaches 10-2, and during then, the film can be thickened to a 
certain portion of the channel diameter. This effect may be accounted for by the Weber number [202]. 
Table 2-4 Film thickness of gas-liquid systems in circular capillaries. (after Angeli and Gavriilidis 
[108]). 
 
2.5.1.2 Thin film in square microchannels 
The film thickness of a gas-liquid system in square microchannels can be different from that in 
capillaries, especially when the Ca number is low (< 0.01), such as that shown in Figure 2.10 (D)-a. 
There are two regions of the thin film, i.e., a wall film region and a corner film region (or called 
‘gutter region’), which are of different dimensions [198]. Kolb and Cerro [199] measured the film 
thickness of both the wall film and on the diagonal direction (see Figure 2.10 (D)) at various Ca 
numbers. The results showed that the corner regions accounted for ~22% of the total cross-sectional 
area for the flow and the wall film thickness (δfilm) could be 0.08∙rs. Thulasidas et al. [203] measured 
the film thickness in a square capillary, and a dimensionless film thickness (δfilm/rs) could range from 
0.05 to 0.2 depending on the Ca number (0.022 to 1.11). The film thickness in square tubes has been 
also investigated in numerical simulations (e.g., Hazel and Heil [204]). Kreutzer et al. [197] 
summarized the data of these work and plotted the film thicknesses in wall film region and corner 
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region against the capillary numbers, see Figure 2.11. They noted that the results on the diagonal 
direction agreed well and even when the velocity was very low (approaching to 0) the film would not 
disappear; on the other hand, when Ca > 0.04 the bubble size would be uniform in diagonal direction 
and at the side wall (see Figure 2.10 (D)b), i.e., the bubble is axisymmetric. Additionally, a 
correlation of the bubble size in the diagonal direction was provided as follows 
𝑑𝑏,𝐵−𝐵
𝑑𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙
= 0.7 + 0.5exp (−2.25𝐶𝑎0.445),                                      (2.14) 
in which db,B-B is the bubble diameter in the diagonal direction and dchannel is the width of the square 
channel. 
 
Figure 2.11 Film thickness versus Ca number in square microchannels (after Kreutzer et al. [197]). 
Fries et al. [198] compared their experimentally measured film thickness in the corner by using 
confocal laser scanning microscopy and laser induced fluorescence with the predicated results by 
using equation (2.14), and found that the correlations provided slightly overestimated data. The 
deviations were more pronounced under low Ca numbers (< 0.001) when very short bubbles were 
presented. Nevertheless, the tendency of the film thickness in the corner region with Ca number was 
well predicted. Despite the limited resolution of the thin film in wall region (or say, in the observation 
plane), Fries et al. [198] approximated the film thickness in the wall region as 0.02∙dchannel where the 
dchannel is the hydraulic diameter of the channel. Using CO2/water and N2/water in a rectangular 
microchannel (aspect ratio is 2.68), Yao et al. [205] focused on inertial effects on the gas slugs 
formation and on the film thickness in both the wall region and the corner region, and argued that 
when inertial effects were significant (Weber number: 0.21 to 12.5) with a Weber number exceeding 
3.1 the film thicknesses might be underestimated by the aforementioned models. This argument was 
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evidenced by their measurements under a Ca number over 0.01 together with significant inertia 
involved. Still, the previous models worked well when Ca < 0.01. However, inertia and geometry 
(e.g., represented by aspect ratio) can be two other important factors showing influence on the film 
thicknesses. As discussed by others [206,207], the effects of inertia and gravitational forces could be 
pronounced as well, especially when flow rates and dimensions were increased. 
Other than experiments, numerical studies based on self-developed and commercial codes have 
been probing the effects of various factors on the thin film thickness, such as that summarized by 
Talimi et al. [208]. These numerical studies generally cover a Ca range of 0.001 to 10 for gas-liquid 
flows in microscale capillaries and square as well as rectangular channels. More information can be 
referred to this review and the references there. By comparing the dimensionless film thickness 
(relative to the channel hydraulic radius) between simulated results and model predicted ones, as 
shown by Abadie et al. [209] and Gupta et al. [196], the numerical methods could be reliable for 
providing more insights to the thin film. 
Comparatively, liquid-liquid two phase flows in capillaries and square microchannels have not 
received equivalent attention as the gas-liquid counterparts in terms of both the thin film and the 
related hydrodynamics (e.g., pressure drop). In recent years, liquid-liquid two-phase flows, especially 
in a droplet/slug flow regime, have been increasingly reported in: (1) assisting the mass transfer based 
extraction between liquids (e.g., [210-212]), (2) facilitating the heat transfer from outside channel 
wall and among the liquids and the solid walls [213-215]. Focusing on the thin film in liquid-liquid 
systems, Kashid and Agar [216] estimated the pressure drop along a capillary by considering the wall 
film, of which the thickness was calculated based on Bretherton’s law. Using laser induced 
fluorescence, Ghaini et al. [217] measured the wall film thickness of water/kerosene in a glass 
capillary (inner diameter (ID) = 1mm) and showed that the film were (0.006~0.016) times of inner 
diameter of the capillary. Jovanović et al. [218] measured the film thickness in a liquid-liquid slug 
flow and compared it to the predicted one by Bretherton’s law, however, the measured data were 
mostly lower than the predictions. Additionally, there was an effect of the gravity which led to an 
asymmetrical distribution of the film thickness. A similar comparison was made by Gupta et al. [196]. 
In the sector of numerical simulations, liquid-liquid two-phase flows have not been studied 
extensively neither, as reviewed by Talimi et al. [208]. Despite of the efforts on slug formation and 




2.5.2 Pressure Drop  
The pressure drop of gas-liquid flows in Taylor flow regime in micro capillaries and channels has 
been extensively investigated since 1960s [219]. The gas is typically a gas plug surrounded by the 
liquid (slugs as well as the thin film), and is mainly subjected to both a friction of the liquid and the 
pressure drop over the gas plug thanks to the surface tension along the curvature-featured front and 
back meniscus, as discussed by [197,198,220,221]. Comparatively, the pressure drop in liquid-liquid 
Taylor flows has not been studied at an equivalent scale [196,216,218,222]. As argued by Eain et al. 
[219], an increased viscosity of the drop phase in liquid-liquid flows relative to the gas counterpart in 
gas-liquid flows may result in a significant interfacial shear that shows effects on the pressure drop, 
which essentially complicates the pressure drop predication.  
2.5.2.1 Pressure drop of liquid-liquid Taylor flow 
Without considering the thin film, Kashid and Agar [216] proposed a theoretical model and 
dedicated the total pressure drop in micro capillary to be a sum of: (1) the frictional pressure drop of 
the drop and the continuous phase and (2) the interfacial pressure drop due to the curvatures of the 
drop meniscuses. As the thin film is considered, the pressure drop caused by this thin film is deemed 
a dominant one compared to the frictional pressure drop of the continuous phase and the interfacial 
one. The two cases discussed by Kashid and Agar [216] are summarized as follows 
∆𝑃𝑡 = {
= ∆𝑃𝑓𝑟,𝑐 + ∆𝑃𝑓𝑟,𝑑 + ∆𝑃𝑖𝑛,𝑑 = 𝐿𝑡 ∙
8𝜂𝑐𝑣(1−𝛼)
𝑅ℎ















∙ ∆𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑛                                                                                        with film
 ,      (2.15) 
where the frictional pressure drops, i.e., ΔPfr,c and ΔPfr,d, of the continuous and the drop phase can be 
determined according to assumptions of fully developed Hagen-Poiseuille flow of single phase. Lt, ηc, 
ηd, v̅, α and Rh are the total length of the microchannel, dynamic viscosities, mean velocity of the flow 
(v̅ = (Qc + Qd)/(DW)), length fraction of the drop phase and hydrodynamic radius, respectively. The 
interfacial pressure drop ΔPin,d can be calculated by the Young-Laplace equation, as shown by the 
third term on the right side of the expression under no film case, in which (L + Ls,w) indicates the 
length of a flow unit composed by a drop (L) and a continuous slug (Ls,w), and σ represents the 
interfacial tension. On the other hand, when the thin film of the continuous phase is considered, its 
thickness δ that may be estimated by the Bretherton’s Law [220] together with Hagen-Poiseuille 
equation for the pressure drop of the single phase can be applied to calculate the total pressure drop.  
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Jovanović et al [218] pointed out the Kashid and Agar model could overestimate the pressure drop 
values, owing to (1) the interfacial pressure drop was calculated based on a constant static contact 
angle, however, an advancing and a receding contact angle might exist and be different from the one 
under a dry wall case; (2) the effects of the front and back meniscus of the drop on pressure drop were 
summed up, but should had been subtracted instead of being summed up since the contributions of 
these two meniscuses to the pressure drop in the flowing direction were contrary; (3) the superficial 
velocity of the continuous fluid was applied to determine frictional pressure drops, whereas the 
dispersed drop flowed faster than the continuous fluid due to the existence of the thin film. Based on 
the pressure drop model for a single bubble in a capillary proposed by Bretherton [220] and by 
accounting for the thin film thickness and velocity, Jovanović et al [218] developed a stagnant film 
and a moving film model of the pressure drop of a slug Taylor flow, as follows 
∆Pt= ∆𝑃𝑓𝑟,𝑐 + ∆𝑃𝑓𝑟,𝑑 + ∆𝑃𝑖𝑛,𝑑 = 𝐿𝑡 ∙
8𝜂𝑐𝑣(1−𝛼)
𝑅ℎ






∙ 7.16(3𝐶𝑎)2 3⁄ ,    stagnant film,  (2.16-1)   
∆Pt = ∆𝑃𝑓𝑟,𝑐 + ∆𝑃𝑓𝑟,𝑑 + ∆𝑃𝑖𝑛,𝑑 
      = 𝐿𝑡 ∙
8𝜂𝑐𝑣(1 − 𝛼)
𝑅ℎ
2 + 𝐿𝑡 ∙
4𝑣𝑑𝛼
[𝑅ℎ
2 − (𝑅ℎ − 𝛿)





∙ 7.16(3𝐶𝑎)2 3⁄ , moving film,  
 (2.16-2) 
The model, particularly the moving film one as shown in equation (2.16-2), has been used in a few 
work [196,222,223] for comparisons with either experimental or numerical results. As reported, the 
moving film model works well only at low flow rates (resulted Ca << 10-2) and for long drops which 
narrows the length difference between the thin film and the drop. But as the flow becomes faster, 
inertia effects start to challenge the validity of Bretherton’s estimation of the interfacial pressure drop 
which is indeed overestimated. The overestimation by Bretherton’s law further leads to an 
overestimation by using the moving film model, which has been evidenced by the comparisons with 
experimental data [222,223] as well as with CFD simulation data [73]. These comparisons suggest 
that a revision of the above factor accounting for a more accurate film thickness could improve the 
performance of the moving film model. 
In a recent review [219], the above models were used to compare the calculated pressure drops to 
the experimentally measured ones. Not very surprisingly, neither of the models gave a within ±15% 
accurate prediction of the experimental results. The authors concluded that the models failed in 
correctly calculating the interfacial pressure drops because of not accounting for the inertia effects. In 
view of an obvious viscosity ratio (may be from 0.3 up to 100 relative to water) of the liquids in 
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liquid-liquid Taylor flows, pressure drop models specifically developed for gas-liquid flows might be 
applicable to liquid-liquid ones as well, depending on the viscosity ratio range. 
2.5.2.2 Pressure drop of gas-liquid Taylor flow 
For a single bubble in a round capillary, Kreutzer et al. [197] investigated the effects of drop length 
(as well as the continuous slug length), inertia and interfacial tension on the interfacial pressure drop 
of a bubble, and considered ΔPin,d a function of: (1) non-dimensional length of the continuous slug Lc* 
(Lc*= Ls,w/(2Rh)), (2) the capillary number Ca of the bubble, and (3) the Reynold number Re 
calculated by the superficial velocity v̅. A non-dimensional form of this model is given as  






)0.33,                                                   (2.17) 
where fc is a friction factor of the continuous fluid. The first term on the right-hand side originates 
from a fully developed Hagen-Poiseuille flow of a single fluid; the factor ‘a’ in the second term is a 
constant that can be 2.72 or 1.12 according to experiments or numerical simulations, respectively. 
The discrepancy of ‘a’ between experimental and numerical results, as suggested, is thanks to the 
Marangoni effect caused by the impurities in the liquids applied in the experiments. Walsh et al. [224] 
proposed a revised factor of ‘a’ (a = 1.92) and noted that the two terms on the right-hand side of the 
model formulation (equation 2.17) stemmed from a single phase Poiseuille flow and an empirically 
derived Taylor flow limit, respectively. ‘a = 1.92’ was coincidently an average of those two values 
obtained by Kreutzer et al. from experiments and simulations [197]. Eain et al. [219] verified that the 
pressure drop model proposed by Walsh et al. [224] might be applicable to the liquid-liquid 
counterparts as well as long as there was a viscosity ratio ηc/ηd > 4.5. A more recent model of 
pressure drop for gas-liquid Taylor flows in round capillaries was developed by Warnier et al. [221]. 
This model considers similar issues as in Kreutzer’s model. One difference between these two models 
is that the effect of the gas bubble velocity on the pressure drop is included in Warnier’s model. 
Based on mass balance between the continuous slug and the gas bubble plus the thin film, Warnier’s 
model is developed and incorporates the effect of a non-negligible thin film thickness in Bretherton’s 


















],                                  (2.18) 
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where Ac and Ad are the channel and the bubble cross sectional area, respectively. As shown by Eain 
et al. [219], this model yielded a better agreement than Walsh’s model in spite of a few scatterings 
still out of its ±20% bandwidths. In fact, Eain et al. [219] suggested a curvature parameter of 8.16 
instead of 7.16 to be used in order for an improved approximation. This modification results in a 
modified Warnier’s model. As a result, Warnier’s model extends the application range: 1.45 ≤ Re ≤ 
567.59, 4.5×10-5 ≤ Ca ≤ 0.067, 0.76 ≤ Lc* ≤ 46.83, 1.05 ≤ Ld* ≤ 14.25, and can be applicable to liquid-
liquid Taylor flows in micro capillaries as well. Nevertheless, as noted by Warnier et al. [221], one 
part of their model is based on the work of Bretherton [220] and that of Aussillous and Quéré [202]. 
Thus the model is unlikely to be applicable to circumstances such as non-axisymmetric channels, 
non-laminar flows of continuous phase, strong inertia, nor non-ignorable velocity of the thin film that 
separates the bubble from touching the channel wall. 
2.5.3 Speeds of Taylor Bubbles/Drops 
As a consequence of the thin film and the pressure drop in the flow direction, the moving speed of the 
Taylor bubble or droplet in either a capillary or a square microchannel can be distinguished from that 
of the neighboring continuously flowing slug. A dimensionless number, m, is usually used to 




,                                                              (2.19) 
in which vd and vs are the moving speed of the bubble/drop and the averaged slug speed (from the 
total flow rates of both fluids), respectively. Fairbrother and Stubbs [225] correlated m with Ca as m 
= 1.0∙Cad1/2, which was valid for 7.5 × 10-5 < Cad < 0.014. Based on an analytical approach, 
Bretherton [220] showed that m was correlated to Ca as m = 1.29∙(3Cad)2/3 for inviscid bubbles in 
circular capillaries under a Ca number smaller than 0.01. However, in rectangular microchannels, thin 
film is very different from in capillaries (see Figure 2.10 (D)a). A gutter region other than the wall 
film region does contribute to the flow of the carrier fluid, especially when Ca number is over 0.01 
the gutter region is featured by a fraction of the liquid flow [203]. Wong et al. [226,227] showed that 
the liquid flux in the gutter region was in the same direction as the bubble flowing in the rectangular 
channel and was higher than that of the wall film region by an order of Cad. Thus, the dimensionless 
bubble speed in terms of m can be formulated as m ∝ (-Cad1/3), which indicates that the bubble flows 
slower than the carrier fluid. A similar result was reported by Sarrazin et al. [228] that m = 
(0.52Cad0.32) for 10-4 < Ca < 1. 
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The droplet speeds determined by being correlated with Cad2/3 and (-Cad1/3) are only different 
within 6% for 10-6 < Ca < 1 [229]. Moreover, an addition of surfactants may slow down the bubble 
speed compared to without using surfactants [230], which was attributed to a retardation effect caused 
by the Marangoni stresses. A comprehensive experimental study on the effects of capillary number, 
droplet size and viscosity contrast on dimensionless droplet speed (vd/vs) was done by Jakiela et al. 
[231]. Shown by figure 4 in their work, vd/vs is generally lower than 1 for droplet size L/W > 2 at a 
viscosity contrast (of drop phase over carrier fluid) of 0.3. 
In a short summary, a series of factors including geometries, capillary numbers, bubble/droplet 
sizes, viscosities of involved fluids and with or without surfactants can influence the relative 
bubble/droplet speed, which may be slightly faster or slower comparatively. 
2.5.4 Flow Fields 
Interfacial effects and the presence of a thin film for gas-liquid and liquid-liquid two phase flows in 
microscale devices highlight the roles of viscous forces and interfacial tension. These two factors 
further lead to the circulating motion within both the liquid slugs and the droplets. The internal 
circulations are of enormous significance to the mass and heat transfer within the individual segments 
as well as across the interface where the diffusion could be enhanced by the convective circulations.  
Taylor made qualitative sketches of the flow streamlines in liquid slugs that were ahead of long 
bubbles [200]. Three different streamlines were suggested depending on the m (see equation (2.19)) 
values, as shown in Figure 2.12. When m > 0.5 at a high Ca number, a complete bypass flow of the 
liquid surrounding the bubble was formed and a stagnation point emerged at the front head of the 
bubble, as shown in Figure 2.12 (A)a; when m < 0.05 at a low Ca number, due to a much thinned 
film, two possible flow streamlines in a reverse direction might be possible, one featured with a 
stagnation ring at the front head of the bubble (shown by Figure 2.12 (A)b) and the other one featured 
with two stagnation points that were on the head of the bubble and on the back cap of the slug (shown 
by Figure 2.12 (A)c). Cox [232] obtained the streamlines shown by Figure 2.12 (A)a and (A)b in 
experiments; Martinez and Udell [233] as well as Westborg and Hassager [234] computed the same 
streamlines in numerical simulations. However, the third streamline pattern (Figure 2.12 (A)c) was 
never confirmed by experiments [235]. Despite of the experimental void, Giavedoni and Saita [236] 
obtained not only the first two but also the third streamline pattern in a numerical study, as shown in 
Figure 2.12 (B). Heil [237] numerically studied the effects of inertia on the streamlines in the liquid 
slugs and showed that they were changed to a closed vortex when Re number reached 20 and the  
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                          (A)                                                                                    (B) 
Figure 2.12 Streamline patterns in the liquid slug displaced by a long bubble: (A) qualitative sketches 
by Taylor [200]; (B) computed streamlines at various Ca numbers (Giavedoni and Saita 
[236]). 
vortex size was smaller as distance was larger from the bubble head. Thulasidas et al. [235] provided 
an analytical model of the velocity in the liquid slug and experimentally showed the velocity profile 
of the Taylor flow in liquid slugs in circular capillaries and square cross sectional ones. A complete 
bypass flow for horizontal flow occurred at Ca = 0.7. For long liquid slugs, the velocity profile was 
found to be one of Poiseuille flow; but for short slugs the streamlines were curved. These findings 
had been verified by Taha and Cui [207] who numerically investigated the flow field in the liquid 
slug ahead of a gas bubble in a Ca range of 0.03 to 1.34. In a follow-up study, Taha and Cui [238] 
focused on the slug flow in square microchannels and showed the influence of Ca numbers on the 
bubble profiles on in-plane direction and on diagonal direction as well as the flow fields in the slugs. 
Increasing Ca numbers from 0.04 to 0.4 and up to 1.35 resulted in a similar streamline transition as 
that shown in Figure 2.12 (B), and a cross sectional shape transition from an octagon-like to a circular 
was found as well.  
Different from the conventional semi-infinite analysis of the flow field in slugs, liquid slugs 
enclosed by two bubble meniscuses (one is the front meniscus of the back drop and the other is the 
back meniscus of the front drop in the flow direction) as well as the inner flow field are of great 
interests to those who focus on the bubble-train flows (i.e., Taylor flow). Günther et al. [239] 
quantified the instantaneous recirculation motions in the liquid slugs in straight microchannels and 
meandering ones using microscopic particle imaging velocimetry (µPIV), as shown in Figure 2.13. 
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Their findings, on the other hand, quantified Thulasidas et al.’s claim about the curved streamlines in 
short liquid slugs. 
However, for liquid-liquid micro segmented flows, there are limited studies dedicated to the 
internal flow fields of the droplets (liquid), which has been improved only from the last decade and 
driven by the applications of µPIV or even confocal µPIV. PIV (particle imaging velocimetry) is a 
non-instructive optical method in which particle (also called ‘tracer’) distributions are recorded 
between two consecutive time frames and flow velocity can be determined by calculating the 
displacements of particles over the time period [240]. Kashid et al. [241] visualized the internal 
circulations in both water and oil slugs using PIV combined with CFD simulations under different 
velocities. They reported two zones in both slugs, i.e., a recirculation zone in the centers of the slugs 
and a stagnant zone (zero velocity). Similarly, Sarrazin et al. [242] reported the internal circulations 





Figure 2.13 Velocity fields in a liquid slug in (A) a straight square microchannel and (B) a 
meandering square microchannel. Channel width and depth are 400 µm and 280 µm, 
respectively. (after Günther et al. [239]). 
approximately in accordance with Kashid et al.’s results. They also showed the velocity fields in a 3D 
scenario, i.e., on the cross sectional profile as well as at different depth values. By using a confocal 
µPIV system, Kinoshita et al. [243] conducted 3D measurement and visualization of the flow field of 
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a moving droplet in a rectangular microchannel. This was a comprehensive (probably also the first) 
study on the flow profile of a hydrodynamic droplet in microchannel. Figure 2.14 shows the velocity 
streamlines depicted by Kinoshita et al. in multiple cross-sections (‘x-y’ plane) of a droplet at four 
different focal depths (‘z’ positions). van Steijn et al. [244] showed transient velocity fields in the 
continuous fluid when it was pinching off the dispersed phase into droplets using µPIV, which 
assisted in elucidating the mechanisms of droplet/bubble generations. Malsch et al. [245] used µPIV 
and studied the internal flows in long water segments flanked either by smaller air segments or long  
              
                
Figure 2.14 Velocity streamlines of a moving droplet at (A) 2µm above the channel bottom wall, (B) 
12µm above the bottom wall, (C) 22µm above the bottom wall, and (D) the middle cross 
section of the droplet, respectively, where channel depth is 58µm (perpendicular into 
paper). The arrow on the top right of each graph indicates a reference vector. (after 
Kinoshita et al. [243]). 
oil segments, and dedicated the internal flows in water segments to liquid/wall frictions and 
liquid/liquid frictions, respectively. They also revealed and quantified the internal flows in small 
water segments during transports in a straight and a meandering microchannel, as shown in Figure 
2.15. However, as discussed in Figure 2.14, a focus on an unspecified plane may render a slightly 
different velocity profile, which may be a drawback of conventional PIV. 
More specially, separate and simultaneous measurements of the internal flows in both droplets and 
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liquid slugs for liquid-liquid two phase microflows have also been achieved by using different tracers 
in both liquid segments. However, special attention should be paid on differentiating the fluorescent 
signals from the different tracer particles in order to obtain undistorted flow profile in the interfacial 
regions. Such simultaneous measurements of flow fields in both segments will not be discussed in 
details here, but are referred to the work performed by other researchers, such as Miessner et al. [246] 
and Oishi et al. [247].  
                
(A)                                                                                     (B) 
Figure 2.15 Flow fields inside small water segments when they transport in a straight microchannel 
and a meandering one, respectively. (after Malsch et al.[245]). 
2.6 Equation of State (Eos) for Taylor Droplets/Bubbles 
In the scope of thermo-physics, an equation of state (Eos) formulates the relations among pressure, 
temperature and density of substances. Following the themes in previous parts, the discussions here 
are limited to pure fluids that are normally encountered in the field of two-phase microfluidics and 
that have been used as either a gas phase or a liquid one.  
When a very general dispersed fluid is considered, it might be either a bubble or a droplet 
surrounded by a continuous liquid in the Taylor flow. Thus it is necessary to use a more applicable 
equation of state (Eos) to describe the dispersed fluid rather than using the classical ideal gas law. 
Cubic equations, among other equations, of state in a form of a cubic function of molar volume (the 
volume of a mole gas or liquid) have been proposed and developed in the past 140 years to correlate 
pressure, volume and temperature together for a given quantity of substance within a system, to name 
a few, the Van der Waals Eos [248], the Redlich-Kwong Eos [249], the Soave-Redlich-Kwong Eos 
[250], Peng-Robinson Eos [251], volume-translated Eos [252,253] and Patel-Teja Eos [254]. Despite 
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,                                                  (2.20) 
in which b, c, d, and e are constants or functions of the temperature as well as fluid properties (e.g., 
acentric factors, critical compressibility factors, etc.); P, V and T are pressure, volume and 
temperature, respectively; R is the universal gas constant. The first term and the second term on the 
right-hand side of the above equation indicate a repulsion pressure and an attraction pressure, 
respectively. Among the numerous cubic Eos, but are not limited to the above-mentioned ones, the 
Soave modified Redlich-Kwong Eos (also called Soave-Redlich-Kwong Eos) and the Peng-Robinson 
Eos are the most frequently applied cubic equations in research related to the thermo-physical and 
vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) properties. Moreover, as compared by Peng and Robinson [251] 
between their calculated vapor pressures of pure substances and equilibrium ratios of mixtures and 
those calculated by Soave-Redlich-Kwong Eos, Peng-Robinson Eos provided slightly more accurate 
agreements with the experimental data. Therefore, the equation of state proposed by Peng and 
Robinson is going to be applied in this thesis to correlate the volume change (viz., drop length 
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 𝛽(𝑇𝑟 , 𝜔) = [1 + (0.37464 + 1.54226𝜔 − 0.26992𝜔
2)(1 − 𝑇𝑟
0.5)]2,               (2.22) 
where Pc, Tc and Vm are the critical pressure, the critical temperature and the molar volume (Vm: 
volume/moles), respectively; β(Tr, ω) is a non-dimensional function of temperature ratio Tr (Tr = 
T/Tc) and an acentric factor ‘ω’ of the specific substance (‘ω’ for common hydrocarbons and N2, CO2, 
H2S are referred to the figure 2 in Peng and Robinson’s original paper.). Assuming the temperature 
(T) is a constant, equation (2.21) for a known fluid becomes an equation with two unknown variables, 
i.e., P and Vm. Furthermore, two such equations may be available at the starting point and the ending 
point of the straight channel. 
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2.7 Mass Transfer: Dimensionless Number and Models 
Mass transfer, as one of the three main subjects of transport phenomena, describes the mass transport 
from one position (or region) to another that may be driven by gradients of concentration, electrical 
potential, pressure and/or temperature, and may occur in one single phase (e.g., gas, liquid, or even 
solid) or across the phase boundaries in multicomponent systems [256]. Mass transfer can be found 
broadly in various physical and chemical processes, such as gas absorption [257] (mostly in liquids), 
liquid evaporation [258], liquid-liquid extraction [259] and, for many cases, chemical reactions 
[260,261]. Revealed by two prevalent models of mass transfer, namely, the film model [262] and the 
penetration model [257] developed on gas-liquid absorptions, molecular diffusions of the (gas) solute 
across the interface and exposure time of the liquid to the solute at the interface are two controlling 
mechanisms of the mass transfer performance when diffusion is a key process in the mass transfer, 
especially in microscale devices. These findings indicate that a controlling of the mass transfer in two 
phase microfluidics can be achieved by regulating the molecular diffusion and contacting time from 
the aspect of either the geometry, the fluid property or the operation conditions [263]. 
Generally, mass transfer is coupled with hydrodynamic processes and heat transfer. In order to 
characterize the mass transfer, dimensionless numbers are usually applied, which are analogous to 
those introduced in 2.2.1 about the forces in fluidics. Two prevalent models, namely, thin film model 
and penetration model of the interfacial mass transfer have been proposed by Whitman [262] and 
Higbie [257], respectively. In this section, common dimensionless numbers and models related with 
mass transfer are introduced. Note that, although most of the dimensionless numbers relevant to mass 
transfer are introduced, discussions of the mass transfer here are focused on fluids with a presence of 
interface, or more specifically, for gas-liquid and liquid-liquid systems without chemical reactions.  
2.7.1 Dimensionless Numbers 
As discussed by Kashid et al. [264], the definitions of the dimensionless numbers used for mass 
transfer in two phase coexisting cases are generally adapted from the single phase system, which may 
be dependent on the physical properties of either the gas, the liquid or the averaged properties of both.  
In the context of mass transfer, Péclet number (Pe) is defined as a ratio of the transport rate driven 




 ,                                                                (2.23) 
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in which 𝑣 is the local flow velocity, m/s; d is the characteristic length, m; and Ddiff is the diffusion 
coefficient (or called ‘diffusivity’) of the diffused species (e.g., gas or liquid molecules) in the liquids, 
m2/s. According to Fick’s first law [265], diffusion coefficient is defined as a ratio of the diffusion 
flux (an amount of the substance transported though a unit area during a unit period of time) under a 
concentration gradient driving the diffusion. Based on the Re and the Pe number, a third 







,                                                          (2.24) 
which is a ratio of the kinematic viscosity (also called ‘momentum diffusivity’, η/ρ, m2/s) and mass 
diffusivity Ddiff. It characterizes a relative strength between the diffusivity of the momentum and that 
of the mass. For a general two phase coexisting case, Sherwood number (Sh) is often applied to 
evaluate the competition between the convective mass transfer and the molecular diffusion, which are 
along and across the interface, respectively. It is an equivalent in mass transfer of Nusselt number. 




,                                                           (2.25) 
where k is a convective mass transfer coefficient, m/s. According to the theoretical work and the 
experimental data from Ranz and Marshall [266], Sherwood number (Sh) can be related to Re and Sc 
as follows 
𝑆ℎ = 2 + 0.6(𝑅𝑒)1/2(𝑆𝑐)1/3.                                            (2.26) 
Based on an analogy to those dimensionless numbers in heat transfer, mass transfer Fourier number 












,                                                                (2.29) 
in which kbl and din are the mass transfer coefficient in a boundary layer and an internal 
characteristic length in the mixture; 𝛼 indicates the thermal diffusivity (m2/s). The above three 
dimensionless numbers are indicators of: (1) relative rate of species diffusion over species storage, 
i.e., Fom; (2) relative resistance of internal species transfer over that in the boundary layer, i.e., Bim; 
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and (3) relative strength of thermal diffusivity over mass diffusivity, i.e., Le. However, they are 
usually of interest when both mass and heat transfer are considered, and mostly, in a mixture 
composed of various species. 
In addition, mass transfer may proceed simultaneously with chemical reactions when chemical 
reactions are involved. A dimensionless number, i.e., Hatta number (Ha), is generally used to 




,                                                         (2.30) 
where kr is a constant which quantifies the reaction rate. Note that the above definition is dedicated 
to the first order reaction kinetics, thus kr has a unit of s-1. A similar dimensionless number 






,                                                        (2.31) 
in which C0 is an initial concentration and n is the order of the reaction. 
2.7.2 Mass Transfer Models 
For interphase mass transfer in gas-liquid and liquid-liquid systems, diffusion plays a key role in 
mass and species transport across the interface. The descriptions of diffusion can be carried out 
based on Fick’s law of diffusion using diffusion coefficients or based on an approach using mass 
transfer coefficients. Using the former and the latter approach, however, usually yield more 
distributed parameters (e.g., concentrations at specific positions and time) and lumped parameters 
(e.g., averaged concentrations of solute in solvent), respectively [267]. Nevertheless, for engineering 
problems, mass transfer coefficient oriented approaches seem to be reliable enough to provide 
quantitative insights, particularly in a complex multiphase system. In this section, the definition of 
mass transfer coefficient is introduced first. Three commonly applied models of interfacial mass 
transfer are briefly introduced and discussed. 
2.7.2.1 Mass transfer coefficient 
Given with an interface, the mass transfer proceeds from one side and further into the other side of the 
interface which might be a well-mixed solution. The transfer amount of the mass or species per unit 
time is proportional to the interfacial area and a concentration difference, as shown below 
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?̇?0−1 = 𝑘𝐴𝑖(𝑐0 − 𝑐1),                                                     (2.32) 
where ?̇?0−1 is the mass transfer rate, mol/s; Ai is the interfacial area, m
2; c0 and c1 are the 
concentration at the interface and the bulk solution, respectively, mol/L. The proportionality k is 
called a mass transfer coefficient, m/s. Note that k here is subjected to both diffusion and convection 
which collaboratively contribute to the mass transfer. The definition of mass transfer coefficient in 
equation (2.32) is correlated with concentration difference and is a simple way to characterize the 
transfer performance, along with other common definitions of mass transfer coefficients based on 
partial pressure, molar fractions etc. However, it may be ambiguous due to inappropriately defined or 
selected concentration difference, interface area and even diffusion induced convection normal to the 
interface that may distort the concentration profile, as argued by Crussler in his book [267]. 
2.7.2.2 Thin film model 
Thin film model (maybe also called ‘stagnant film’ model) is one of the two micro-models for 
describing the interphase mass transfer [262,264]. In this model, a hypothetical stagnant film exists at 
the interface which facilitates the diffusion of the solute from the gas phase to the bulk liquid, see 
Figure 2.16 (A). The interface is characterized with a concentration c0 (which is high enough to 
neglect any diffusion induced convection that is normal to the interface), and the bulk liquid has a 
concentration of the gas solute of c1 where a well mixing exists. Thus a diffusion dominated mass 
transfer through the film can be described by equation (2.32). However, it may also be described by 
Fick’s first law, as shown in equation (2.33), 
    
(A)                                                                               (B) 
Figure 2.16 Schematics of two models for interphase mass transfer: (A) a thin film model and (B) a 






𝐴𝑖(𝑐0 − 𝑐1),                                                     (2.33) 
where δ is the film thickness. Therefore, the mass transfer coefficient k can be determined by Ddiff/ δ. 
Despite its simplicity and straightforwardness, this model is difficult for use since the film thickness δ 
is difficult to be predicted since δ is subjected to multiple factors, such as geometry, physical 
properties of both fluids and operation conditions. 
2.7.2.3 Penetration model 
The second micro-model is called penetration model, which was proposed by Higbie [257], as shown 
in Figure 2.16 (B). The film is assumed thick and a semi-infinite liquid; additionally, diffusion across 
the interface dominates over convection in the z direction (i.e., perpendicular to the interface) while 
convection is a dominant mass transfer mechanism in comparison to diffusion in the x direction (i.e., 
the flow direction). At the interface, the overall mass transfer can still be characterized by equation 
(2.32). Besides, according to Crussler [267], an averaged interfacial flux over x can be calculated 
from below 
?̇?0−1 = 2√𝐷𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓/[𝜋 (
𝐿
𝑣𝑥=0
)]𝐴𝑖(𝑐0 − 𝑐1),                                     (2.34) 
in which L is the film length of interest in the x direction, and vx=0 is a liquid velocity at the interface. 
Thus the term (L/vx=0) quantifies the contact time of the liquid with the gas. Therefore, the mass 
transfer coefficient k is determined by 2√𝐷𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓/[𝜋(𝐿/𝑣𝑥=0)]. It is clear that the contact time of the 
two fluids are a key parameter to deduce the mass transfer coefficient, which is related with the 
hydrodynamic properties, such as interface length and velocity.  
When a dynamic system is considered, the penetration model may be more realistic than the thin 
film model since it considers the effect of the hydrodynamics. A film-penetration model combining 
the two models has been proposed and applied, and has been proved mutually complementary with 
each other [268]. 
2.7.2.4 Two film model 
In the thin film model, only the diffusion process in the liquid film is considered. However, when the 
diffusion at the gas side is required to be considered (e.g., in a much diluted gas phase), a second 
layer other than the thin liquid film on the other side of the interface is formed, which was exactly 
introduced in Whitman’s original paper [269]. The two films separated by the interface lead to the 
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two film model, as schematically shown in Figure 2.17. Here, phase 1 and phase 2 are by default a 
gas phase and a liquid phase, respectively. Film 1 and film 2 are characterized by the thickness of δ1 
and δ2, respectively. The mass transfer from the gas phase to the liquid phase is driven by the 
diffusion through the two films in sequence. In film 1, diffusion of the gas solute is achieved due to a 
partial pressure gradient from p1 to p1,0, and a concentration c2,0 at the interface results from the 
interfacial partial pressure p1,0. In film 2, diffusion is propelled by a concentration gradient from c2,0 
to c2. 
 
Figure 2.17 Schematic of the two film model for mass transfer (adopted and revised from Kashid et 
al. [264]). 
The overall diffusion process can be described as follows 
?̇?1−2 = 𝑘1𝐴𝑖(𝑝1 − 𝑝1,0) = 𝑘2𝐴𝑖(𝑐2,0 − 𝑐2) = 𝑘2𝐴𝑖(
𝑝1,0
𝐻
− 𝑐2),                 (2.35) 
in which k1 and k2 are the gas phase and the liquid phase mass transfer coefficient, respectively. Note 
that the interfacial concentration c2,0 has been specified as a ratio of the interfacial partial pressure p1,0 
and a constant H (Henry’s constant) according to Henry’s Law. On the other hand, the total process 
can also be analyzed based on equation (2.32), i.e., 
?̇?1−2 = 𝑘1−2𝐴𝑖(𝑐1 − 𝑐2),                                                (2.36) 








,                                                          (2.37) 
where k1-2 is an overall mass transfer coefficient. In a similar way, when liquid-liquid systems are 










,                                                         (2.38) 
in which K is a partition coefficient that is defined by a ratio of the solute concentration in liquid 1 
over that in liquid 2. 
2.8 Summary 
Working with two phase microfluidics is always complicated in comparison to working with a single 
phase flow, which is mainly due to the interface between phases. An overview of the involved forces 
and interfacial effects is provided first. Some common geometries which have been frequently 
applied to facilitate two phase immediate interactions and flows are introduced; some typical flow 
regimes of gas-liquid and liquid-liquid flows are reviewed; and the underlying mechanisms of the 
common regimes, particularly of the bubbly/droplet flows, are simply summarized. As a further step, 
several key hydrodynamic properties of Taylor-type bubbles and droplets in microchannels are 
discussed, including the thin film isolating those segments from contact with the solid wall, the 
pressure drop in microchannel under presences of thin film and segments, the flow velocity of the 
segments, and lastly, the internal circulating motions within slugs and droplets. In order to describe 
the disperse phase – either gas or liquid, a more general and appropriate equation of state is briefly 
introduced. Last but not the least, mass transfer which has been focused in microfluidics in recent ten 
years, is introduced. Instead of reviewing the extensive examples, the discussions in this section of 
this chapter were on the fundamental aspects of the interphase mass transfer, including some typical 













Experimental System: Building and Optimization 
This chapter details an experimental system building which is dedicated to two phase microfluidic 
studies, especially to those related to extreme pressure/temperature conditions. The unique 
requirements of this experimental system pose great technical challenges from two aspects, i.e., (1) 
extreme-pressure-temperature resistant and (2) leakage-free over the total flow paths of the fluids. 
Moreover, these two requirements ought to be simultaneously met. On the premise of these two 
requirements, reliability (i.e., no clogging of the micro-device in particular), flexibility (i.e., 
modulation in order for readily manipulating, such as a change of a component) and coordinability 
(especially between two connected modulations) are several main goals at the end of the experimental 
system building. Accordingly, relevant optimizations are carried out after the initial building efforts. 
3.1 Common Materials for Microfluidic Devices 
Microfluidic devices have been increasingly used in the research fields of biology, chemistry, 
biochemistry and biomedical as analytical systems and production tools. Multiple materials including 
silicon, glass, stainless steel, ceramics, and polymers can be used to fabricate the microsystems [270]. 
In order to choose a suitable material, several factors should be considered, such as mechanical 
strength, surface chemistry, optical properties, biocompatibilities, temperature or pressure 
characteristics, costs and the amenabilities to production of the candidate materials. There is no 
versatile material for all the microfluidic applications. Generally, for particular requirements of an 
application, one type of material may be preferential over others because of one or more preferred 
properties. In this section, the pros and cons of several commonly used microfluidic materials, such as 
silicon, glass and polymers (e.g., poly (dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS), poly(methyl methacrylate) 
(PMMA) and polycarbonate (PC)) are introduced, which may be referred to for choosing proper 
materials to fabricate microfluidic devices. 
3.1.1 Silicon 
In the past several decades, silicon has been used to produce sensors, actuators and microsystems, 
which promoted the development of electronics, especially the microelectromechanical systems 
(MEMS). Typical physical properties silicon are shown in Table 3-1 [271]. As can be seen, silicon 
has a high ratio of mechanical strength over density and excellent temperature characteristics 
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[270,271]. It is mechanically stable when the temperature in application is below 600°C. Even the 
deformation of silicon occurs, it either returns to the original form or breaks. The mostly used silicon 
for microsystems is a monocrystal type. Monocrystalline silicon offers some advantages in terms of 
mechanical properties, such as simple structure, anisotropic piezoresistivity and etching behaviors 
[271]. Moreover, silicon, compared with polymers, has excellent chemical resistance and low 
permeability because of the constituent element carbon and a cubic molecular structure. On the other 
hand, there are some drawbacks of silicon. A small scratch on the surface of the monocrystalline 
silicon may cause a crack of the whole silicon body due to mechanical strains. Even worse, there is no 
grain boundaries to cease the break [271]. Therefore, the surface quality of silicon determines a 
maximum load. Despite a piezoresistive effect, silicon is not piezoelectric. Generally, a piezoelectric 
thin film is deposited on silicon for piezoelectricity required on silicon sensors or actuators. Silicon is 
generally an expensive material compared with polymers. Moreover, it is non-transparent in the 
visible/UV spectral region, which disables an optical detection or visualization [272]. Other 
disadvantages lie in etching and sealing issues. The micromachining techniques of silicon are mainly 
wet chemical anisotropic etching, dry gas phase etching (e.g., reactive ion etching (RIE)) and surface 
micromachining using a sacrificial layer. 
Table 3-1 Physical properties of silicon (adopted from Lang [271]). 
Crystal structure  Cubic, diamond lattice 
Density 2.3 g/cm3 
Atomic density  5 × 1022 cm-3 
Yield strength (Breaking) 1000 MPa 
Yield strength (Recommended value for Layout)  100 ~ 200 MPa 
Piezo-resistive coefficient k l60 GPa 
Elastic modulus -120 ~ +120 
Thermal conductivity 150 W/m∙K 
Thermal expansion 2.5 × 10-6 K-1 




Table 3-2 Pros and cons of silicon for microfluidic devices. 
Silicon as a material for microfluidic devices 
Pros 
Excellent mechanical rigidity and temperature stability; 
Anisotropic piezoresistivity and etching behaviors; 





No piezoelectric effects; 
High costs;  
No optical transparency;  
Wet and dry etching are expensive and time consuming; 
Sealing process requires clean room, high voltages and temperatures; 
Only two dimensional geometries. 
However, these etching methods are relatively expensive and time consuming as well. Mostly, sealing 
silicon-based devices requires a cleanroom environment, during which high voltages and high 
temperatures are applied [272]. The pros and cons of silicon as a material for microsystems are 
summarized in Table 3-2. 
3.1.2 Glass 
Glass is another popular material for fabrication of microfluidic devices. Some reported types of glass 
include soda lime glass, borosilicate glass (or in a commercial name ‘Pyrex’) and magneto-optical 
glasses [273]. Glass shares many similarities with silicon in terms of material properties, such as 
excellent mechanical rigidity, temperature stability, chemical resistance and low permeability. 
According to Becker et al. [274], fused quartz has a relatively high thermal conductivity and a high 
melting point (1665℃). One advantage of glass over silicon is optical transparency, especially when 
optical detection of particles or visualization of the flow field are required. Some reported glass based 
microfluidic devices have a certain number of microchannels and compartments at the inlet and outlet 
which are used to facilitate the feeding of samples and buffer solutions [275]. Glass is biocompatible 
and is inert to most chemicals employed in biochemical analyses. It has also been proved that glass 
systems are particularly suitable for separating and sequencing DNA [276,277]. However, glass has 
some disadvantages. Because of an amorphous molecular structure of glass, the vertical sidewalls in 
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glass are more difficult to be etched than in silicon [272]. As suggested by McCreedy [278], non-
parallel walls may result from glass etching. As the microchannel is etched deeper, the sidewalls are 
etched as well. A channel with a wider top than the base will be obtained. If wet etching is used, it has 
the same disadvantages as silicon etching in terms of a high cost and a slow speed. Alternatively, 
glass can be fabricated by photolithography. However, the fabrication of glass compared with PDMS 
is still expensive and slow. A pattern transfer based on photolithography is typically composed of 
several time consuming steps including, chronologically, a complete cleaning of the substrate, a spin 
coating of photoresist, a pre-exposure baking of the photoresist, photolithographic exposure, a post-
exposure baking, and a development of the already exposed resist [279]. During applications, 
adsorption may occur when a glass system is used with proteins. The pros and cons of glass as a 
material for microfluidic devices are tabulated in Table 3-3. 
Table 3-3 Pros and cons of glass for microfluidic devices. 
Glass as a material for microfluidic devices 
Pros 
Excellent mechanical rigidity and temperature stability; 
Excellent chemical resistances;  
Low permeability; 
Optically transparent;  
Favorable biocompatibility. 
Cons 
Mechanically fragile;  
High cost; 
Vertical sidewalls are difficult to etch than silicon; 
Possible non-parallel walls after etching; 
Wet etching and photo-structuring are expensive and time-consuming; 
Sealing process needs clean room, high voltages and temperatures; 
Only 2D geometries; 
Possible adsorptions when used with proteins. 
3.1.3 Polymers 
Polymers have been extensively applied for producing microfluidic devices in the past 20 years. 
Polymers, according to Becker and Gärtner [280], have a ‘Jekyll and Hide’ character compared with 
other materials such as the aforementioned silicon and glass. This character has been reflected by, on 
one hand, there are many choices in polymers when considering both material properties and 
micromachining methods; and on the other hand, it is difficult to determine the optimal one among 
diverse polymers.  
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3.1.3.1 A classification of polymers 
Based on the physical parameters and fabrication techniques, polymers are divided into three 
categories, i.e., thermosets (e.g., commonly used photoresists), thermoplastics (e.g., PMMA and PC), 
and elastomers (PDMS). In this classification method, a glass transition temperature (Tg) as a function 
of chain flexibility is the main parameter [281,282]. A second and a third important parameter in 
practical applications are heat distortion temperature and decomposition temperature [282], at which 
the polymers will not support any mechanical stresses as it will collapse and decompose as the 
polymer chains are broken, respectively. The Tg of thermoset are typically high and comparable to the 
decomposition temperature. Resist materials applied in lithography, e.g., the photoresist SU-8 in 
microfluidic applications and polyimides (durable and high-temperature stable) used for 
microelectronics are two common examples of thermosets. Epoxy and acrylic also belong to this 
category [280]. In general, thermoplastics can be micromachined using replication methods, such as 
injection molding or hot embossing. Typical examples of thermoplastics are poly (methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA) and polycarbonate (PC), which are among the first materials used in polymer 
microfabrication. Later, cyclo-olefin polymers and copolymers become popular as well due to 
favorable optical properties, moldability and low water uptakes [283-285]. In elastomers, molecular 
chains are longer than those in the above two polymers and do not show any chemical interactions but 
are physically entangled. As an external force is exerted, the chains will not be entangled anymore but 
cause the elastomer to stretch. If the external force is removed, the elastomer returns to its original 
shape instantaneously. Due to its low cost and easy manipulations, elastomers, such as PDMS, have 
become a popular material in productions of microfluidic devices [286]. 
3.1.3.2 Pros and Cons of polymers 
Becker and Gärtner provides a comprehensive summary of the main mechanical properties (e.g., 
density, glass transition temperature Young’s modulus, resistivity, thermal expansion coefficient.) of 
the commonly used polymers in microfluidic applications [280]. According to their summaries, 
polymer materials are superior in terms of easy and precise micromachining, biocompatibility and 
optical transparency. Polymers, compared with silicon and glass, are very low-cost [287]. Polymers 
based channels can be structured through molding or hot embossing instead of etching, which 
accelerates the overall fabrication and enables a mass production of microfluidic devices. Microscale 
features can be reproduced at a high accuracy in PDMS using replica molding. The polymers based 
devices can be thermally sealed or be sealed by using adhesives. Generally, polymers are 
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biocompatible and optically transparent. PDMS can be optically transparent down to a wavelength of 
280 nm for the light, which thus enables detection schemes. Due to its permeability to oxygen and 
carbon dioxide, PDMS is especially suitable for cell-based systems. Moreover, the material of PDMS 
is of no toxicity. PDMS is usually cured under low temperatures relative to silicon and glass. 
Reversible deformations of PDMS can be feasible. Based on a molecular (van der Waals) contact 
with the surface, it is capable of be reversibly sealed with itself and a number of other materials. On 
the other hand, polymers have disadvantages. Surface chemistry control of polymers needs much 
more care than that of glass or silicon due to possible exchanges between PDMS on the surface and 
that in the bulk surroundings, especially when the applications last for hours to days. Polymers are 
generally incompatible with organic solvents and have low stabilities subjected to varied 
temperatures. In particular, PDMS are not appropriate for certain applications that involving 
hydrophobic molecules due to potential dissolution in PDMS and a subsequent swelling. Lastly, 
PDMS may not be appropriate for gas applications, let alone those operate at extreme 
pressure/temperature conditions. The pros and cons of polymer materials have been simply 
summarized in Table 3-4. 
Table 3-4 Pros and cons of polymers for microfluidic devices (mainly after Becker and Locascio 
[274]). 
 Thermoplastics  






High acid stability; 




2D, 3D geometries; 
Easy assembly. 
High mechanical stability; 
High acid stability; 
Medium organic solvent stability; 
Partially optical transparency; 
Biocompatible; 
Rapid fabrication; 
Mostly 2D, 3D possible; 
Easy assembly. 
High acid stability; 




Mostly 2D, 3D possible; 
Easy assembly. 
Cons 
Low mechanical stability; 
Low temperature stability; 
Low organic solvent stability. 
Medium temperature stability; 
Medium price. 
Very low mechanical stability; 
Low temperature stability; 




3.2 Experimental System: Building 
In this section, the building of an experimental system for two phase microfluidic studies, especially 
for the ones at extreme pressure/temperature conditions is introduced. An overview of the system is 
provided first, and then the details of the design and the fabrication of a non-permanent connector and 
a silicon/glass microchip are given. The connector bridges the connection between macroscale tubing 
and the microchip, and the microchip facilitates the two phase microfluidic phenomenon. 
3.2.1 An Overview of Experimental System 
Figure 3.1 and 3.2 show a schematic and a real photo of the experimental system, respectively. The 
experimental system (see Figure 3.1) consists of a reactant feeding system (tanks and syringe pumps), 
a microfluidic system (a non-permanent connector and microfluidic chips), an imaging system (a 
microscope and a high speed camera), pressure\temperature control systems (a back pressure 
regulator and a transducer, a water circulator, a miniature hotplate, a needle valve) and stainless steel 
tubing (external diameter are 1/8 or 1/16 inches) as well as control valves (model SS-41GS2, 
Swagelok) for fluidic connections. Replenished by purpose-oriented fabricated silicon/glass 
microfluidic chips, this experimental system has been dedicated to studies related to the experimental 
aspects of two-phase microfluidics especially those under extreme conditions (i.e., high pressures 
(~10 MPa) and/or high temperatures (up to 200 ~ 300 °C)).  
Two syringe pumps (model 260D and 100DM, Teledyne Isco) are utilized to regulate the flow rates 
and pressures of the two pre-loaded fluids, namely, liquid CO2 (purity 99.9%, Praxair Canada) and 
deionized (DI) water. The CO2 syringe pump (260D, Teledyne Isco) is connected to a liquid CO2 tank 
and this tank is equipped with a manual control valve (model 535-2031CGA, CONCOA). This valve 
rather than a common gas pressure regulator has to be used since it does not result in any pressure 
decay, which otherwise may cause a CO2 freezing problem using a typical pressure regulator. The 
back pressure of the flow in the microfluidic channels and the related tubing is managed by a back 
pressure regulator (BPR, model EB1ULF1, Equilibar) together with a setting pressure provided from 
a gaseous N2 tank (Praxair Canada). As a reference pressure, the setting pressure is applied to the 
BPR through regulating the N2 gas by a gas regulator (model PRS 40924801000, Pro-star) right at the 
outlet of the tank. Technically, only when the back pressure of the outflow (also as an inflow pressure 
of the BPR itself) from the microchip surpasses the setting pressure can the fluids flow through and 
maintain a constant flow thereafter. During the experiment, the practical back pressure is measured by 
an industrial pressure transducer (s model, PTI-S-NG10K-12AQ, Swagelok) installed upstream of the 
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BPR. Prior to entering to the microfluidic system, liquid CO2 and water are filtered by two in-line 
two-micron particulate filters (SS-2F-T7-2, Swagelok) installed at the inlets of the chip connector in 
order to prevent potential clogging-caused failures of the microchannels. Besides, a circulating water 
bath (SC150-S45, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and a miniature hotplate (model ph-121s, MSA Factory 
Co., Ltd, Japan) are available, respectively, for controlling the temperature of the CO2 not only in the 
pump but also in the tubing and the temperature of the micromodel as well as the fluids therein. The 
flow phenomenon on the silicon/glass microchip are visualized using a microscope (including 5x, 
10x, 20x, 40x objectives) (model BX51, Olympus) mounted with a high speed camera (model v210, 
Phantom). This camera is capable of capturing images at 2000 frames per second (fps) at the full 
1280×800 resolution, and faster frame rates can be achieved at reduced resolutions. Compared with a 
halogen lamp, the mercury lamp of the microscope together with an exterior power supply (model 
BH2-RFL-T3, Olympus) can provide a better illumination with a higher intensity and is thus going to 
be used. Basically, the operation parameters of the experimental system including the flow rates and 
pressures of the fluids, the back pressure at the end of the fluidic unit can be recorded in real time. 
And the flow phenomenon of the two phase microflows are visualized and captured by the camera 
built-in software in a computer. After the experiments, the videos and images captured can be further 
exported in other formats (e.g., ‘.tiff’ or ‘.avi’), processed in the software ImageJ (National Institute 
of Health, the US) and analyzed using the software Matlab (R2014a, Mathworks Inc.) for extracting 
the parameters of interests. 
Most of the components of the experimental system can be available from market. The only two 
parts which call for self-production are a non-permanent connector bridging the macroscale stainless 
steel tubing with the microchip and the more key component – silicon/glass microchip. In the next, 
the designs and the fabrications of these two components are discussed. 
3.2.2 Non-permanent Connector: Design and Fabrication  
A non-permanent connector which is rooted in an idea of ‘plug-and-play’ for a packaging of 
micromodels [288], has been designed and machined in lab for bridging fluid connections from macro 
tubing to microchannels, as shown in Figure 3.3. It is composed of (1) a robust compression upper 
part (316 stainless steel), (2) a bottom part (316 stainless steel) with flow ports, (3) a borosilicate 
glass cuboid (49.8 mm × 25 mm × 10.2 mm) ensuring a uniform compression between the upper and 
bottom parts.  




Figure 3.1 Schematic of the experimental system. Noted devices in this schematic are: 1. liquid CO2 
tank; 2. CO2 syringe pump; 3. water pump; 4. circulating water bath; 5 & 6. two-micron 
filters; 7. fluid entry valves; 8. non-permanent connector; 9. silicon/glass chip; 10. back 
pressure transducer; 11. back pressure regulator; 12. nitrogen (N2) gas tank; 13. needle 
valve; 14. fluids collector; 15. miniature hotplate; 16. hotplate controller; 17. microscope; 
18. camera; 19. computer. 
 
Figure 3.2 A real photo of the experimental systems. Noted items in the photo are referenced to 
Figure 3.1. 
0.13 mm, an outer diameter of 5.72 ± 0.13 mm and a depth of 1.32 ± 0.05 mm) on the top central 
surface, and three Viton fluoroelastomer O-rings (size number: AS568-004, hardness: Duro 90A; 
Marco Rubber) are placed in the grooves to be used for sealing thanks to their deformations under  
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                            (A)                                                     (B)                                                 (C) 
Figure 3.3 Schematics of a non-permanent connector for microchips: (A) an assembly of the 
connector and a microchip; (B) the bottom part of the connector (length × width × height 
= 80 × 25 × 20 mm). (C) A real photo of the connector in an assembled way. 
compressions. The central openness (diameter: 0.76 mm) of each groove element is connected to a 
1/16’’ female NPT (National Pipe (Tapered) Thread) featured hole on the front side of the connector 
facing to the incoming fluids. Three straight fittings for housing 1/16’’ (OD) stainless steel tubing are 
employed to interlink the tubing with this connector by their threads matching eventually. Even so, 
thread seal tape (yellow color) is also necessary for use in practice. 
The upper part (7 mm thick) is designed and produced with four identical holes for placing socket 
head cap screws (size: M5, Swagelok), and these screws are able to reach the other four holes but 
with threads on the bottom part and to be appropriately tightened for compressions. A central region 
of the upper part is lathed through to provide an alternative observation of the O-ring sealing areas. 
The sealing compression is eventually fulfilled by using a glass cuboid which is placed between the 
upper part and the microchip top surface. It delivers and exerts the compression forces on the 
microchip against the O-rings at the bottom of the microchip, resulting in the sealing of the two inlets 
and an outlet of the microchip relative to the incoming fluids based on the deformation of the O-rings. 
In essence, the sealing are the type of face sealing which lies both at the bottom face of the groove as 
well as of the O-ring itself and at the top face of the O-ring in contact with the bottom face of the 
microchip. In addition, the excellent surface quality of the glass cuboid ensures uniformly distributed 
forces onto the microchip top surface. 
Other than the O-rings, the compression screws, the stainless steel straight fittings and the glass 
cuboid are available from market, the upper and the bottom part have to be machined. The machining 
work of these two parts have been carried out on a CNC (computer numerical control) machine in the 
Engineering Machine Shop in the University of Waterloo. 
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3.2.3 Silicon/Glass Microchip: Design and Fabrication 
Based on previous survey of the materials for microfluidic devices as well as a requirement of high 
pressure resistant, a silicon/glass microchip is chosen as in this thesis, given that they can offer 
excellent gas impermeability, durability under extreme conditions and inert chemical property etc. 
Moreover, silicon is chosen as a base slide because of its thermal conductivity in case a temperature 
control of the microchip is required. It is worth noting that the fabrication of silicon/glass microchip 
in this thesis is the very first in the Microfluidics Laboratory, University of Waterloo, according to the 
best knowledge of the author. Here, a dimensional design of the microchannel as well as selection 
criteria of wafer thicknesses are proposed and discussed first. The fabrication procedures (also called 
‘recipe’) of a silicon/glass microchip are detailed. 
3.2.3.1 Dimensional design: cross-sectional force balance and wafer selection 
Deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) is chosen as an etching method of silicon wafer, which can produce 
rather perfect vertical sidewalls compared with wet etching methods (e.g., anisotropic KOH or 
TMAH (tetramethylammonium hydroxide) etching, isotropic HNA (HF acid + nitric acid + acetic 
acid) etching). Hence, the cross section of the etched channel will be resulted in a rectangular shape. 
Figure 3.4 shows a structural model of the etched structure in the silicon slide after bonding with a 
glass slide. Within the structure, there is a constant pressure P (0 < P < Pmax). Focusing on the etched 
rectangular channel region, there must be a force balance scenario on both the silicon beam (at the 
bottom) and the glass beam (on the top), which can be analyzed based on a model of ‘beam fixed at 
both ends with uniformly distributed load’. The shear force at shear plane A and B, as a result of the 
loaded pressure, have a magnitude of (PWsL0)/2, where Ws is the channel width at the silicon side and 
L0 is a unit length on the stressed surface (perpendicular into the paper). At shear plane A, the shear 




≤ 𝜎𝑢 (𝑡𝑠 − 𝑑)𝐿0,                                                      (3.1) 
in which σu is the ultimate tensile stress of the material; ts is the thickness of silicon wafer; d is the 




,                                                             (3.2) 
Accounting for stress concentration at the channel edges, a first safety coefficient k1 (5 ≤  k1 ≤ 10) is  
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                                                          (A)                                                              (B) 
Figure 3.4 (A) Structural model of the cross section of a silicon/glass microchip and (B) a problem 
description of the silicon and glass layer (channel part) as a beam fixed at both ends with 
uniformly distributed load P (pressure, i.e., newton per unit area). 
induced [289]. Other stresses, e.g., shear stress in other planes, stress concentration in possible 
imperfections etc. call for a second safety coefficient k2 (k2 = 10 is suggested by Marre et al. [288]). 




,                                                             (3.3) 




,                                                               (3.4) 
in which σu’ is the ultimate tensile stress of the borosilicate glass; tg and Wg are the thickness of the 
glass slide and the width of the channel at glass side, respectively. The rectangular cross section of the 
channel leads to Ws = Wg. Equation (3.3) and (3.4) correlate the maximum applied pressure with the 
material properties and the dimensional parameters of the microchannel. Table 3-5 lists the allowed 
maximum applied pressures in specifically configured channels with a constant depth of 100 µm (i.e., 
d = 100 µm) as a consequence of various channel width (100 ~ 350 µm). Other conditions are as 
follows: σu = 1 GPa at 25 °C (for comparison, σu = 300 MPa at 500 °C) [288], σu’ = 200 MPa (typical 
range is 20 ~ 5000 MPa) [290], tg = 700 μ𝑚, ts = 525 μ𝑚.  
Table 3-5 Allowed applied pressures in a constant-depth channel (d = 100 µm) subjected to various 
channel width. 
𝑊𝑠 = 𝑊g (µm) 100 150 200 250 300 350 
P (MPa) ≤ 28 ≤ 18.67 ≤ 14 ≤ 11.2 ≤ 9.33 ≤ 8 
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Besides, a second criterion has been proposed by Marre et al. [288] for selecting suitable silicon 
wafer and glass wafer in terms of their thickness, i.e., the relative deformation of the silicon slide is 
preferred to be comparable to that of the glass slide. In Figure 3.4, according to Gere and Goodno 












2 + 𝑥3),                                             (3.6) 
in which x indicates the distance of the beam cross section from plane A. Es and Eg are the Young’s 
modulus of silicon and glass, respectively; Is and Ig are the area moment of inertia of the beam cross 
section for silicon and glass, which can be determined by (ts-d)L03/12 and tgL03/12 based on a 
rectangular cross section of each beam, respectively. At each x position, the tensile strain of each 
beam relative to its thickness should be the same in order for the two sides to collaboratively absorb 






,                                                             (3.7) 







.                                                           (3.8) 
Given a constant channel depth (100 µm) and Young’s modulus (Es = 130 GPa for silicon of a <100> 
plane configuration [292]; Eg = 64 GPa [290]), there is a relation between the thickness of the silicon 
wafer and that of the glass wafer, based on which the selections are made. Table 3-6 lists the 
thickness ratio and the Young’s modulus ratio of the candidate silicon and glass wafer. ts (ts -100) /tg2 
is always smaller than the ratio of the glass modulus over that of silicon. In practice, since Eg / Es is 
essentially much lower than 1, ts (ts -100) /tg2 can be close to Eg / Es as long as it is smaller than 1, i.e., 
the silicon wafer can be thinner than the glass wafer.  
Table 3-6 Thickness of the silicon and glass wafer versus their modulus. 
Designs ts (ts -100) /tg2 (µm2/µm2) Eg/Es 
Design 1 =525×(525-100)/7002 = 0.455 
0.49 




3.2.3.2 Fabrication of silicon/glass microchip 
A silicon wafer (4’’ diameter, <100>, single side polished (SSP), 525 µm thick) and a glass wafer (4’’ 
diameter, double side polished, 700 µm thick, Borofloat 33 borosilicate glass, Schott) are used to 
fabricate a silicon/glass microfluidic chip. Prior to the fabrication, a photo mask with an image of two 
dimensional network patterns is designed using AutoCAD (version 2012, Autodesk Inc.) and 
commercially printed by on Mylar films with a 20,000 dpi resolution (CAD/Art Services, Inc.). The 
minimum feature size is 10µm at the highest resolution. Photo mask is available in various sizes. A 
letter size (11’’ x 14’’) is used on which 6 masks (outer diameter is 4’’) can be aligned. Next, the 
fabrication proceeds sequentially in several main steps, including: (1) standard photolithography, (2) 
deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), (3) drilling and wafer cleaning, (4) anodic bonding and (5) dicing. 
Detailed procedures for fabricating silicon/glass micromodels are detailed below: 
(1) Photolithography:  
 Dehydrate the silicon wafer at 195 °C for 15 min, and cooling to room temperature; 
 Coat the silicon wafer with HMDS (hexamethyldisilazane, a primer for coating photoresist 
next) for 90 seconds under 3000 rpm (rounds per minute) with a medium acceleration; 
 Coat the silicon wafer with a positive photoresist (PR) S1818 for 90 seconds under 3000 rpm; 
 Softbake the wafer at 100 °C for 10 minutes, then naturally cool; 
 Expose on mask aligner (Karl Suss MA4, Süss MicroTec AG.) for 90 seconds; 
 Exposed wafer is developed in MF 312: DI water (1:1, volume ratio) for 2 minutes, then rinse 
with DI water and air drying; 
 Development quality is inspected using a microscope with 5x and/or 20x objectives. 
(2) Deep reactive ion etching (DRIE)  
DRIE etching is performed on a deep silicon plasma etching system (PlasmaPro Estrelas 100, Oxford 
Instruments). This system is hosted by the Pratt Microfabrication Facility, Toronto NanoFabrication 
Centre, which can be used to etch high aspect-ratio anisotropic trenches into silicon-based substrates 
based on either a Bosch process (etch Rate > 25 µm/min, maximum aspect ratio = 70:1, uniformity < 
± 3%, selectivity to PR > 250:1, scallops< 300 nm) or a cryogenic process. The principles of SF6 and 
C4F8 for etching and passivation of sidewalls, respectively, are presented elsewhere [293]. 
 Use a general Bosch process (~ 15 µm/minute); 
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 Etch 68 cycles (each circle consists of passivation and etching) for 6 mins 44s results in a 102 
µm depth; 
 Or use a fast etch process (~20 µm/min); 
 Etch 5 minutes; 
 Etched channels are imaged by a microscope with 5x and/or 20x objectives, and the depth 
and width are measured, as shown in Figure 3.5. 
(3) Drilling and wafer cleaning (photoresist removal) 
After the DRIE, two inlets and an outlet are drilled for future fluids’ inflowing and outflowing at their 
designed locations by using a driller (drill diameter 0.6 mm, SERVO B-1 driller, Altadena, 
California). Water droplet cooling is employed to remove substantial heat at drilling place. It is 
advised that the drilling is done slightly and repeatedly, avoiding excessive shear forces destroy the 
wafer. After drilling, the silicon wafer is cleaned using acetone and Piranha (hydrogen peroxide  
    
                       (A)                                                 (B)                                             (C) 
Figure 3.5 Images of a T-junction (channel width: 200 µm, depth: 102 µm) etched in a silicon wafer 
by DRIE, which are captured by a microscope with a 5x objective and a 20x objective, 
respectively. (A) T-junction imaged by a 5x objective, (B) the bottom plane and (C) the 
top plane of T-junction imaged by a 20x objective. Scaled bar in each graph: 150 µm. 
(H2O2): sulfuric acid (H2SO4), 1:3 (volume ratio)) solution to remove the residual photoresist. All the 
following procedures are required to be done on a wet bench. 
 Clean wafer using acetone for 1min, then rinse wafer using water, air drying; 
 Prepare Piranha solution, where H2O2 (350 mL) is added into H2SO4 (1050 mL) slowly and 
uniformly (personnel should wear a goggle, double-layer rubber gloves); 
 Slowly immerse the wafer (together with its clip) in Piranha and leave it there for more than 
10 mins (10 ~ 40 minutes); 
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 Wafer is removed out from Piranha (with no obvious acid droplet) and immersed in water for 
more than 10 mins; 
 Dry wafers using N2, wafer cleaning is completed. 
 Leave Piranha for cooling over a period of more than 12 hours, and carefully pour it into a 
specific waste barrel after the cooling. 
4) Anodic bonding 
The patterned and cleaned silicon wafer is going to be covered by a borosilicate glass wafer 
(Borofloat 33, SCHOTT) to form enclosed microchannels, which is achieved by anodic bonding. 
Here, anodic bonding is performed in a wafer bonder (AWB-04, Aligner Wafer Bonder, AML). 
 Load silicon and glass wafers, close the lid; 
 Start the pump and wait the vacuum reaches 10-4 mbar, then start the heating and set the 
temperature between the upper and lower wafer to be 400 °C, when temperature is 400 °C, 
apply force 100 N; 
 Set target voltage to be 600 V and current limit 4 mA, turn on ‘HV (high voltage) supply’ and 
wait for 10 minutes; 
 After 10 minutes, turn off ‘HV supply’; 
 Rely on a slow natural cooling and wait the temperature drops from 400 °C to below 100 °C. 
Bonded wafers can only be taken out when the temperature is below 100 °C, otherwise forced 
cooling may crack the wafers thanks to rapid thermal stress variations; 
 Prior to wafers’ moving out, turn off the pump and wait until its rotation speed is 0, then 
purge with N2 until atmospheric pressure is reached, stop the purging and remove the bolts; 
 Moving the bonded wafers out. 
(5) Dicing (of bonded wafers) 
The bonded wafers (4’’ diameter) need to be diced into a rectangular microchip (74 mm × 44 mm) 
for being assembled with the nonpermanent connector. The dicing is achieved by an automatic wafer 
dicer (Automatic Dicing Saw, DAD 3220, Disco Corporation) by a blade, in which the dicing process 
can be programmed in terms of dicing direction and step dicing depth and can be cooled by an 
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external water flowing. Figure 3.6 shows two photos of a microchip just after anodic bonding (or 
before dicing) and after dicing, respectively. 
     
(A)                                                                               (B) 
Figure 3.6 Photos of a silicon/glass microchip: (A) before dicing (or say, after bonding) and (B) after 
dicing, the rectangular microchip is the central piece of the diced wafers. 
3.3 Experimental System: Optimization 
After a general building of the experimental system by connecting the various functional 
modulations, the system is still a distance away from a complete form for experiments, let alone for 
those goals proposed at the beginning of this chapter. There are a few key improvements having been 
made during the building stage but not introduced further in this thesis, such as: 
 A temperature control strategy is proposed and implemented for not only the CO2 in the pump 
cylinder but also for when flowing from the pump to the microchip. A ‘tube in tube’ solution is 
applied in which the stainless steel tubing (CO2 flows) are inserted into vinyl tubing holding the 
circulation water. Thus a closed circulating water temperature control circuit is formed and a 
continuous counter flow between the water in the vinyl tubing and the CO2 in the stainless tubing 
ensures the temperature of CO2 flow. 
 A self-made aluminum stage for the microfluidic modulation (including the connector and the 
microchip) is manufactured which facilitates the connector and maintains a void space between 
the microchip after its assembly with the connector and the stage surface. A miniature hotplate 
whose total thickness is slightly less than the space height can be installed in the void space. Its 
edges are steadily compressed by four small blocks against the stage itself and the remaining thin 
gap (between the hotplate and the microchip) being filled by a thermal interface material 
(silicone, 10405K83, Dow Corning). 
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 A three-way valve is installed at the immediate downstream of the pressure regulator of the 
nitrogen tank that has been used to provide the back pressure. The valve allows not only the 
filling of nitrogen gas for setting up a back pressure but also the releasing of this gas when either 
adjusting or removing the back pressure is required.  
As concluded, although there are not any specific parameters to evaluate how much such efforts have 
improved the performance of the system, the improvements introduced here indeed add more 
manipulability for operators working with the system in future. 
Other than the above technical improvements, there are mainly four other key optimizations having 
been made toward the experimental system, including: (1) connector/microchip assembling 
optimizations; (2) two-micron filter installation; (3) calibration of an industrial pressure transducer; 
and (4) a DI water refilling solution. These optimizations are detailed in the following. 
3.3.1 Connector/Microchip Assembling 
A successful assembling of the microchip with the non-permanent connector is important for both a 
leakage-free configuration of the entire system and a safe condition for the microchip itself. Since the 
silicon/glass microchip is much more fragile relative to the stainless steel bodied connector due to the 
materials and the very thin thickness (1.2 mm or so), it is a challenge to account for these issues 
technically. In order to enable a leakage-free scenario at the O-ring places, a tightened compression 
thanks to the screw compressions is preferred; however, it may crack the microchip due to an over-
tightening. On the other hand, without a sufficient compression leakage may occur under extreme 
pressures. 
Accounting for a leakage-free operation as well as the safety of the microchip, the author has 
conducted a series of assembling tests over multiple factors, such as (1) two differently sized upper 
part (an original one: 80 mm × 25 mm ×7 mm; a new one: 80 mm × 37 mm ×12 mm) of the 
connector; (2) three different glass compression blocks (borosilicate glass cuboid: 49.8 mm × 25 mm 
×10.2 mm; PMMA plastic glass cuboid 1: 49.6 mm × 20 mm ×11.7 mm; PMMA plastic glass 
cuboid 2: 49.3 mm × 23.9 mm ×12.1 mm); (3) O-rings or X-rings (O-rings: AS568-004, hardness is 
75A or 90A; X-rings: AS568-004, hardness is 75A); and (4) compression screws (M5) tightening 
using a screw driver or hands.  
The method of an assembling test can be elucidated as follows: once an assembled strategy is 
applied to the microfluidic modulation, first fill the central tubing with pressurized CO2, and when a 
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microchip is indeed assembled, the pressure measured by the back pressure regulator can be read 
from computer; then close the two valves (item 7 in Figure 3.1) in front of the connector, and leave 
the microfluidic modulation in a closed status for a period of the total testing time (e.g., 1 day or a 
certain hours), during when the end needle valve (item 13 in Figure 3.1) is kept totally closed; after 
the test is over, to check the back pressure history to see if it is overall a constant or decline over the 
time, and then slowly open the needle valve to release the CO2, as long as the pressure goes back to 
almost 0 (relative to atmospheric pressure), loose the screws slowly and gently to check the statuses 
of the microchip, compression block, and O-rings (or X-rings). 
Whether there is a leakage or not is determined by the pressure history as measured by the pressure 
transducer. If there is no significant decline of the CO2 pressure over the time, it can be deemed as a 
leakage-free result. And besides, the safety of the microchip can be visually identified by the 
completeness of the chip itself.  
Five tests of the assembling strategies have been carried out, and the details including the failures, 
the successes and some expertise are provided in the Appendix A. Generally, it is found that a 
leakage-free assembly of connector/microchip with a guaranteed safety of the microchip can be 
resulted from: (1) applying a robust upper part (the new one instead of the original one), and (2) a 
uniform hand-tightening of the compression screws (which is sufficiently tight for working with up to 
80bar). Moreover, it is found that both the O-rings and X-rings have suffered from an inflation of the 
high pressurized CO2 and as a consequence, these rubber rings are always inflated but simultaneously 
suppressed by the compressions. It is also suggested that, for the safety of the devices, actions during 
filling and releasing the medium should always be slowly and gently; and always keep in mind that 
the medium after the tests or experiments should be released off from inside the device. 
3.3.2 Two Two-Micron Filter Installation 
Liquid CO2 and DI water are the two main fluids contained in respective syringe pumps, however, the 
exact purities of the two fluids in the pump cylinders are not very clear (liquid CO2 in the tank has a 
99.7% purity but that of DI water is unknown). In order to prevent any clogging caused microchip 
failures, the author has proposed to install two two-micron filters prior to the entries of fluids into the 
connector as well as the microchip. These two filters (model SS-2F-T7-2, Swagelok) are an in-line 
type with two tube adapters on two ends for 1/8’’ stainless steel tubing which can filter the impurities 
with sizes over 2 µm. Nevertheless, another issue may arise due to the installation of a filter on the 
fluid path in the tubing, i.e., a pressure decline as a result of the flow resistance thanks to the filtering 
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materials in the filter. Therefore, a comparative study of the pressures upstream and downstream of 
the filter is carried out. The setup can be illustrated in Figure 3.7(A). 
       
                                       (A)                                                                               (B) 
Figure 3.7 A comparative study of the pressures upstream and downstream of a two-micron filter at 
various flow rates of water (50, 100, 500, 1000, unit: µL/min): (A) setup; (B) upstream 
pressure Ppump (solid lines) versus downstream pressure Pbp,msrd (dash lines) at four pre-set 
back pressures (0 bar-squares, 30 bar-circles, 60 bar-triangles, 80 bar-stars). 
 
Figure 3.8 A photo showing the installations of two two-micron filters at upstream of two valves, 
respectively, for CO2 and DI water stream. 
The water pump operates at four constant flows, i.e.,  50 µL/min, 100 µL/min, 500 µL/min, 1000 
µL/min; and four different back pressures (0, 30 bar, 60 bar, 80 bar) provided by the back pressure 
regulator (connected with a nitrogen tank) are studied. The upstream pressure Ppump and the 
downstream pressure Pbp,msrd are measured by the syringe pump and the back pressure transducer 
(installed between the filter and the back pressure regulator), respectively. The results are shown in 
Figure 3.7(B). By compare Ppump with Pbp,msrd, there are always very slight deviations; however, the 
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deviations are never much over 0.4bar. Moreover, both Ppump and Pbp,msrd are 1 ~ 2 bar higher than the 
pre-set back pressure, which is rational and in this way can the water flow occurs. Note that the pre-
set back pressures are read from the pressure gage at the gas pressure regulator at the outlet of the 
nitrogen tank, they may be not very accurate, but it does not influence much since the back pressure 
will always be referred to that measured by the back pressure transduce in future. The comparison 
between the upstream pressures and downstream pressures indicates that the two-micron filter does 
not render a significant pressure decline. Figure 3.8 shows a photo of the two two-micron filters 
installed upstream of two valves for both the CO2 stream and the DI water stream. 
3.3.3 Back Pressure Transducer Calibration 
The back pressure transducer is a standard industrial one (s-model, PTI-S-NG10K-12AQ, Swagelok). 
However, it is not a ready-to-use transducer. Therefore, a direct-current circuit has to be built where 
the pressure transducer behaves as an electrical resistance, as shown in Figure 3.9(A). Its signals (e.g., 
voltage or current) can be measured and transferred to digital signals in the computer for pressure 
measurements. Prior to its applications in measuring pressures, it has to be calibrated first, which can 
be done by correlating the measured pressures with the voltage signals. And the calibration circuit 
will be the exact one for practical uses as well. Some properties of the pressure transducer have been 
listed in Table 3-7. 
Table 3-7. Properties of the pressure transducer. 
Properties Back pressure transducer (PTI-S-NG10K-12AQ, Swagelok) 
Input (DC) 10 ~ 30 V  
Output 4 ~ 20 mA 
Wiring type Direct 2-wire  
Connection 1/4 inch tube connector  
Sensor type Piezo-resistive 
Maximum load RL (Ω) = (UPT -10)/0.02 
 
Since the pressure transducer sensor (88.3 kΩ) is a piezo-resistive one, its response to a pressure 
effect will be a resistance change immediately, which further changes the electrical current that is also 
reflected at a resistance load. Because of a constant value of the load (178 Ω), the voltage will be 
linearly changing with the current. The voltage signal (V) is then transferred to the computer where 
they are correlated with the measured pressures. The referenced pressures are those read from the 
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pump, and a similar setup as that shown in Figure 3.7(A) has been used to conduct the calibration. 
Figure 3.9(B) shows a linear calibration line of the measured pressures as a function of the voltages. 
 
                                           (A)                                                                          (B) 
Figure 3.9 (A) A calibration as well as an application circuit for the back pressure transducer. A 
direct-current source of a constant voltage 15V is applied. (B) A linear calibration line of 
pressures against voltages. 
The pressures applied at the CO2 pump ranges from 1 to 150 bar. Resulted voltage measured at the 
load has a range from 0.7178 V to 1.3312 V. The data points of the pressures (Pbp) have been linearly 
fitted to the corresponding voltages (V), and the calibration line is formulated as  
Pbp(bar) = 242.794 ∙ V − 173.184                                              (3.9) 
and the two factors on the right hand side have a standard error of 0.01379 and 0.01434, respectively. 
This calibration is going to be used to process the measured voltages in order to deduce the measured 
back pressures, which is realized by a LabView (National Instruments) program on the computer. 
3.3.4 Water Refilling Solution 
Unlike the CO2 which can be refilled in the syringe pump relying on the tank pressure and a back 
motion of the cylinder piston, there is no high pressure source on which the DI water can rely to refill 
the cylinder of the water syringe pump. Therefore, a refilling solution has to be proposed. Figure 3.10 
shows a schematic of the water refilling solution based on a peristaltic pump as well as the connection 
tubing. When this pump operates, DI water in the container can be pumped into the tubing, and when 




Figure 3.10 Water refilling assisted by using a peristaltic pump. 
a relative magnitude between the pumping rate at the small pump and the refilling rate into the 
cylinder, pure DI water or DI water plus a fraction of air may be refilled. In practice, a slightly lower 
refilling rate at the syringe pump than that at the peristaltic pump is advised, preventing air from 
entering into the pump cylinder. Once the refilling is done, the ball valve installed between these two 
pumps (and on the syringe pump) should be kept closed. The above setup can be disconnected and 
stored at a dry place.  
3.4 Summary 
This chapter shows an experimental system built from scratch. The system is dedicated to two phase 
microfluidic studies, especially those operate at extreme pressure/temperature conditions. Common 
materials including silicon, glass and polymers for fabricating microfluidic devices are briefly 
discussed first. By comparisons, silicon/glass are chosen as the microchip materials in this thesis. An 
overview of the overall experimental system is provided. As the core part of the system, the 
microfluidic modulation including a non-permanent connector and a microchip is focused. The 
designs and the fabrications of these two devices are detailed. Besides, the experimental system after 
initial building efforts has been optimized from several aspects, such as the connector/microchip 





Highly Pressurized Partially Miscible Liquid-Liquid Flow in a Micro 
T-junction 
The experimental work in this chapter have been published on the journal Physical Review E as a 
two-part study: 
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Ning Qin, John Z. Wen, and Carolyn L. Ren. “Highly Pressurized Partially Miscible Liquid-Liquid 
Flow in a Micro T-junction. II. Theoretical justifications and modeling”. Physical Review E, 95, 
043111, 2017. 
Abstract:  
The results of an experimental study of a partially miscible liquid-liquid flow which is highly 
pressurized and confined in a microfluidic T-junction are reported here. Two main flow patterns, i.e., 
drop flow and co-flow, are identified for Cac: 10-3 ~ 10-2 and 10-4, respectively. The characteristics of 
the drop flow are quantitatively investigated. Drop flow is characterized by an elongating-squeezing 
stage through which the common ‘necking’ time (see Garstecki et al. [122]) for truncating the 
dispersed liquid stream is extended and the truncation point is subsequently shifted downstream from 
the corner of the T-junction. This effect modifies the scaling function proposed by Garstecki et al. 
[122]. Experimental measurements further demonstrate the speeds of the drops immediately 
following their generations can be approximated by the mean velocities from averaging the total flow 
rates over the channel cross section. In addition, the development of spacing between an emerging 
drop and the newly produced one within one period of drop generation is visualized and analyzed. A 
linear model based on drop speed difference is developed to predict the spacing development over 
time for, respectively, during the filling and the elongating-squeezing stage of the emerging drop.  
Theoretical justifications to the quantitative studies on drop flow cover various mass transfer 
mechanisms. The effects and the magnitudes of these mechanisms are evaluated. 
4.1 Introduction 
Two-phase flows (specifically, liquid-liquid and gas-liquid) within confined microscale (<1mm) 
planar (a uniform depth) geometries, e.g., cross-flowing junctions and flow focusing and co-flowing 
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devices, are generally characterized by a laminar flow without turbulent mixing [294] and by certain 
nonlinearities (referring to the motion equation) resulted from the interfacial effects [123,125,295]. 
Following a few pioneering experimental studies specifically on two-phase microflows in early 2000s 
[104,123,169], numerous studies have been performed upon liquid-liquid and gas-liquid flows in 
microfluidic geometries. Most of them focused on the fluid-fluid (hydrodynamic) interactions and the 
characterization and analysis of the following functions such as the breakup of one flow stream into 
fluid segments as well as its mechanics [122,185,191,244,296-299], the development of various flow 
patterns [122,125,126,131,184,300,301], and the scaling characteristics (e.g., length or volume) of the 
emulsified monodispersed droplets or bubbles [122,183,184,187,192,193,302]. One of the mostly 
examined geometries among these studies on generating and manipulating fluid segments is T-
junction (the main type of cross-flowing junctions, others including Y- and H-junctions etc.), which 
gains popularity thanks to its simple design and capability of producing uniform droplets [101,303]. 
Due to physical merits (e.g., no axial dispersion and enhanced mixing within flowing segments) over 
continuous microfluidics and the attempted applications in fabricating special materials or in 
screening and analyzing (bio-)chemical reaction products, drop flows in microfluidics have received 
excessive attention over the past 15 years or so, in particular, on the fundamental physical aspects of 
drop generation [304]. Droplet production is usually driven by the instability as a result of shear 
stresses competing with surface tension, which had been revealed by Taylor [305]. According to 
several early models[177,306,307], forces including cross-flowing drag force imposed by the 
continuous fluid, interfacial tension, pressure difference across the interface, and inertial forces due to 
the relative motion have been considered. The other type of droplet breakup distinct from the 
unconfined one is exactly the confined droplet generation, in which the dispersed emerging drop is 
capable of filling the whole main channel obstructing the continuous phase before the breakup occurs. 
Moreover, there exists a thin film of the continuous fluid separating the drop and channel wall. As a 
result, the upstream pressure within the continuous fluid increases [122,308] and drives the interface 
toward a pinch-off position which may locate near the inner corner of the T-junction (a more common 
scenario, especially for studies of scaling droplet sizes) or a certain distance downstream away from it 
[125,177,309]. When the neck reaches a critical value, the dispersed (emerging) fluid is then 
squeezed into a droplet (or, a segment whose length is several times larger than the channel width). 
Various models have been developed for the droplets under different generation regimes [122,310-
312] including: (1) pressure-dominated squeezing regime, (2) shear-driven dripping and jetting 
regime, and (3) a transitional regime. 
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However, limited studies are dedicated to the hydrodynamics of miscible (even partially miscible) 
fluids in micro-scale geometries [313-318]. CO2 ranging from gas, liquid to supercritical state has 
been employed as one of the phases in two-phase microfluidic flows for multiple applications in 
green chemistry, nano-material syntheses and environmental science (see Table 4-1) over the past 
decade, where the other phase is often an aqueous fluid. CO2-water pair is one of the most studied 
fluid pairs in physical chemistry [319]. In view of Gibbs energy change (ΔG) at room temperature, 
the CO2-water system at room temperature is very likely a non-mixed two-component one which is 
featured with an albeit-hypothetical positive ΔG [320] by accounting for the solubility of CO2 in 
water (molar fraction ≤0.03 mole/mole for pressures and temperatures ranging from 0 to 200bar and 0 
to 110°C, respectively) [321,322]. On the other hand, the addition of CO2 in an aqueous liquid indeed 
increases the effective viscosity of the bulk fluid under equilibrium conditions, and the bubbly CO2 
results in certain visco-elasticities of the multi-phased suspension with varying rheology [323]. 
Despite the CO2/water system confined in micro geometries has been treated as one sharp-interface 
model [324], it is still unclear whether the dissolved CO2-in-water (in particular on a molecular level) 
interface exhibits analogous interfacial effects as their immiscible counterparts do.  
Table 4-1 Application examples of CO2 as a phase in microfluidic systems. 
Application Reference 
Chemical reaction  
   As solvent or co-solvent 
Kobayashi, Mori & Kobayashi [68]; Benito-Lopez et al. [70]; 
Trachsel et al.[73].  
       As solvent for extraction 
Luther & Braeuer [325]; Assman, Kaiser & von Rohr [74];  
Assman et al. [75].  
Chemical properties  
   Solubility 
Tumarkin et al. [88]; Abolhasani et al. [81]; Liu et al. [80];  
Cubaud, Sauzade & Sun [87]. 
       Diffusivity Fadaei, Scarff & Sinton et al. [326]; Sell et al. [327]. 
Material synthesis 
       As a solvent 
 
Marre et al. [328]; Gendrineau et al. [79]. 
Transport & distribution  
       In microchannels 
Marre et al. [329]; Ohashi et al. [71]; Blanch-Ojea et al. [330]; 
Guillaument et al. [331]; Luther et al. [332]; Ogden et al. [333]; 
Knaust et al. [334]. 
   In micro-scale porous media 
Zhang et al. [60]; Kim et al. [57]; Wang et al. [61]; Kim, Sell & 
Sinton [335]; Kazemifar et al. [336]. 




This study experimentally investigates the fluid dynamics of CO2/water confined in a micro T-
junction where the denser and viscous water is the continuous phase and the comparably dense but 
much less viscous liquid CO2 is the dispersed phase. This chapter proceeds as follows. Section 4.2 
presents the experimental system and the micromodel that are utilized for studying, in particular, 
high-pressured two-phase microfluidics as well as how the experimental data are processed. In 
section 4.3, we describe the procedures of our experimental work and detail the different stages of 
one period of the drop generation based on our observations of the flow regimes under the flow 
conditions investigated. In section 4.4, we first discuss the effects of the dissolution of CO2 molecules 
in the continuous fluid-water and compare the relative strengths of the involved convection and 
diffusion processes. Then we show the experimental results and our discussions from the point of 
view of the related hydrodynamics. Finally, section 4.5 summarizes our experimental observations 
and provides a conclusion of this work. 
4.2 Experimental Setup 
The experimental system introduced in Chapter 3 has been utilized to conduct the experimental study 
in this chapter. In this section, the discussions are focused on the specific devices and methods 
required by the experimental study. 
A micro T-junction is fabricated in a silicon/glass microchip. Prior to the fabrication, a photo mask 
with an image of 2D network patterns (figure 4.1 (A)) is designed using AutoCAD (version 2012, 
Autodesk Inc.) and commercially printed. The fabrication proceeds in the sequence of (1) standard 
photolithography, (2) deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), (3) inlet & outlet drilling and wafer cleaning, 
(4) anodic bonding of silicon and glass wafer, and (5) dicing of the bonded wafers (figure 4.1 (B)) 
into a final size (74mm×44mm×1.2mm). Detailed procedures of the fabrication can be found in 
Chapter 3. After the DRIE but prior to wafers bonding, the channel size of the T-junction is examined 
under a microscope (a 20x objective applied, Nikon Eclipse) mounted with a camera (model KP-D50, 
Hitachi). Figure 3.5(B) is a bottom view of the T-junction where the channel width is measured using 
ImageJ (version 1.48, NIH, USA), and Figure 3.5(C) shows the top of the channels. Based on a 
focusing shift from the top to the bottom of the channel through turning the fine focus knob of the 
microscope, channel depth (D) can be estimated. The width (W) and the depth (D) of both the main 
channel and the side channel are (150 ± 2.5) µm and (100 ± 2) µm, respectively. 
Liquid CO2 and DI water are used as the dispersed phase flowing in the side channel and the 
continuous phase flowing in the main channel, respectively, and they encounter at the T-junction 
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(figure 4.2 (A)). The flow phenomenon at the T-junction are visualized using a microscope (includes 
a 5x and a 10x objective) (model BX51, Olympus) mounted with a high speed camera (model v210, 
Phantom). This camera is capable of capturing images at 2000 frames per second (fps) at the full 
1280 × 800 resolution, and faster frame rates can be achieved at reduced resolutions. Over all the 
flow conditions in this study, the 10x objective together with a frame rate of no lower than 5000fps 
that resulted in a 304 × 800 resolution is applied; and only when the drop length or drops spacing is 
oversized (larger than 5W) do we additionally employ the 5x objective as well as a 3000 fps and a  
                    
(A)                                                                                   (B) 
Figure 4.1 A silicon/glass microchip featured by a micro T-junction. (A) Schematic of the photo 
mask showing the T-junction, microchannels and one outlet as well as two inlets; (B) a 
photo of the to-be-diced silicon/glass microchip after the anodic bonding of the two 
wafers. The rectangles enclosing the microchannel region outline an after-dicing size of 
74 mm × 44 mm of the microchip. 
a 560 × 800 resolution. Compared with a halogen lamp, the mercury lamp of the microscope together 
with an exterior power supply (model BH2-RFL-T3, Olympus) can provide a better illumination with 
a higher intensity and is thus applied. Based on frames-stacked videos showing the flows at the T-
junction, descriptive parameters (e.g., drop length, drops spacing, and drop speed), as shown in figure 
4.2 (A), of the liquid CO2 drops become measurable. Raw videos from the experiment are first 
adjusted to their best qualities (in terms of brightness, contrast or color balance) and are then cropped 
to the sizes (185×800 and 95×800 from using 10x objective and 5x objective, respectively) of interest 
for the following processing, both of which are done using the software ImageJ. Afterwards, the 
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videos are imported to Matlab (version R2014a, Mathworks) and the above parameters are measured 








Figure 4.2 An example of liquid CO2 and water two-phase flow in a micro T-junction where liquid 
CO2 drops are being produced. (A) Schematic of a newly generated liquid CO2 drop and a 
second one starts formation: solid lines and dash lines depict the drops at the ith and the 
(i+1)th frame, respectively, during one period of drop generation. Parameters to be 
measured include: (I) drop length L, (II) drop spacing S between the emerging drop and 
the adjacent formed one within one period, and (III) drop speed V determined by the drop 
displacement Δd (centroid to centroid) during one time interval Δt of the frames. (B) A 
sample of frame selected from the experiment video. Image below shows an identification 
of a formed drop and the measurements of drop length L and drop spacing S using the 














4.3 Experimental Procedures And Observations 
Prior to experiments, water bath at a temperature of (25 ± 0.4) °C is circulated within the vinyl tubing 
(enclosing the circulating water as well as the stainless steel tubing) and a temperature control jacket 
(for CO2 cylinder) of the CO2 pump for 30 minutes in order to maintain the CO2 temperature at 25°C. 
With a setting pressure of (64 ± 1) bar (shown by the N2 tank regulator, see Figure 3.1) applied at the 
BPR, liquid CO2 from its pump infuses into the stainless tubing and the microchannels in a controlled 
way by slowly opening two CO2-side valves (installed upstream of the connector). During this 
process, two water-side valves are kept closed to prevent the infused CO2 from entering the water 
pump. Due to a lower pressure (~60 bar) than 64 bar, infused CO2 will not rush through the BPR but 
stays within the microchannels and the tubing. Afterwards, a constant flow rate of 50 µL/min is 
applied to CO2, and the pump piston’s continuous compression results in an increase of CO2 pressure. 
Only until the pressure reaches the setting pressure will the BPR diaphragm be jacked up to allow 
CO2 flows through at that flow rate. The real back pressure measured by the pressure transducer at 
present is 65 bar. Using the water pump the pressure of DI water is raised to 65 bar in advance and a 
constant flow rate of 50 µL/min is given, and then the two water-side valves are slowly opened to let 
the water enter into its tubing and the microchannels. The two liquids are very likely to meet between 
the close-to-connector valve (Figure 3.1) and the T-junction on-chip. Within 1 minute or so, liquid 
CO2 and water can be observed and start to interact constantly at the T-junction.  
Figure 4.3 shows that a drop flow results from this set of flow conditions (QLCO2 = 50 µL/min; QH2O 
= 50 µL/min) which is characterized by a periodic generation of liquid CO2 drops. The period is 
mainly composed of: (A) a stagnating & filling stage, (B) an elongating & squeezing stage and (C) a 
truncating stage in a chronological order.  
(A) Stagnating & filling: immediately after a drop is produced, there is an instant retraction of the 
ends of the drops (one is the back end of the newly produced drop and the other is the front end of 
the emerging drop) from the truncation point due to interfacial tension and a transient recovery 
(or stabilization) of the new interface. This interfacial preparation-like transience does not 
contribute too much to the advancing of the CO2 front which earns the name of “stagnating”. 
From this ready-to-go moment until the CO2 portion touches the far-end channel wall, CO2 
gradually blocks the cross section of the microchannel as well as the water flow, which is termed 
as “filling”. Stagnating versus filling in Figure 4.3 is 0.2/1.4 (ms/ ms). During this stage, the 
pressure difference between CO2 (Pc) and water (Pd) facilitating the CO2 filling dominates the 
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interfacial variations relative to the Laplace pressure (ΔPL, determined by the interfacial tension 
(γ) and the radii of curvatures according to Young-Laplace equation). 
 
Figure 4.3 A quick overview of one period (t0 = 7.8 ms) of liquid CO2 drop generation during the 
flow condition where both CO2 and water flow at 50 µL/min. Note that the images are 
rotated 90° clockwise as compared to figure 4.2 for ease of alignments. The period t0 is 
generally divided into three stages: (a) a stagnating and filling stage tsf, (b) an elongating 
and squeezing stage tes, and (c) a truncating stage ttr. And each stage is characterized by a 
specific time length. Here within one period t0 = 7.8 ms, tsf, tes and ttr are approximately 
1.6 ms, (6.6 - 1.6) = 5 ms and (7.8 - 6.6) = 1.2 ms, respectively. 
(B) Elongating & squeezing: once the water, as the continuous phase, is blocked, a notable pressure is 
built up in the proximity of the interface on water side which leads to a resisting effect towards 
the incursion of the CO2 portion particularly on the upper section (see Figure 4.3) of their 
interface. As the CO2 portion elongates further downstream, its clear upper section is also 
elongated and simultaneously squeezed almost parallel to the water flow. On the other hand, the 
shading section starting from the juncture with the clear section to the upper contact point with 
the far-end wall is pushed downstream as well, which is driven by the continuous phase pressure 
(Pc) plus the Laplace pressure (more specifically, its component on the flowing direction of 
water) competing with the within drop pressure. Note that the conjuncture identifying the clear 
upper section from the shading section also migrates hydrodynamically accompanying the clear 
section. Once the sum of the continuous phase pressure (Pc) and the Laplace pressure (more 
specifically, its component perpendicular to the CO2 flow direction) approaches to the within 




(C) Truncating: as long as the pressure conditions are reached, water starts to truncate the emerging 
drop of liquid CO2. Generally, the truncating commences from the above conjuncture where the 
Laplace pressure can effectively cope with water to resist the liquid CO2 drop side. During this 
stage, a concave is formed first at the conjuncture and expands to touch the wall within a very 
short time (1 ms or so). By this moment, the emerging drop splits into two segments: the front 
one forming as a complete drop and the back one becoming another emerging drop.  
Following the first flow condition (QH2O/QLCO2 = 50 (µL/min)/50 (µL/min)), more flow cases in 
terms of different combined flow rates of liquid CO2 and water have been investigated. These cases 
(Table 4-2) numbered from 1 to 28 can be categorized into two groups: the first group (case 1-21 with 
case 12 as an exception) has a constant total flow rate (QLCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min) while the flow 
rate of CO2 is first increased and then decreased and the flow rate of water is first decreased and then 
increased; the second group (case 22-28) is featured by a constant flow rate of liquid CO2 (QLCO2 = 50 
µL/min) as well as stepwise ascending flow rates of water from 100 µL/min up to 500 µL/min. Case 
12 was designed to test the minimum flow rate ratio that still results in co-flow. Sequentially, when a 
new pair of flow rates are applied, the videos of this case are recorded after a waiting time of 30 
minutes when the flow regime is deemed as stabilized. Table 4-2 provides two parameters that are 
derivable from the two flow rates, namely, flow rate ratio (QH2O/QLCO2) and capillary number Cac (Cac 
= ηcuc/γ) of the continuous phase-water. Here, ηc, uc and γ are the dynamic viscosity (ηc = 890 µPa·S 
at T = 298 K and Pc = 65 bar [337] of water, the mean velocity (uc = QH2O/(D·W)) of the water phase 
through the entire cross section of the channel and the quasi- equilibrium interfacial tension (γ = 
(31.7±0.3) mN·m-1, see Hebach et al. [338] and Georgiadis et al. [339]) of water with liquid CO2, 
respectively. 
Flow regimes of the 28 cases are shown as a function of QH2O/QLCO2 and Cac number (see Figure 
4.4) by selecting either the frames at the end of their truncating stages (for drop flows) or 
representative frames of the co-flows. As QH2O/QLCO2 is reduced from 50/50 down to 15/85, Cac 
(calculated by water) has a reduction from O (10-3) to O (10-4). As a result, a transition of flow regime 
from drop flow to co-flow occurs (Figure 4.4(A)). As QH2O/QLCO2 further reduces, there is no more 
regime transition where co-flow becomes a dominant flow regime. The minimum QH2O/QLCO2 being 
applied is 5/220 (case 12) and it still results in a co-flow regime. However, CO2 stream occupies a 
larger area than water compared with in case 11. Despite lower QH2O/QLCO2 and/or Cac are not studied, 
the extreme case assuming QH2O approaches 0 (QH2O/QLCO2 ≈ 0, Cac ≈ 0) can lead to a pure CO2 flow. 
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Table 4-2b Investigated cases in this experimental study: case 14 to 28. 
          Case # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
QH2O 
(µL/min) 
50 40 30 25 20 15 12 10 8 6 5 5 15 
QLCO2 
(µL/min) 
50 60 70 75 80 85 88 90 92 94 95 220 85 
QH2O/QLCO2 1 0.67 0.43 0.33 0.25 0.18 0.14 0.11 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.18 
Cac 1.6×10-3 1.2×10-3 1.0×10-3 0.8×10-3 0.6×10-3 4.7×10-4 3.7×10-4 3.0×10-4 2.5×10-4 1.9×10-4 1.6×10-4 1.6×10-4 4.7×10-4 
t0  (ms) 7.8 9 11.4 13.6 16.4  23.2 
f (Hz) 128 111 88 74 61  43 
        Case # 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
QH2O 
(µL/min) 
55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 100 125 150 175 200 350 500 
QLCO2 
(µL/min) 
45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 
QH2O/QLCO2 1.22 1.5 1.86 2.33 3 4 5.67 9 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 7 10 
Cac 1.7×10-3 1.9×10-3 2.0×10-3 2.2×10-3 2.3×10-3 2.5×10-3 2.7×10-3 2.8×10-3 3.0×10-3 3.9×10-3 4.7×10-3 5.5×10-3 6.2×10-3 1.1×10-2 1.6×10-2 
t0 (ms) 8.4 8.6 8.2 10.4 10.8 14.2 19.6 128.6 6.3 4.7 3.8 3.2 2.8 1.7 1.1 





Figure 4.4 Flow regimes of liquid CO2 and water two-phase flow at a T-junction as a function of 
QH2O/QLCO2 and Cac number: liquid CO2 enters from the side channel as the dispersed 
phase and water flows in the main channel as the continuous phase of the T-junction. (A) 
QH2O/QLCO2 and Cac number are decreased from 50/50 to 5/220 and 1.6×10-3 to 1.6×10-4, 
respectively. Case 3 to 5 are shown by two frames captured using a 10x (left) and a 5x 
objective (right). Case 8 is shown by an end-to-end combination of three frames from 
using the 5x objective. (B) From case 13 to 21, QH2O/QLCO2 and Cac number are both 
increased due to the flow rate increase of water; from case 22 to 28, water flow 
accelerates from 100 to 500 µL/min while the liquid CO2 is maintained as a constant flow. 













Next the cases featured by QH2O/QLCO2>1 are to be investigated. First, QLCO2 is reduced from 220 to 
85 µL/min, and meanwhile QH2O speeds up from 5 to 15 µL/min (case 13, Figure 4.4(B)). The 
conditions of case 6 are re-applied here but the flow regime (even after 30 minutes) seemingly 
‘oversteps’ into drop flows rather than recurring as a co-flow. Instead of using a hysteresis 
mechanism in terms of the history of the applied flow rates in a comparable study [340], a memory of 
interfacial force relative to viscous one represented by Ca number may account for the flow regime 
drift in a better way. Corresponding to the flow rate variations from case 12 to 13, local Pc and Pd 
may have increased and decreased by a certain extent (although the two pressures are impossible to 
be measured locally right now, their upstream pressures shown by the pumps have an increase of 6 
kPa and a decrease of 2 kPa, respectively, while the measured back pressures have no change.) than 
that in case 12, respectively. If additionally assisted by the interfacial force in memory (much superior 
over viscous force in case 12 than in case 13), water phase is very likely to truncate the liquid CO2 
stream and thus leads to a drop flow. However, more detailed studies are required to validate our 
deduction about the inherited effect of interfacial force (variable interfacial tension and/or contact 
angle might contribute in this), which is beyond the scope of this study. After this case, QLCO2 is 
gradually reduced from 45 to 10 µL/min and QH2O keeps increasing from 55 up to 90 µl/min 
simultaneously (case 14 to 21, Figure 4.4(B)), both of which are performed every 5 µl/min at the 
pumps. Note that beyond QH2O/QLCO2 = 90/10 (when Cac = 2.8×10-3), there is no more two phase flows 
and water occupies the whole channel. Drop generations of case 14 to 21 are basically capable of 
being described and analyzed taking advantage of the above three stages. As both QH2O/QLCO2 and Cac 
increase in this range, drop sizes (L) become smaller at least by observations qualitatively. In 
addition, the truncation points are getting closer to the corner of the T-junction as well; however, it 
does not imply the drop generation is faster (Table 4-2(B)). 
The constant total flow rate of 100 µL/min limits the range of Cac (10-4 ~ 10-3) for the study of the 
effect of Ca number. Thus, by controlling the liquid CO2 as a constant flow (QLCO2 = 50 µL/min), the 
flow rates of water have been increased from 100 up to 500 µL/min in order to provide higher Cac. 
Ranging from case 22 to 26, the drop flows evolves consistently with the trend of previous cases. 
Given with the cross section area (150 µm × 100 µm) of the microchannel, only when QH2O exceeds 
approximately 320 µL/min will the resulted Cac be O(10-2). Case 27 and 28 are characterized by Cac 
= 1.1×10-2 and Cac = 1.6×10-2, respectively, and consequently, a distinct flow regime-dripping 
regime-occurs where the emerging drop during the period of generation is unable to block the 
channel. Besides, the drop generations are much faster (Table 4-2(B)) and the ratio (L/W) of drop 
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length (L) over channel width (W) approaches to 1 or maybe smaller than 1 (seem as suspended 
drops, Figure 4.4(B)). Other than QH2O/QLCO2 and Cac, Table 4-2 also lists the periods (t0, ms) and the 
frequencies (f = 1/t0, Hz) of all the drop generations of the relevant cases. For case 1 to 21, high 
frequencies (>100 Hz) are achieved in the vicinity of QH2O/QLCO2 = 1 (specifically, QH2O/QLCO2 = 0.67 
~ 1.86); for the cases with a constant liquid CO2 flow (case 22 to 28), the frequencies of drop 
generations are positively correlated with Cac, and those of the two dripping regimes are so high that 
although a faster frame rate (8000 fps, compared with 5000 fps for cases 1 to 21 and 6000 fps for 
cases 22 to 26) of the camera is applied, it does not improve much in providing quality captures of the 
drops especially after the generation (Table 4-2(B)). 
4.4 Theoretical Discussions 
4.4.1 Interfacial Dissolution of CO2 in Water within the T-junction 
4.4.1.1 Hydration of the dissolved CO2 molecules 
The hydration of CO2 when it dissolves in water (pH ≈ 5.93), as formulated by the reaction at 
chemical equilibrium below, can produce carbonic acid: 
𝐶𝑂2(𝑎𝑞) + 𝐻2𝑂 ⇌ 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3(𝑎𝑞).                                               (4.1) 
The equilibrium constant KCO2, as defined by the ratio of the reaction rate constant (kf) of the forward 
reaction over that (kr) of the reverse reaction under equilibrium (kf/kr, which also equals to the 
concentration ratio [H2CO3]/([CO2][H2O]) at equilibrium, where square bracket denotes the 
concentration in the unit of mole/L (or mol/L); however, the above reaction is generally a pseudo-
first-order reaction because of a constant [H2O] and [H2O] can thus be omitted out of the 
denominator, i.e., kf/ kr = [H2CO3]/[CO2].), indicates how much CO2 can be hydrated into carbonic 
acid. At 25°C, KCO2 ≈1.7×10-3 (unit:1) for the above reaction indicates the vast majority of CO2 exists 
as molecular CO2 rather than H2CO3 in water [341]. The other fact is that the forward process is much 
slower than the reverse to reach equilibrium at room temperature (kf  ≈ 0.035 s-1 versus kr ≈ 20.6 s-1 for 
the first-order reaction with respect to CO2 and H2CO3 [342,343]; given by the time scale of the CO2 
drop generations at T-junction (Table 4-2, but without considering case 13 and 21), it is even not long 
enough for the above reaction to reach equilibrium. When the concentration of H2CO3 is relatively 
low in the aqueous solution, an overall reaction including the dissociation of H2CO3 for producing 
bicarbonate HCO3− is usually introduced to replace equation (4.1) by the following 
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𝐶𝑂2 +𝐻2𝑂 ⇌ 𝐻𝐶𝑂3
− +𝐻+.                                                  (4.2)                              
Note that the CO2 in the above overall reaction includes both aqueous CO2 and hydrated ones 
(H2CO3). The equilibrium constant (K’CO2) of the overall reaction can be expressed as 
 𝐾’𝐶𝑂2 = 𝑘′𝑓 𝑘′𝑟⁄ = [HCO3
−][𝐻+]/([CO2] ∙ [𝐻2O]).                              (4.3) 
The value of K’CO2 at 25 °C and very low ionic strength (~0) is 4.45 × 10-7 [344]; or pKa (pKa = -
log10Ka) is 6.35 as an apparent dissociation constant of nominal H2CO3 (including CO2 (aq) and the 
rare carbonic acid) here [341]. In fact, the pKa of carbonic acid (purely H2CO3) is around 3.6 at 25 °C 




2− +𝐻+,                                                     (4.4) 
which is characterized by a second equilibrium constant KHCO3
− defined as  
𝐾𝐻𝐶𝑂3− = [CO3
2−][𝐻+]/[HCO3
−].                                            (4.5) 
Comparatively, KHCO3
− has a value of 4.84×10-11 (mol/L), or the dissociation constant pKa of HCO3− is 
10.3 [344]. Due to its much lower dissociation constant (pKa ≈ 14 at 25 °C [345]), water’s ionization 
equilibrium by itself is beyond the scope of our discussion. In a nutshell, the hydration of dissolved 
CO2 at the interface shows an overall negligible effect to the total dissolved CO2 molecules, and they 
are still vastly present as CO2 molecules in the aqueous solution, given the time scale in the micro T-
junction. 
4.4.1.2 Theoretical estimate of diffusion-controlled dissolution 
CO2 molecules, after their dissolution in water (i.e., dissolved CO2(aq) molecules), can be transported 
from the bulk CO2 to water driven by the diffusion of the CO2(aq) molecules under a certain 
concentration gradient. In general, several mechanisms should be considered when discussing mass 
transfer, which mainly include hydrodynamic dispersion, convection and diffusion. Considering a 
mixing zone with a concentration gradient of the sample of interest in a pressure driven microchannel 
flow, velocity profile is parabolic type which causes distortion to the mixing zone and must be 
considered in evaluating the mass transfer in this region. However, for the mixing zone shown in 
Figure 4.5, which is a small region of the entire interface between the dispersed and continuous phase 
in the x-y plane, hydrodynamic dispersion is negligible. The curved interface is meant to illustrate the 
impact of the interfacial tension between the CO2 drop and the thin water film that exists between the 
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CO2 drop and channel walls in the z-direction (top and bottom channel walls). First, the velocity 
component in y-direction (channel height direction) is small which is mainly induced by the vortices 
inside the droplets. Therefore, the hydrodynamic distortion to the mixing zone caused by the velocity 
component in the y-direction is negligible. Second, the velocity component in the x-direction is also 
small. During the filling and stagnation stage, there exists a velocity component in the x-direction 
which is much smaller than that in the z-direction. When the drop formation evolves from the filling 
to the elongating and squeezing stage which is the longest stage among the three stages, the velocity 
component in the x-direction is approaching zero because the interface is almost parallel to the 
vertical channel walls. Therefore, its overall impact on hydrodynamic dispersion is negligible. Third, 
the possible distortion to the mixing zone could be caused by the shear motion over the interface, 
which is induced by the difference of the velocity component in the z-direction between the 
continuous and dispersed phases. However, this hydrodynamic distortion is also negligible if 
considering the entire drop formation period. This study operates in the squeezing regime and in the 
longest stage, elongating and squeezing stage, the continuous phase upstream is almost completely 
blocked by the CO2 drop which almost touches the channel walls. This results in a negligible shear 
motion over the interface and thus negligible hydrodynamic distortion. During the first short filling 
stage, the shear motion is appreciable. However its effect in distorting the mixing zone is reduced to a 
certain extent by the interfacial tension that tends to hold the interface in shape. Therefore, overall the 
hydrodynamic dispersion caused by the shear motion can be neglected.  
The CO2 transport over the mixing zone region due to convection is mainly influenced by the 
velocity component in the x-direction because the velocity in the z-direction is tangential to the 
interface. As discussed above, the velocity component in the x-direction is very small during the 
filling stage and almost approaches to zero during the long elongating and squeezing stage. Therefore 
the mass transfer of CO2 over the mixing zone is mainly dominant by diffusion.  
The dissolution and diffusion of the CO2 molecules is schematically described in Figure 4.5. Due to 
the unsteady interface in terms of its location and shape, it is assumed that  
(1) water is an isotropic and homogeneous solvent;  
(2) the diffusion coefficient of CO2 molecules into water, DCD, is a constant;  
(3) the effect of the finite water film (thickness  2%×hydraulic diameter [81]), which exists between 
CO2 and the channel walls due to wettability, on CO2 dissolution and diffusion is negligible and 
thus we only consider the transport process across the diffusive film (shown in Figure 4.5); 
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(4) mass transport is one-dimensional in the direction perpendicular to the interface (x-direction in 
the revised Figure 4.5), in other words, we focus on the x-y plane; 
(5) quasi-steady state is achieved, which is rational especially in the ‘elongating & squeezing’ stage, 
the generally longest stage compared to the other two stages. Therefore the location of the 
interface is constant relative to the channel wall; and the hydrodynamic dispersion on x-axis may 
approach zero. 
For this one dimensional model under a quasi-steady state (on the negative ‘x’ direction), the 
dissolution of CO2 molecules at the interface (solid line in Figure 4.5) and the diffusion of the 










.                                                               (4.7) 
where C is the concentration of the dissolved CO2 in water at time t (0 < t < t0), Cs is the solubility of 
CO2 in water at a given pressure and temperature, KCD is a constant with a unit of 1/(m2·s) and A is 
the effective dissolution area (i.e., the area of the concave interface). Equation (4.7) is the Fick’s first 
law of diffusion, where Jx (mol/(m2s)) is the diffusion molar flux of the dissolved CO2 molecules per 
square meter per second and it is related to the concentration gradient. Note that we omit the 
convective molar flux in this binary mixture caused by molar average velocity in view of the very 
small molar fraction (C/(C+CH2O) ≤ 2×10-3) of CO2 in the mixture. 
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(𝐶𝑠 − 𝐶).                                                    (4.11) 
Equation (4.11) describes the dissolution of CO2 molecules at the interface in terms of the 
concentration variations over a sufficiently long period of time, which is dominated by diffusion as 
well. The integration of this equation leads to 





).                                                   (4.12) 
         
                                   (A)                                                                 (B) 
Figure 4.5 (A) Indications of the Cartesian coordinates (x: perpendicular to the liquid CO2 stream; y: 
tangential to the interface and in the channel depth direction; z: tangential to the interface 
and in the flow direction; origin: one point-of-interest on interface at a half channel 
depth), scale bar: 150µm. (B) Schematic of the transport of the dissolved CO2 molecules 
from the interface (solid line) into water driven by dissolution and diffusion (in x-y plane). 
The region outlined by a solid line and a dash line represents a diffusive film of the CO2 
molecules. Note that this diffusive film is enlarged for easy viewing and is actually very 
thin compared to the channel depth D (XD/D ~ 10-2, where XD is the thickness of the 
diffusion film.). The schematic shows a cross-sectional view of the two phases separated 
by two interfaces, one (the solid line) is between CO2 and the CO2 aqueous solution and 
the other (the dash line) is a hypothetical one between pure water and the CO2 aqueous 
solution where CO2 concentration is non-zero but approaching zero. 
Based on an approximation of V~A×W/2, equation (4.12) may be simplified as  





).                                                   (4.13) 
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The diffusion coefficient of CO2 molecules into water, DCD, at T = 298 K can be estimated by the 




,                                                               (4.14) 
where kB, η and r are the Boltzmann constant (kB = 1.38×10-23 J/K), the dynamic viscosity (η = 890 
µPa·s at 298 K) of water and the kinetic radius of the hypothetical sphere-shaped CO2 molecules (r = 
1.65 Å = 1.65×10-10 m, see Li et al. [347]), respectively. Therefore, DCD is approximately 1.5×10-9 
m2/s and equation (4.13) can be specifically written as follows, 




𝑡).                                                    (4.15) 
Moreover, Cs at the applied pressure and temperature condition in this study has a value of 1.267 
mol/L or so based on the literature [321,322] where the molar fraction of CO2 is approximately 
0.0247 mole per 1 mole water. As a result, equation (4.15) can be further specified as 




𝑡).                                        (4.16) 
In view of the time durations in Table 4-2, they are too short to render a saturation scenario of the 
dissolved CO2 at the interface, though a large number (10-4NA, NA: Avogadro number) of CO2 
molecules at least conceptually arise in the aqueous solution near the interface. 
4.4.2 Diffusion of CO2 in Water within the T-junction 
4.4.2.1 Molecular diffusion of the dissolved CO2 molecules 
As discussed in section 4.3, the interface between liquid CO2 and water within the T-junction during 
the second and the third stage of one period has a clear upper section and a shading lower section. 
The former, as observed, barely moves relative to the shading section due to a compromise of the 
capillary pressure in squeezing CO2 stream. This section of the interface is considered quasi-
hydrostatic and diffusion becomes the only transport mechanism of the dissolved CO2 molecules. To 
evaluate how far the CO2 molecules can be transported into water, namely, the diffusion distance, an 
appropriate solution of Fick’s second law may be required [348]. The diffusion equation for one 
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being rearranged as a total differential equation of C with respect to y. Here, a final solution is 
provided (see equation 4.18) and the detailed deductions can be found in literature [349,350]. 
∫𝑑𝐶 = ∫𝐵𝑒−𝑦
2
𝑑𝑦,                                                        (4.18) 
where B is a constant resulting from the integration. In order to solve the above integrals, the 
following boundary conditions are used 
𝐶 = {
𝐶𝑥 = 𝐶0, 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = 0 (𝑥 = 0, 𝑡 > 0)
𝐶𝑥 = 𝐶𝑏 = 0, 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = ∞ (𝑥 = ∞, 𝑡 = 0).
                                (4.19) 
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𝑑𝜉.                                        (4.21) 
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𝑑𝑦.                                                      (4.24) 
Solving the integrals from y = 0 to y = 
x
√4DCDt














  𝑐𝑥 − 𝑐0 = (−𝑐0) erf(𝑦).                                                     (4.25) 
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 .                                            (4.27) 
Substitute (4.27) into (4.25) yields 
𝑐𝑥 = 𝑐0(1 −
x
√πDCDt
 ).                                                       (4.28) 
Cx is the concentration of the dissolved CO2 molecules at a diffusion distance x from the interface 
(Figure 4.5) and let cx  ≈ 0 be a critical concentration, then we have 
                     |𝑥| ≈ √π𝐷𝐶𝐷𝑡,                                                            (4.29) 
where t is the diffusion time. It is obvious that the absolute value of the diffusion distance x mainly 
depends on the diffusion time t since diffusion coefficient is a constant which is on the order of 10-9. 
However, t is uneasy to be exactly quantified because the hydrostatic state of one specific point on the 
clear section only lasts for limited time (t) out of one period t0. Diffusion time t can be written as  
𝑡 = 𝑎𝑡0  for   0 < 𝑎 < 1,                                                  (4.30) 
where a is a fractional number. ‘a’ varies among different cases with different QH2O/QLCO2; even 
under the same case, it also varies among various locations at the clear section. Generally, ‘a’ is 
larger at a location closer to the front corner of the T-junction than the one at a further downstream 
location. Consequently, equation (4.29) may be rewritten as  
|𝑥| ≈ √𝜋𝐷𝐶𝐷𝑎𝑡0    for   0 < 𝑎 < 1.                                           (4.31) 
Case 1, for example, has a period of t0 = 7.8 ms, and the maximum value of ‘a’ is approximated as 
(7.8-1.6)/7.8=0.795. Thus the maximum diffusion distance on the clear section under case 1 is about 
5.4 µm based on equation (4.31). It means that diffusion effect maximally covers a distance range 
from 0 to 5.4 µm from the clear section of the interface under case 1. This estimation results from the 
critical concentration cx ≈ 0; if cx = c0/2 is applied, the corresponding distance range will be 0 to 2.7 
µm. Regardless of the applied critical concentration, the diffusion distance x compared with the 
channel width W is a small value (≤3.6%).  
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4.4.2.2 Relative importance of the ‘transverse advection’ over molecular diffusion 
Although the diffusion is more like a transverse process relative to the flow direction, it has a 
‘transverse’ effect, however, from the advection of the continuous fluid-water when focusing on the 
mass transport of the dissolve CO2 molecules in sequence. It always occurs in the sequence from 
dissolution to diffusion and advection. Peclet number, defined as Pe = ?̇?/(DCD/D·X), is a 
dimensionless number that compares the transport rate caused by advection to that caused by 
diffusion, where ?̇? is the shear rate on the interface, D is the channel depth and X is a characteristic 
distance on the dimension of the diffusion. Within the T-junction in our study, the shear rate ?̇? is 
estimated as ?̇? ~ <v>/D ~ QH2O/(DW)/D [90], where D is 100 µm in our study; X is designated as 
half of the channel width W, i.e., X~W/2 = 75 µm. Therefore, Pe can be expressed as follows.  
𝑃𝑒 ~ 𝑄𝐻2𝑂/(2𝐷 × 𝐷𝐶𝐷).                                                  (4.32) 




× 1013𝑄𝐻2𝑂.                                                        (4.33) 
Note that the volumetric flow rates QH2O shown in (4.33) are in m3/s rather than in µL/min (Table 4-
2). Pe then can be approximated by (104QH2O/180). Based on the investigated flow rates (Table 4-2), 
Pe ranges from O(102) to O(104), which indicates the dominance of advection over diffusion in the 
transport of CO2 molecule into water. Nevertheless, it is noted that this relative importance between 
advection and diffusion depends on the local shear rates near the interface. 
4.5 Experimental Results and Modeling 
Our study has investigated the flow regimes (Figure 4.3) resulted from various flow rate ratios 
(QH2O/QLCO2) as well as Ca numbers of the continuous phase-water. Within the ranges of these two 
dimensionless parameters, drop flows (including the dripping regime in case 27 and 28) and co-flows 
are the two main flow regimes. Regarding the drop flows, the length (L) and speed (V) of the 
generated liquid CO2 drops, and the spacing (S) between an emerging drop and the adjacent generated 
one during one period are measured, respectively.  
4.5.1 Drop Length as a Function of QH2O/QLCO2 
Shown by Figure 4.2, the length of the generated liquid CO2 drop is measured from the front end to 
the back end of the drop. For each drop flow case in Table 4-2, the length measurement is performed 
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over multiple drops and the mean value L̅ calculated from the sample lengths (Li, i=1, 2, 3,···, N) is 






𝑖=1 ,                                                             (4.34) 
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𝑖=1 .                                                        (4.36) 
Based on the above equations, normalized liquid CO2 drop length (L/W) is plotted against the 
QH2O/QLCO2, as shown in Figure 4.6. An error bar representing the standard deviation is also added. 
When the total flow rate of liquid CO2 and water is 100µL/min (Figure 4.6 (A)), the length of the 
liquid CO2 drop decreases rapidly as QH2O/QLCO2 rises from around 0.2 to 1; however, this decrease 
tends to reach a plateau as QH2O/QLCO2 further increases from 1 up to 9. When the flow rate of liquid 
CO2 is maintained as 50 µL/min (Figure 4.6(B)), the variation of the drop length subjected to 
QH2O/QLCO2 is analogous to that in Figure 4.6(A). Overall, the normalized liquid CO2 drop length L/W 




𝐵,                                                (4.37) 
where the exponent B is negative (B < 0). Specifically, the fitted curves in Figure 4.6 (A) and Figure 
4.6 (B) are formulated as L/W=1+2.83(QH2O/QLCO2)-0.768 and L/W=1+2.86(QH2O/QLCO2)-1.274, 
respectively. These results are different from the long-held claim that the drop (or droplet) size is 
approximately linear with the flow rate ratio of the dispersed to the continuous phase (QH2O/QLCO2) at 
T-junctions under the squeezing (and/or transition) regime, where the factor A is estimated as 
dneck/vsqueeze, i.e., the time of the drop’s neck being squeezed off [122]. It is noteworthy that, although 
an inverse flow rate ratio (Qc/Qd instead of Qd/Qc) is applied in our study, it does not alter the 
intention of correlating drop sizes to comparative flow rates. Although the exponent B here does not 
agree with the prediction by Garstecki et al., it is still within the vicinity of (-1). However, the 
determination of A in our study requires taking account of not only the “squeezing” (i.e., truncating) 
time but also the “elongating” time (Figure 4.3) when the liquid CO2 keeps entering and thus 
increases the length of the emerging drop, which is attributed to the elongating-squeezing regime 
distinguished from the general “squeezing” regime. The final length L is generally determined by 
how much CO2 has entered in terms of length during the aforementioned three stages (Figure 4.3), 
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Figure 4.6 Liquid CO2 drop size as a function of flow rate ratio (QH2O/QLCO2): the drop length (L) is 
normalized by the width (W = 150 µm) of the microchannel. (A) QH2O + QLCO2 = 100 
µL/min); (B) QLCO2 = 50 µL/min, Cac steps towards O(10-2) from O(10-3) when 
QH2O/QLCO2 reaches to 7. Error bar: the standard deviation (s) of the mean normalized drop 
length (L̅ W⁄ ). 
i.e., L ~ (ΔLsf + ΔLes + ΔLtr), where ΔLsf, ΔLes and ΔLtr are the length increases during the filling, 
elongating and squeezing, and truncating of the emerging drop, respectively. It is adopted here that 
the length increase ΔLsf (Figure 4.7(A)) as a result of CO2 filling (i.e., the length of the tip of the 
emerging drop) at the end of the first stage is on the order of channel width W [122]. Therefore,  
∆𝐿𝑠𝑓 ~ 𝑊.                                                               (4.38) 
In order to determine ΔLes, the time duration tes of the elongating and squeezing stage needs to be 
estimated, which can be achieved by dividing the advancing distance of the continuous fluid (water) 
by its mean flow speed QH2O/(DW). It is observed that at the end of the elongating & squeezing 
stage (Figure 4.7(B), right frame), for most of the investigated drop flow cases, the conjuncture 
between the clear section and inclined shading section at the interface is located nearby the centerline 
of the main channel; in addition, the two sectional interfacial lines approximate to straight lines and 
the shading section line intersects the sideline of the channel forming an angle θ (θ = (12±1)°). The 





















.                                                         (4.40) 
During the time, tes, liquid CO2 from the side channel keeps entering the emerging drop at a mean 








−1                                (4.41) 
 
                                      (A)                                    (B)                                  (C) 
Figure 4.7 Liquid CO2 drop length increases during the main three stages, namely, the stagnating & 
filling stage, the elongating & squeezing stage and the truncating stage of one period of 
drop generation. (A) Drop length increase ΔLsf from the beginning to the end of the 
filling; (B) the time estimate of the elongating & squeezing stage by observing the 
advancing distance (Y) of the water front from the filling end to the end of elongating & 
squeezing, the right frame shows that (I) the conjuncture between the clear and the 
shading section is located in the vicinity of the midpoint of the channel width and (II) the 
shading sectional line intersects the channel sideline with a characteristic angle θ (12±1°); 
(C) the truncating time estimate by considering the pinching off of the rest W/2 thick CO2. 
Following the above strategy for ΔLes, the drop length increase, ΔLtr, during the truncating stage can 










−1.                                  (4.42) 
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Combining equations (4.38), (4.41) and (4.42), the length L of the generated liquid CO2 drop can be 
approximated as 





−1,        (4.43) 
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+ 1). Given the value 
of θ (12°±1°), A has a value of (2.85±0.2) from the theoretical estimation, which approximates to the 
fitted values from the experimental data (Figure 4.6 (A) and (B)). 
4.5.2 After-Generation Speeds of the Drop under Various QH2O/QLCO2 
The measurement of the drop speed, V, after its generation has been briefly discussed in Figure 
4.2. More specifically, one liquid CO2 drop immediately after its generation starts to be identified and 
its centroid can be located by the Matlab code. Based on the frame rate applied to imaging, the time 
interval, Δt, between two consecutive frames should be 1/(fps-1). Since very high frames (fps ~ 103) 
are used in experiments, the time interval can be approximated as Δt ≈ 1/fps. Moreover, the drop 
displacement (centroid to centroid), Δd, during this time interval can also be measured depending on 
the centroid location shift. Therefore, the speed Vi of this specific drop from the ith to the (i+1)th frame 




.                                                             (4.46) 
Assume the (N+1)th frame is the last one which can present a complete profile of this drop within the 













𝑖=1 ,                                           (4.47) 
where Vj is deemed as the speed of this drop, j denotes the jth (j=1, 2, 3… M) liquid CO2 drop whose 
speed has been measured from the video. Accordingly, the drop speed as a characteristic speed of one 








𝑗=1 .                                                          (4.48) 
Analogous to the drop length, the standard deviation of the drop speed for each drop flow case is also 




∑ (𝑉𝑗 − ?̅?)
2M
𝑗=1 .                                                (4.49) 
 
Figure 4.8 Comparison of the speeds of the liquid CO2 drops (round dots) after generation to the 
average flow velocities of water (downward triangles) and liquid CO2 (upward triangles) 
as well as the averaged total velocity (squares) of the two fluids under drop flow cases for 
(A) QH2O + QLCO2 = 100 µL/min and (B) QLCO2 = 50 µL/min, respectively. Average 
velocities are defined as VH2O,a = QH2O/(DW), VCO2,a = QCO2/(DW) and VTotal,a = 













Figure 4.8 plots the after-generation drop speeds for all drop flow cases against their specific values 
of QH2O/QLCO2 ranging from around 0.2 to 9 for QH2O + QLCO2 = 100 µL/min (Figure 4.8(A)) and from 
2 to 10 for QLCO2=50µL/min (Figure 4.8 (B)), respectively. In addition, three average velocities, i.e., 
VH2O,a, VCO2,a and VTotal,a that are derived from the flow rates of water and liquid CO2 are introduced 
as the reference velocities. For the drop flows under a condition of QH2O + QLCO2 = 100 µL/min 
(Figure 4.8(A)), there exists a waxing and waning relation between VH2O,a and VCO2,a as QH2O/QLCO2 
monotonically increases or decreases in the studied range; however, the hypothetical average velocity 
VTotal,a derived from the total flow rates is a constant (111 mm/s). Comparatively, the speed of the 
drop after generation is much closer to their corresponding VTotal,a under the same QH2O/QLCO2 for 
almost all drop flow cases; the only two exceptions are under the two extreme conditions of 
QH2O/QLCO2 (0.18 and 9) when either liquid CO2 or water has dominated over the other resulting in the 
final drop speed. Overall, the drop speed values agree well with the averaged total velocity VTotal,a 
especially when QH2O/QLCO2  > 1; although there is less conformity when QH2O/QLCO2  ≤ 1, VDrop are 
numerically proximal to VTotal,a rather than VH2O,a or VCO2,a particularly accounting for their error bars. 
For the drop flows under the condition QLCO2 = 50 µL/min (Figure 4.8(B)), VCO2,a becomes a constant 
(55.6 mm/s) and the drop speed keeps increasing linearly as a result of the increasing QH2O from 100 
µL/min to 200 µL/min per 25 µL/min. Similar to that when QH2O + QLCO2 = 100 µL/min, VDrop agrees 
very well with VTotal,a. However, as the flow rate of water strides to 350 µL/min and 500 µL/min 
(accordingly, Cac increases to O(10-2) from O(10-3).) the dripping regime of drop generation emerges 
where the emerging drop can never touch the far-end channel wall and the period of generation is 
extremely short (t0 < 2 ms). By observing the drop generations within case 27, we believe that at the 
very end of the generation the tip of the emerging drop has a speed (V’CO2,a) faster than that inherits 
from the flow of liquid CO2 through the entire cross section of the channel, which may be due to the 
actually narrowed cross section (Figure 4.4(B), case 27) for the same flow rate QLCO2. Thus, a revised 








,                                                 (4.50) 




,                                                          (4.51) 
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where factor a in denominator is smaller than 1 and bW indicates the actual channel width occupied 
by the liquid CO2 in the T-junction region but below its corner. Note that bW ought to be location-
dependent along the interface, however, for simplification an estimated median value (a ~ 1/2) will be 
applied. Based on the above assumption, we have 





,                                                (4.52) 
Substituting b ~ 1/2 into equation (4.52) yields (V’Total,a - VTotal,a) = QCO2/(DW), i.e., V’Total,a = 
VTotal,a + VCO2,a. When QH2O/QLCO2 = 7 (Figure 4.8(B)), VDrop is measured as 509.7 mm/s and VTotal,a is 
444.4 mm/s; if the revised averaged total velocity V’Total,a (500 mm/s) is used to compare with VDrop, 
it still justifies that VDrop correlates with the averaged total velocity. As QH2O/QLCO2 reaches 10, QH2O 
becomes a dominant role in determining the final drop speed; even without accounting for the 
difference of the averaged total velocity caused by the liquid CO2, the estimation of VDrop using 




)% = (1 −
611.1𝑚𝑚/𝑠−571.9mm/s
571.9mm/s
)% ≈ 93%.                       (4.53) 
4.5.3 Periodic Development of Spacing Between Emerging Drop and the Adjacent 
Formed one 
Spacing between two consecutive drops in the flow channel represents how closely the chasing 
drop follows with the precede one. This spacing actually originates from that between the emerging 
drop and the adjacent already-formed drop at the very end of one period of drop generation as well as 
its development during the period. Different from the drop length and the drop speed as characteristic 
parameters of the formed drop, the spacing between the emerging drop and the formed one correlates 
drops and is time-dependent within one period. The periodic spacing development can be analyzed 
based on the drop length increase during the filling stage and the speed of the emerging drop and the 
formed one as discussed above. The spacing always evolves from an initial value S0 (Figure 4.9(A)) 
that stems from the pinch-off and the retractions at the interface for producing the formed liquid CO2 
drop.  
During the filling stage prior to the emerging drop blocking the main channel, the formed drop 
moves downstream at a speed ~ (VH2O,a + VCO2,a) as discussed in (4.5.2). On the other hand, the 
emerging drop has a secondary effect besides filling, i.e., flowing downstream. Its effective 





Figure 4.9 Schematics of the development of spacing between an emerging drop and the adjacent 
formed one within one period of drop generation: (A) spacing increases from S0 (at the 
beginning, solid lines) to S (at the end, dash lines) during the filling stage and (B) spacing 
increases from S (at the beginning, solid lines) to S’ (at the end, dot lines) during the 
elongating & squeezing and the truncating stage. 







.                                                         (4.54) 
Based on the speeds of the emerging drop and the already formed one together with the initial 
spacing S0, the spacing in the filling stage increases linearly as a function of time, which can be 
formulated as 
𝑆(𝑡) = 𝑆0 + [(𝑉𝐶𝑂2,𝑎 + 𝑉𝐻2𝑂,𝑎) −
𝑊
𝑡𝑠𝑓
] ∙ (𝑡 − 0), 0 < t ≤ tsf ,                       (4.55) 
or 



















Note that the spacing estimate may only be applicable to the drop flow cases excluding the dripping 
flows (case 27 and 28) because either the speed of the emerging drop or that of the already formed 
drop needs to be amended since the emerging drop, during dripping regime, does not reach the far-
end channel and VTotal,a  does not represent the actual averaged total velocity. However, the strategy 
for estimating spacing can be analogous to the dripping regime where the continuous fluid may 
dominate the increasing rate of spacing ((S- S0)/t).  
As soon as the emerging drop blocks the main channel, it commences the following stages and its 
mean speed at the front tip is supposed to be consisted of two components: one speed component is 
contributed by the filling of liquid CO2 at a rate of QCO2 (i.e., VCO2,a), and the other by the continuous 
fluid via the contact upon the interface (more specifically, the shading section). As observed from the 
drop flows (excluding case 27 and 28), this latter speed component approximates to the moving speed 
of the inclined shading section of the interface (Figure 4.7(B)), which is reasonable given that the 
shading section is mainly propelled downstream by water especially under the drop flow cases. It is 
discovered that during the elongating & squeezing stage the water front in contact with the shading 
section advances downstream by a distance of Y (Figure 4.7(B)), and Y can be approximated by 
W/(2tanθ). As a consequence, the mean speed of the shading section, Vsh, over the time of the 




.                                                             (4.57) 
Based on W = 150 µm and θ  ≈ 12°, Y is calculated as 353 µm or so. Therefore, the mean speed Vsh 
becomes dependent on the total time (i.e., tes + ttr) of the elongating & squeezing and the truncating 
stage. Moreover, the speed of the front tip of the emerging drop, VCO2, tip, can be estimated by 
summing up VCO2,a and Vsh, such that 








.                                                  (4.59) 
Thus, the spacing increase [S’(t) - S(tsf)] during the elongating & squeezing and the truncating stage at 
the moment, t, can be calculated by 














Figure 4.10 (A) The development of spacing between the emerging drop and the adjacent formed one 
as observed for the drop flow case 5 (■), case 14 (●), case 19 (♦) and case 20 (★), 
respectively; (B) the detailed spacing development as observed continuously from 86 
pairs of those two drops for case 14 (QH2O = 55 µL/min, QCO2 = 45 µL/min). Each upright 
dot line (indicated by the arrow) in the same row depicts an elemental spacing 
development during one period of the (emerging) drop generation. 
Substitute equation (4.56) at t = tsf  into equation (4.60) and rearrange,  












)(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑠𝑓), tsf  < t ≤ t0.         (4.61) 
Combine equations (4.56) with (4.61), the spacing development over time within one period t0 (t0 = tsf 





















) (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑠𝑓), 𝑡𝑠𝑓 < 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡0.













The spacing development between emerging drops and their adjacent already formed ones have 
been investigated through imaging for almost all the drop flow cases except case 21 in our 
experiments; the exception of case 21 is because that the resulted spacing therein has been so long 
that it is beyond the maximum observable field of view. Figure 4.10(A) shows the spacing 
development between emerging drops and their adjacent already formed ones as observed for the 
drop flow case 5, case 14, case 19 and case 20, respectively; Figure 4.10(B) focuses on case 14 and 
shows more details on the spacing increases within one period of the drop generation. For case 5 
(QH2O = 20 µL/min, QCO2 = 80 µL/min), tsf, tes and ttr comprising one period of drop generation are 
around 1.3 ms, 13.6 ms and 2 ms, respectively. As a result, W/tsf becomes equivalent to (QH2O + 
QLCO2)/(DW) numerically during the stagnating & filling stage, so does Y/(tes+ttr) relative to 
QH2O/(DW) during the elongating & squeezing and the truncating stage. Therefore, the spacing 
during the overall period becomes a constant estimated by S0. This result is verified by experimental 
measurements (Figure 4.10(A), case 5) as well where the spacing is (307.2±11.2) um. For case 19 
(QH2O = 80 µL/min, QCO2 = 20 µL/min), tsf and (tes+ttr) are about 4.4 ms and 9.8 ms, respectively; if 
substituted into equation (4.62), the time factor in equation (4.62) is calculated as 77 mm/s for 0 < t ≤ 
4.4 ms and 52.89 mm/s for 4.4 ms < t ≤ 14.2 ms. These values are consistent with the experimental 
results as shown in Figure 4.10(A). However, the experimental data of spacing for case 20 among 
different periods (or say, different pairs of those two drops) are not so uniform as that for other cases, 
though the spacing development within one specific period is still linear and may be predicted by 
equation (4.62). The overall oscillating spacing under case 20 results from the very low flow rate of 
liquid CO2, QCO2 (15µL/min which might not be very reliable as provided by the pump) as well as the 
resulted high QH2O/QCO2. Moreover, a 5x instead of 10x objective is applied for imaging the long 
spacing of case 20, which compromises the resolution of the video and induces more errors to the 
spacing measurements. 
The upright dot lines plotted in Figure 4.10(B) show the details of the spacing increases of 86 
consecutive pairs of the emerging drops and their adjacent already formed counterparts over a total 
time of almost 700 ms, and one period of the (emerging) drop generation is t0 = 8.4 ms (tsf  = 2 ms and 
(tes + ttr) = 6.4 ms). In order to be compared with that from the theoretical calculations based on 
equation (4.62), the spacing data of the 86 pairs, as a sample of case 14, are averaged at each moment 
within the one period, t0, per 0.2 ms time interval derived from t0 = 1/f = 1/5000 to reflect the 
characteristic spacing development of this drop flow case. This averaging treatment seems as a 
horizontal squeezing of the sponge-like data shown in Figure 4.10(B) into one single upright line. The 
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averaged spacing within one period of drop generation are plotted (as the black dots) in Figure 4.11. 
The error bar indicates a 95% confidence of the spacing within two standard deviations from the 
mean value (shown by the dots) based on the normal distribution. The experimental spacing versus 
time, within one period, t0, are linearly fitted as  
 spacingex,fit(μm) = {
331 + 42.6𝑡,       0 < 𝑡 ≤ 2 ms      
 397 + 9.78𝑡,       2 < 𝑡 ≤ 8.4 ms .  
                         (4.63) 
 
Figure 4.11 Averaged spacing within one period (8.4ms) of drop generation under drop flow case 14. 
The experimental data herein are averaged from those in figure 12b, and each error bar 
indicates two standard deviations from the averaged spacing upon the corresponding time 
moment. Dash lines are the fitting lines from the averaged spacing; and solid lines are the 
linear functions from the theoretical estimates in equation (4.60). 
The total sum of squares (TSS) and the residual sum of squares (RSS) for the above two fitting 
functions are 41.25 µm2 and 2.3 µm2 within 0 ~ 2 ms and 48.93 µm2 and 4.95 µm2 within 2 ~ 8.4 ms, 
respectively. Instead of R-squared, adjusted R-squared is introduced as the coefficient of 
determination below to weigh how well the fittings are relative to the experimental spacing, i.e., 
adjusted 𝑅2 = 1 −
𝑅𝑆𝑆 (𝑛−𝐾−1)⁄
𝑇𝑆𝑆 (𝑛−1)⁄
,                                                 (4.64) 
where n and K are the number of points and the number of explanatory variables, respectively. Here, 
n for the two functions are 10 and 33, and K is 1 for both functions since there is only one variable 




On the other hand, according to equation (4.62), the spacing development within one period of the 
drop flow case 14 can be expressed as equation (4.65),  
spacing(μm) = {
331 + 36.1𝑡,           0 < 𝑡 ≤ 2ms;
391 + 5.97𝑡,        2 < 𝑡 ≤ 8.4ms;
                          (4.65) 
which are also plotted in Figure 4.11. Note that the initial spacing, S0, inherits from the first fitting 
above when t = 0. Qualitatively, the theoretical model (equation (4.62)) is consistent with the 
experimental fittings, which is a bit better during the first stage (0 ~ 2 ms) of the one period (8.4 ms) 
but is slightly deviated during the elongating & squeezing and the truncating stage (2 ~ 8.4 ms). 
Moreover, the slopes in the models are both lower than those in the experimental fitting functions. 
These differences arise from the estimate of the total flow speed by using the total flow rate as well as 
a certain overestimate of the speed of the emerging drop.  
A quantitative comparison of the spacing between those resulted from the experimental fittings and 
the theoretical estimates can be conducted as follows 
|spacing−spacingex,fit|
spacingex,fit
× 100% = {
6.45𝑡
42.6𝑡+331
,          0 < 𝑡 ≤ 2 ms      
3.81𝑡+6.36
9.8𝑡+397
,            2 < 𝑡 ≤ 8.4 ms.
                   (4.66) 
Therefore, the largest relative errors between the experimentally fitted spacing and the model 
predicted spacing are 3.1% at t = 2 ms for the first stage and 8% at t = 8.4 ms for the elongating & 
squeezing stage and the truncating stage, respectively. These errors are acceptable given the 
uncertainty of the drop speed measurement of case 14 (Figure 4.8(A)) where the mean drop speed is 
114 mm/s with a standard deviation of 6.5mm/s. 
4.6 Conclusions 
This chapter presents an experimental study on a pair of highly pressurized partially immiscible 
fluids (liquid CO2 as the dispersed phase and DI water as the continuous phase, respectively) confined 
in a micro T-junction. Main results are listed as follows: 
 Over the range of flow conditions (Ca: O(10-4) ~ O(10-2); Qc/Qd: 5/220 ~ 90/10 for a constant 
total flow rate and 100/50 ~ 500/50 for a constant flow rate of the dispersed phase, respectively), 
drop flow (Ca: O(10-3) ~ O(10-2)) and co-flow (Ca: O(10-4)) have been identified.  
 The drop flow is characterized by an elongating-squeezing regime in which the dispersed liquid 
CO2 first fills the main channel and the continuous phase (water) then squeezes the dispersed 
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stream and simultaneously elongates it. As a consequence, the common ‘necking’ time for the 
truncation is increased (both squeezing and elongating contribute to this), the truncation point is 
shifted further downstream from around the corner of the T-junction. This effect explains the role 
of the factor α in ‘L/W=1+α(Qc/Qd)-1’. But in this study, α is much larger than 1. tes corresponds to 
the elongating-squeezing stage during which the dispersed liquid CO2 keeps flowing into the 
emerging drop. The calculated drop length increase ΔLes during this stage justifies the value of α 
in our study. Although this factor cannot be predicted by the common method (α ~ dnecking/tnecking), 
it does not challenge the ‘flow-rate-controlled’ formulation proposed by Garstecki et al. [122]. A 
transitional capillary number of 1×10-2 is also characterized in our study as the dripping regime 
emerges, which was reported previously by De Menech et al. [125] in numerical simulations. The 
interface of the emerging drop can never touch the far-end channel wall and the drop generations 
are characterized by very fast drop generation frequencies (f  ≥  600 Hz) and smaller drops (Ldrop < 
W).  
 After-generation speed of the drop has been measured. Generally, this transient speed can be 
approximated to the mean value calculated from the total flow rates of the two fluids divided by 
the cross section area of the main channel. It is advised that this approximation might be able to 
be comprehended from the perspective of conservations of momentum and kinetic energy. The 
produced drop immediately truncated from the dispersed stream is featured by two components of 
kinetics: one is inherited from the original dispersed fluid flow and the other results from the 
‘pushing’ effect of the continuous fluid under the pressure gradient.  
 The development of drop spacing within one period of the drop generation as well as the final 
spacing values at the end of the one period have been reported. Based on speed difference 
between the emerging drop and the newly produced complete one, a linear model is developed to 
predict the spacing as a function of the time during, respectively, the filling stage and the 
elongating-squeezing stage of the emerging drop. In view of a periodic occurrence of the spacing 
development, the model agrees well with experimental results. 
 Theoretical justifications on the transport mechanisms at the interface between CO2 and water 
show that: (1) the CO2 hydration at the interface is overall negligible, (2) a saturation scenario of 
the dissolved CO2 molecules in the vicinity of the interface will not be reached within the contact 
time between the two fluids, and (3) molecular diffusion does play a role in transporting the 




Mass Transfer and Hydrodynamic Shrinkage of Liquid CO2 Taylor 
Drops in a Straight Microchannel 
The experimental work in this chapter have been prepared as an article and it will be submitted soon. 
Qin, N., Wen J.Z., Ren C.L. “Mass Transfer and Hydrodynamic Shrinkage of Liquid CO2 Taylor 
Drops in a Straight Microchannel”. 2017, prepared. 
Abstract: 
Hydrodynamics and interfacial mass transfer induced shrinkage of liquid CO2 drops in water under a 
Taylor flow regime are studied in a straight microchannel (length/width ~100). A general form of a 
mathematical model of the drop-side mass transfer coefficient (kd) is provided first. Based on detailed 
mathematical expressions of surface area (A) and volume (V) of a Taylor drop in a rectangular 
microchannel, a specific form of kd is given as a function of the channel geometry (channel width W 
and channel depth D), concentration difference between the bulk drop and a hypothetical saturated 
interface, contact angle (θc), drop length (Lx) and time (t). In experiments, drop size (i.e., length) and 
speed at three specified positions of the straight channel, namely, immediately after drop generated 
from a T-junction (position 1), the midpoint of the channel (position 2), and the end of the channel 
(position 3) are measured. Drop length reductions from position 1 to 2 and down to 3 quantify the 
drop shrinkage, which could be related to the drop speed and the flowing time of the drop. Overall 
drop-side mass transfer coefficients are calculated mainly based on Lx and t. Results show that shorter 
CO2 drops produced by lower flow rate ratio (QLCO2/QH2O) of CO2 and water are usually characterized 
by higher (nearly three times) kd than those result from higher QLCO2/QH2O, which is mainly attributed 
to the longer flowing time in the channel, given that the surface-volume ratios (S/V) of all drops are 
rather unanimous. Based on the reviewed models for predicting the pressure drop of segmented flow  
in microchannel in Chapter 2 and the Peng-Robinson equation of state (Eos) as well as estimated 
initial pressures of drops at T-junction from experiments, the overall pressure drops in the long 
straight channel as well as the resulted drop volume change are quantified. The overall pressure drop 
from position 1 to 3 is by average 3.175 kPa with a ~1.6% standard error, which, however, results in a 




Mass transfer can be found broadly in various physical and chemical processes, such as gas 
absorption [257] (mostly, in liquids), liquid evaporation [258], liquid-liquid extraction [259] and, for 
many cases, chemical reactions [260,261]. Revealed by two prevalent models of mass transfer, 
namely, the film model [262] and the penetration model [257] developed on gas-liquid absorptions, 
molecular diffusions of the (gas) solute across the interface and exposure time of the liquid to the 
solute at the interface are two key factors for determining the mass transfer performance. This finding 
indicates that the mass transfer can be controlled by regulating the molecular diffusion and contacting 
time, which can be achieved from either the apparatus or the fluid side [263]. On the other hand, it 
elucidates why unique macroscopic apparatus (e.g., bubbling columns and film reactors) and stirring 
strategies, by either increasing interfacial area or inducing disturbance at the solvent side, have been 
developed and implemented extensively [351,352]. Nevertheless, mass transfer within those 
conventional apparatus may still be a bottle-neck for intrinsically rapid kinetics featured reactions 
[353,354] due to the flow conditions (e.g., superficial velocity, flow regimes) in the apparatus and the 
surface-volume ratio of the reactants. In addition, particularly for bubbles/drops/films involved 
macro-scale reactors or contactors, one limitation is the size distribution of those gas or liquid 
segments may be compromised or difficult to be narrowed given hydrodynamic uncertainties (e.g., 
eddies) [355-357]. 
Microfluidics as well as microTAS (micro total analysis systems) have rapidly progressed over the 
last twenty years [98,358,359], and have become promising alternatives to above mentioned 
conventional apparatus. Some merits of microfluidics may include, but are not limited to larger 
surface-volume ratios, enhanced mass transfer performances, predictable and uniform gas/liquid 
segments, convenient controls of reaction parameters and increased securities. Besides, kinetics of 
chemical processes and characterization of the fluid-fluid mass transfer could be revealed and 
achieved, respectively [360-363]. Analogous to the studies related to conventional apparatus, gas-
liquid biphasic systems as well as the interphase mass transfer are also a research focus within the 
microfluidics sector [364-369]. Liquid-liquid systems, with most interests on interphase mass transfer 
based extractions, emulsions and reactions have been probed as well in capillary- and microchannel-
based reactors [210,223,241,370-372]. As argued in literature [373,374], flow regimes are very likely 
to influences the mass transfer that mainly occurs at the interface, though the influence might be 
insignificant [375]. Among all flow regimes, Taylor flow (maybe also referred slug, bubble train, 
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segmented or intermittent flow) has become a widely studied one [108,173]. Taylor segments are 
generally characterized with a Bond number (Bo = Δρgd2/σ) smaller than 3.37 and a capsular form 
whose equivalent diameter is times of the channel (hydrodynamic) diameter. The popularity of Taylor 
flow in interphase mass transfer studies, as discussed [108,173,376], is due to: (1) the stability and 
predictability of the flow regimes[108], (2) well-defined drop/slug hydrodynamic characteristics (e.g., 
morphology, monodispersity, size, speed, thickness of the thin film that encloses the drops and 
separate the slugs from one another), and (3) the recirculation within both the liquid slugs and drops 
that could enhance heat and mass transfer [200,243,377]. As reviewed by Kashid et al. [173], gas-
liquid and liquid-liquid systems in Taylor flow regime within microscale devices have been massively 
studied. Among the fluids, carbon dioxide (CO2) has started to be attempted in the past decade 
(especially after 2010) with main interests on the microscale fluid dynamics and the chemical 
processes, as shown by Table 4-1 in Chapter 4. These attempts are usually driven by: (1) the 
environmental role of CO2 as one of the major greenhouse gases in climate change, and (2) the 
physical and chemical properties of CO2 based on which chemical reactions and material syntheses 
may be carried out in an efficient as well as a green way. 
In this work, highly pressurized liquid CO2 in a Taylor flow regime is going to be studied in a 
uniquely fabricated microscale device. De-ionized (DI) water is used as the solvent as well as a 
continuously flowing liquid. A microscale T-junction is applied to produce the liquid CO2 Taylor 
drops. With a long straight microchannel downstream, the hydrodynamics and mass transfer of liquid 
CO2 Taylor drops in water are probed. In section 5.2, a general mathematical model of the drop side 
mass transfer coefficient (kd) is developed based on drop volume change in a hydrodynamic scenario. 
Based on a detailed geometrical description of a single drop enclosed by thin films in a rectangular 
microchannel, a specific form of kd is derived, which is realized due to meticulous calculations of the 
surface area and volume of the drop. In section 5.3, based on calculated pressure drop as introduced 
in the section of 2.5.2 of chapter 2 and estimates of the initial CO2 pressure in the T-junction, drop 
volume changes subjected to the pressure drops are analyzed, which is achieved partially thanks to 
the Peng-Robinson equation of state (Eos) [251]. Section 5.4 introduces the experimental 
methodologies and procedures and shows an overview of observed liquid CO2 drops at three specified 
positions of the channel. In section 5.5, experimental results are shown and discussions are given. 
Section 5.6 is a summary of this work. 
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5.2 Mathematical Models of Drop-Side Mass Transfer Coefficient (kd) 
In this section, two mathematical models, namely, a general form and a specific form, of the mass 
transfer coefficient kd (m/s) of the drop phase in a continuously flowing fluid situated in a long 
straight microchannel in Taylor flow regime are developed. 
5.2.1 A General Form of kd in Infinitesimal Time 
In order to formulate the mass transfer coefficient kd of the drop phase, a one-dimensional and 
unsteady flow problem is considered here. Despite an apparently overall unsteady state, the flow 
featured with an intermittency could be state when an accompanying reference frame relative to the 
moving drops is induced that enables an ensemble averaging [378]. Assume a solute drop moves at 
speed v1 and is characterized by length L1, as shown in Figure 5.1, it may exhibit a shrinkage caused 
size reduction in terms of drop length  (as well as the drop volume V) decrease due to the dissolution-
diffusion mechanism at the interface. Accordingly, drop length L becomes a function of the position 
(x) along the straight microchannel. Drop speed together with a certain known distance (xn+1-xn, n is a 
positive integral) provides the time scale within which an observable size reduction arises. Figure 5.1 
shows a schematic of a liquid solute drop characterized by different lengths at different positions. The 
continuous fluid behaves as a solvent for the drops and presumably maintains a constant flowing 
speed spanning the overall length of the straight channel. The cross section of the microchannel is 
rectangular. Its width and depth are denoted by W (see Figure 5.1) and D (not shown but deemed 
perpendicular into paper in the schematic). 
Analogous to heat conductivity in thermal conduction, mass transfer coefficient kd (m/s) can be 
defined as follows 
𝑘𝑑𝐴∆𝐶 = ?̇?d ,                                                                (5.1) 
where A is the effective mass transfer interfacial area, m2; ΔC is the concentration difference across 
the interface that drives the mass transfer, mole/L (or mol/L); and ?̇?d is the molar flux of the solute 
into the continuous fluid, mole/s. According to its definition, ?̇?d can also be expressed from the 



















,                                       (5.2) 
where ρ, V and M are density (kg/m3), volume (m3) and molecular weight (kg/kmol) of the solute 
drop, respectively. Here the solute drop is assumed homogeneous and is characterized as an 
incompressible flow (i.e., its density is a constant which is independent of time) in the microchannel. 
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.                                                                (5.3) 
 
Figure 5.1 Schematic of the dissolution of a liquid drop in the other liquid in Taylor flow regime in a 
straight microchannel. Lx (x = 1, 2, 3…) and vx indicate the drop length and drop speed at 
position x, respectively. vc is the mean flowing speed of the continuous fluid over the 
cross-section of the microchannel. vx can be determined from two consecutive frames in 
sequence by dividing drop displacement (Δx0) over the time interval (i.e., 1/f, where f is 
the frame rate per second (fps)) between these two frames. 
Here, a hypothetical ‘molar concentration’ of the pure solute drop, Cd (mol/L) is introduced. Due to 
a pure substance composition, the solute drop is not a rational solution and has no physical 
significance. However, the solute drop is assigned with a nominal ‘molar concentration’ Cd in order to 




.                                                                    (5.4) 




,                                                                (5.5) 
by which the mass transfer is correlated with the solute drop shrinkage in terms of volume change 






.                                                             (5.6)  
One of the main interests in this problem is the solute drop length reduction, or say, the volume 
reduction due to the diffusion-controlled dissolution in a hydrodynamic circumstance. The sharp 
interface separating the solute drop phase from the continuously flowing solvent is very likely to be 
featured with an equilibrium concentration in a saturation scenario, where this equilibrium 
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concentration is denoted by Ce (mol/L). Ce and Cd form a concentration difference on the solute side 
that acts as a driving force for the molar flux. Hence, the concentration difference ΔC is formulated as 
∆𝐶 = 𝐶𝑑 − 𝐶𝑒.                                                            (5.7) 






.                                                          (5.8) 
Equation (5.8) is a general form of kd for the drop phase in an infinitesimal time during which the 
drop maintains a constant surface area. 
5.2.2 A Specific Form of kd Based on Drop Morphology under Taylor Flow (Ca < 10-2) 
As shown by equation (5.8), only the geometrical parameters, namely, the effective interfacial area A 
and the drop volume V, of the solute drop are remaining parameters to put forward the mass transfer 
coefficient. In order to expression A and V using accessible parameters that can be readily measured, 
a single solute drop in a microchannel under a three dimensional scenario is considered, see Figure 
5.2. It shows a solute drop flowing a microchannel that has a width W and a depth D (D ≤ W). As 
shown in Figure 5.2b, 5.2c and 5.2d, a thin film (with thickness δ and δ’ at the channel wall and the 
channel corners) of the continuous fluid enclosing the drop exists at between the drop and the channel 
wall. The thin film prevents the drop from contacting the wall, which is due to the wall wettability 
preferrence to the continuous fluid. The drop is characterized with an end-to-end length L and two 
principal radii of curvature (i.e., Rw and Rd) of its meniscues, see Figure 5.2b and 5.2c.  
In order to obtain precise areas and volumes of the drop meniscuses so as those of the whole drop, 
the two radii of curvature Rw and Rd need to be derived by inducing contact angle θc between the drop 
and the wall with a presence of the continuous fluid, see Figure 5.3. Here, Rw is chosen as an example 
to show how the radii of curvature of the drop meniscus is determined. Focusing on the triangle 
denoted with a right angle symbol, two geometric formulas can be obtained, 
𝑅𝑤 ∙ cos(𝜋 − 𝜃𝑐) = 𝑊 2⁄ − 𝛿,                                                  (5.9) 
𝑅𝑤 ∙ sin(𝜋 − 𝜃𝑐) + 𝐿𝑐,𝑤 =𝑅𝑤.                                               (5.10) 











(1 − sin𝜃𝑐).                                                   (5.12) 
 
Figure 5.2 Geometrical schematics of one single drop flowing in a rectangular microchannel that has 
a width W and a depth D. (a) A three dimensional view of the drop confined in the 
microchannel; (b) a top view of the drop showing the width of the microchannel, the 
thickness (δ) of the thin film of the continuous fluid, and the radii of curvature (Rw) at a 
projected plane of the top view; (c) a side view of the drop showing the length (L) of the 
drop, the depth (D) of the microchannel, and the radii of curvature (Rd) at a projected 
plane of the side view; (d) a sectional view of the drop where the thin film enclosing the 
drop is assumed of a uniform thickness (δ) at the channel wall and of a characteristic 
thickness (δ’) at the channel corners; (e) a projected right view of the drop meniscus being 
approximated a half of a general triaxial ellipsoid. 
As a further step, the length of the drop main part, i.e., Lm,w can be determined by a deduction of the 
length of drop meniscus from the total length L, i.e.,  
𝐿𝑚,𝑤 = 𝐿 − 2𝐿𝑐,𝑤 = 𝐿 −
𝑊−2𝛿
−cos𝜃𝑐
(1 − sin𝜃𝑐),                                    (5.13) 
Based on the above parameters, the surface area and the volume of the drop are able to be solved 
based on a three-component assumption of the drop, i.e., two drop meniscuses and one main central 
part, see Figure 5.3. Thus, the surface area and the volume of the drop are formulated as 




V = 2V𝑐,𝑤 + 𝑉𝑚,𝑤,                                                          (5.15) 
 
Figure 5.3 Geometrical description of one single drop situated in microchannel. The ellipse shows a 
symbol of the drop and two horizontal dash lines show the inner channel wall. The drop is 
considered being composed of two caps at the ends and a main part in the middle.  
where Ac,w and Vc,w are the surface area and volume of the drop meniscus, Am,w and Vm,w are the 
surface area and volume of the central part. The drop meniscus is approximated a half of a general 
triaxial ellipsoid whose semi-axes are of lengths of (W/2 - δ), (D/2 - δ) and Lc,w, respectively, see 
Figure 5.2e and Figure 5.3. For Ac,w, an approximation (Thomsen’s formula) proposed by Knud 
Thomsen [379] is applied for estimation, i.e., 

























,           (5.16) 
and the least relative error is within ±1.061% when p ≈ 1.6075. In addition, the volume of the drop 










− 𝛿)𝐿𝑐,𝑤.                                             (5.17) 
Prior to calculating Am,w and Vm,w, the perimeter and area of the drop cross-sectional profile of the 
central portion perpendicular to the flowing direction (see Figure 5.2d) are required to be determined. 
By referring to the film thickness at the channel wall and at the wall corners, as shown in the detailed 
drawing in Figure 5.2d, the perimeter and the area of the drop cross section are expressed by 2(πx + 
W + D - 4δ - 4x) and [WD - 2δ(W + D) - (4 - π)x2 + 4δ2], respectively, in which ‘x’ can be estimated 
by x ≈ 
𝛿′−√2𝛿
√2−1
. According to reported results of Taylor bubble (or slug) flows in rectangular capillaries 
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with a capillary number (Ca) below 10-2 in literature [81,198,199], the thin fim thickness at the 
channel wall δ and at the channel corners δ’ may be approximated by 0.02W and 0.1W, respectively. 
Thus x can be simplified as 0.17W. The perimeter and the area of the drop cross section are further 
simplified, respectively, as 2(0.774W + D) and (0.96WD - 0.0632W2). Further, Am,w and Vm,w of the 
main central part of the drop can be written as follows 
𝐴𝑚,𝑤 = 2(0.774𝑊 + 𝐷) ∙ 𝐿𝑚,𝑤,                                              (5.18) 
and  
𝑉𝑚,𝑤 = (0.96𝑊𝐷 − 0.0632𝑊
2) ∙  𝐿𝑚,𝑤,                                        (5.19) 
Substitute equation (5.13) into the above two equations and rearranging δ by 0.02W, 
𝐴𝑚,𝑤 = 2(0.774𝑊 + 𝐷) ∙ (𝐿 + 0.96
1−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑐
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑐
𝑊),                                  (5.20) 
and 
𝑉𝑚,𝑤 = (0.96𝑊𝐷 − 0.0632𝑊
2) ∙ (𝐿 + 0.96
1−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑐
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑐
𝑊),                             (5.21) 
Similarly, equation (5.16) and (5.17) are specified as follows 













,       
(5.22) 
V𝑐,𝑤 = 0.32𝜋𝑊(0.5𝐷 − 0.02𝑊) ∙ 0.96
1−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑐
−𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑐
𝑊.                                  (5.23) 
Integrate equations (5.20) ~ (5.23) with (5.14) and (5.15), the surface area A and volume V of a drop 
are 














(1.548𝑊 + 2𝐷) ∙ (𝐿 + 0.96
1−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑐
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑐
𝑊),                                                                 (5.24)                                     
and 
V = (0.96𝑊𝐷 − 0.0632𝑊2) ∙ 𝐿 + (0.0435𝑊𝐷 + 0.0221𝑊2) ∙
1−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑐
−𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑐
𝑊.              (5.25) 
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It is worth noting that a transitional surface section from the drop meniscus to the main central part 
is not considered here. Instead, it is incorporated to the central part of the drop. Thus, the surface area 
and the volume determined by equation (5.24) and (5.25) are likely to overestimate slightly. 
Moreover, the incorporation may only be appropriate when drop length L is relatively larger than the 
channel width W, thus the transitional area compared with the realistic central part featured by a cross 
section as shown in Figure 5.2d becomes a small value. The formulation of A and V are generally 
based on that the volume of the main part is larger than that of the two meniscus parts, i.e., Vm,w > 
2Vc,w. Thus, there exists a critical drop length L determined by the channel geometry (W and D) and 
the contact angle θc, below which equation 5.24 and 5.25 may not be applicable. 
It can be seen from the expressions of A and V that the surface area and the volume of the flowing 
drop in a defined geometry (W and D are known) with involved fluids being known (contact angle 
may be acquired) can be determined as long as drop length L can be measured. Therefore, an overall 























































in which B is a constant resulting from the integral. An initial condition that Ax = A0 at t = 0 can be 
















































which is the specific form of kd based on detailed descriptions of the drop morphology in terms of its 
surface area and volume in Taylor flow (Ca<10-2) regime. kd can be determined by the drop lengths at 
the beginning and the ending point during the time period of interest, given known geometries of the 
microchannel. Moreover, its applicability is exactly the same as that of the drop surface area and the 
volume, as shown in equation (5.24) and (5.25), respectively. 
5.3 Effect of Pressure Drop in Microchannel on Drop Volume Change 
The pressure drop of liquid-liquid and gas-liquid flows in Taylor flow regime in microchannel has 
been introduced and discussed in section 2.5.2 in Chapter 2. Due to the unique physical properties 
(e.g., density, viscosity) of liquid CO2, it is better to use a pressure drop model which may be 
applicable for both gas-liquid and liquid-liquid Taylor flows to estimate the pressure drop of liquid 
CO2 Taylor flow in the straight microchannel. As discussed at the end of the section 2.5.2 in Chapter 
2, a modified Warnier’s model by Eain et al. [219,221] may be applicable to calculate the pressure 
drop over the total channel length with a presence of liquid CO2 Taylor flow. The only difference 
between the modified Warnier’s model and the original one (Warnier’s model) lies in a curvature 
parameter of 8.16 rather than 7.16 (see details in section 2.5.2 in Chapter 2). This modified Warnier’s 


















],                                   (5.27) 
In addition, an appropriate equation of state (Eos) is required as well to obtain a volume change of 
the liquid CO2 drops. As introduced previously in section 2.6 in Chapter 2, the Peng-Robinson’s 
equation can be applied to correlate the pressures with the molar volume Vm. According to equations 
(2.21), two similar equations may be available at the starting point (pressure: P0) and the ending point 
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(pressure: Pt) of the straight channel, an equation set including these two equations as well as a 



















and  ∆Pt = (P0 −
𝜎 cos𝜃𝑐
𝑅ℎ
) − (P𝑡 −
𝜎 cos𝜃𝑐
𝑅ℎ
) = P0 − P𝑡 .
                           (5.28) 
If P0 could be measured or estimated from practical situation, given the pressure drop determined by 
equation (5.27), Pt at the ending point of the microchannel can be predicted and used to solve the two 
unknowns, i.e., Vm0 and Vmt, where the subscript ‘0’ and ‘t’ indicate the parameters at the starting and 
the ending point, respectively. Note that the temperature is assumed a constant here, thus the molar 
volumes are merely related to pressures. Besides, the factors b, c and β are determined by equation set 
(2.22). Based on the solutions of Vm0 and Vmt, relative volume change ΔVt/V0 of the drop due to the 
pressure decay can be calculated by 
∆V𝑡 𝑉0⁄ =N∙∆V𝑚𝑡 𝑉0⁄ = 𝑁∙(𝑉𝑚𝑡 − 𝑉𝑚0) (𝑁 ∙ 𝑉𝑚0)⁄ =
𝑉𝑚𝑡
𝑉𝑚0
− 1.                    (5.29) 
According to equation (5.27), (5.28) and (5.29), an estimated (or even directly measured) initial 
pressure and a (quantitative) knowing of Taylor flow in the microchannel are required to obtain the 
volume change of the drop caused by the specific pressure decrease. However, without experiments 
and numerical methods, such a clear idea of the drop volume change will not be possible. 
5.4 Experimental Methodology 
5.4.1 Setup and Measurements 
A same experimental system introduced in Chapter 3 is applied here to undertake the hydrodynamic 
dissolution of pressurized Taylor drops in a straight microchannel. Shown by Figure 5.4, a micro T-
junction is used to produce Taylor drops in the microchannel. In particular, liquid carbon dioxide 
(purity 99.9%, Praxair Canada) is employed as a dispersed fluid which is injected at constant flow 
rates into the side channel of the T-junction; de-ionized (DI) water is the continuous liquid flowing at 
varied constant flow rates in the main channel of the T-junction. The side channel, main channel as 
well as the downstream straight microchannel (total length Lt = 14.7 mm) are all characterized by a 
uniform width of 150 µm and a uniform width of 100 µm. Although not shown, the further 
downstream to the end of the straight microchannel features a 90 degree turning and  a 55 mm long 
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channel connecting to the outlet of the connector. The back pressure of the flowing system is 
controlled by a back pressure regulator (model EB1ULF1, Equilibar) together with a needle valve. A 
nitrogen gas tank provides a reference back pressure at the back pressure regulator. However, the 
practical back pressure during experiments is measured by a pressure transducer (Swagelok) installed 
between the connector and the back pressure regulator.  
 
Figure 5.4 Schematic of the experimental methodology for investigating dense CO2 drops’ shrinkage 
in a straight microchannel (16 < Lt/Lx < 60, x = 1, 2, 3; W=150 µm, Lt = 14.7 mm). The 
drop length Lx is measured at three positions, i.e., immediately after the drop generation 
(position 1), at the midpoint of the microchannel length (position 2) and at the end of the 
microchannel (position 3). 
The experimental methodology for studying the dissolution caused Taylor drops shrinkage is 
schematically introduced in Figure 5.4. The dense CO2 drop at three different positions of the straight 
microchannel, i.e., immediately after the drop generation (position 1), the midpoint of the 
microchannel (position 2) and the end of the microchannel (position 3), are visualized by using an 
upright microscope (BX51, Olympus) combined with a high speed camera (v210, Phantom). Images-
stacked videos (3000 frames per second, fps) are recorded separately at the three positions after a 
waiting time of 20 minutes, each time when a different set of flow rates are applied, in order to reach 
a stable flow state. Later, these videos are firstly cropped into a standard size of 800 × 200 pixels (1 
pixel ≈ 2 µm), and then analyzed in Matlab (R2014a, Mathworks) by using a series of self-developed 
Matlab codes based on identifying drops. Drop length (from the end of the back cap to the end of the 
front one on the flow direction) and drop speed are the two main parameters extracted from the video 
analyses. Under a given set of flow rates for CO2 (QCO2) and water (QH2O) at one of the positions, the 
drop length is measured for all emerging drops in the video, and the averaged value is considered a 








𝑖=1 ,         𝑥 = 1, 2 or 3,                                              (5.30) 




∑ (𝐿𝑖 − 𝐿𝑥)
2𝑁
𝑖=1  ,          𝑥 = 1, 2 or 3,                                    (5.31) 
where N is the total number of complete drops that emerge in the video at position x (x = 1, 2 or 3). 
Focusing on one single drop of the N drops, if it emerges as a complete one (both the front cap and 
the back one are visible in the video) from the jth frame to the (j + M)th frame, its averaged speed (vsd) 






ℎ=1 ,                                                     (5.32) 
and vh→(h+1) is the speed of this single drop calculated from two consecutive frames, i.e., the hth and 




,                                                        (5.33) 
in which the Δd is the drop displacement from the hth and the (h+1)th frame. Based on the speed of a 
single drop vsd, drop speed vx by averaging on all the drops is considered a characteristic speed, which 






𝑖=1 , ,          𝑥 = 1, 2 or 3,                                       (5.34) 




∑ [(𝑣𝑠𝑑)𝑖 − 𝑣𝑥]
2𝑁
𝑖=1  ,          𝑥 = 1, 2 or 3,                                 (5.35) 
5.4.2 Experimental Procedures 
The procedures of preparing for the experiments and during the experiments is overall similar to those 
have been described in Chapter 4. Circulating water bath of (25±0.4) °C, used for maintaining liquid 
CO2, are applied for controlling the temperature of CO2 in the pump cylinder for 30 minutes to 
stabilize the temperature as well as the pressure of the CO2 feedstock. Due to the generally low flow 
rates (10 ~ 100 µL/min) being worked with in the stainless steel tubing (inner diameter = 500 ~ 711 
µm) that connects the pump and the micro system (comprised of the connector and the microchip), 
flow velocities of either CO2 or water are below 10 mm/s, thus the residence time could be 3 ~ 5 
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minutes given a total length of 2 ~ 3 m of the tubing. Therefore, a tube-in-tube strategy for controlling 
the temperature of the fluids in the tubing is applied.  
A pre-set back pressure of 6500 kPa (as shown by the nitrogen tank gas regulator) is loaded at the 
back pressure regulator for working with liquid CO2. At the same time, the needle valve at 
downstream of the back pressure regulator is kept partly open. Then the CO2 is filled at the tubing 
by slowly opening a first valve at the pump side, and as long as the pressure reading at the pump is 
stable, a second valve at the connector side is slowly opened and the CO2 is further filled in the 
microchip together with its downstream tubing up to the back pressure regulator. During the filling 
process, the practical pressure values can be read from a LabVIEW (National Instrument) program 
on the computer that are measured exactly from the pressure transducer. Once the pressure reading 
is stabilized at an approximately constant value (note that the entire experimental system should 
have been inspected in advance and a leakage-free scenario can be achieved), an initial constant 
flow rate of the CO2 is applied at the pump side, and the back pressure starts to increase. Until the 
back pressure increases to a close value to the pre-set one can the back pressure diaphragm be lifted 
and can the CO2 be allowed to flow through the back pressure regulator. 
On the other hand, the other two valves at the water side are kept closed. The pressure at the water 
pump is then increased to a same level as that at the CO2 pump by using a rapid pressurization 
function of the pump. The two valves are sequentially opened, which is done very slowly too. Due to 
an insignificant pressure difference, two fluids will not infuse into the other’s tubing. Instead, they 
will be very likely to meet at the micro T-junction. At this moment, a specific constant flow rate of 
water is applied at its pump. A waiting time of 20 minutes is required to obtain a stable flow regime 
of the two phase flow in the T-junction, which results in a Taylor flow regime. When the flow gets 
stable in terms of the generated drop size and the frequency of the drop generation, the videos at 
position 1, 2 and 3 are recorded, respectively and designated with order numbers that correspond to 
the flow rate conditions having been applied to those two fluids. When a different flow rate condition 
is applied, another waiting time of 20 minutes is required prior to the video recordings. During the 
whole process of the experiments, pump pressures, practical back pressures, and flow rates are 
measured and recorded. 
5.4.3 Experimental Observations 
Figure 5.5 shows an overview of all the liquid CO2 drops under Taylor flows at the above specified 
three positions of the straight microchannel for nine flow rate conditions. Here, the flow rate ratio of 
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QLCO2/QH2O is tuned from 20/80 to 75/25, the total flow rate is controlled a constant of 100 µL/min. 
The capillary number (Cac) calculated by water (Cac = ηcvc/γ) ranges from 8 × 10-4 to 2.5 × 10-3. The 
viscosity ηc (890 µPa s) [337] and the interfacial tension γ (31.7 mN·m-1) [338,339] are referred to 
298 K and 65 bar. vc is the superficial velocity of water from dividing the flow rate of water over the 
cross sectional area of the channel.  
 
Figure 5.5 An overview of the liquid CO2 drops at three specified positions under various QLCO2/QH2O 
in the straight microchannel. Scale bar for all images is 150 µm. The image video at 
position 1 for 75/25 results from combining two images in an end-to-end way showing 
both the T-junction and a completely generated drop. 
At position 1, the CO2 drop generation is periodic, the length of the generated drops increases as 
QLCO2/QH2O increases from 20/80 to 75/25. At position 2 and 3, CO2 drops also periodically emerge in 
the imaging frames and flow in and through. The drop length and the drop speed are measured based 
on the aforementioned methodologies. It is noted that a complete drop will not be captured by our 
imaging methods at position 1 when QLCO2/QH2O > 75/25, and when QLCO2/QH2O < 20/80, the 
generation of drops becomes unstable and non-periodic. Therefore, flow rate ratios beyond these two 
thresholds are not covered in our work. 
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5.5 Results and Discussions 
In this section, the experimental results covering various hydrodynamic aspects and the mass transfer 
phenomenon of the liquid CO2 Taylor drop flow in the straight microchannel are reported and 
discussed. 
5.5.1 Sizes of Generated Liquid CO2 Drops at T-junction 
The lengths (L1) of the generated liquid CO2 drops at the micro T-junction have been measured and 
normalized by the width (W) of the microchannel. The normalized drop lengths (L1/W) have been 
plotted against to the flow rate ratios QLCO2/QH2O of the investigated cases, as shown in Figure 5.6. L1 
increases from around 1.5W to 6.3W as QLCO2/QH2O increases from 0.25 to 3. These data points have 
been fitted by using an analogous method as that applied in Chapter 4, i.e., a linear relation between 
the normalized drop length and the flow rate ratio (the ratio defined by the flow rate of the dispersed 
fluid to that of the continuous fluid). The fitting line, L1/W = 1.15 + 1.79∙(QLCO2/QH2O), is shown in 
Figure 5.6, which is characterized by an adjusted R-squared of 0.97. The Y-intercept is approximately 
1 of a 15% deviation and the slope is 1.79 that is much larger than 1. The factor underlying the slope 
is related to the pinch-off time scale within a period of the drop generation, which has been elucidated 
in Chapter 4. The fitting line, on the other hand, suggests that different sized Taylor drops in terms of 
non-dimensional drop length are able to be produced by simply tuning the flow rate ratio in 
operations. However, there should exist an upper limit of QLCO2/QH2O beyond which Taylor flow starts 
to vanish and co-flow regimes occur, as evidenced in Chapter 4. 
 
Figure 5.6 Non-dimensional length (L1/W) of the generated liquid CO2 drop at the micro T-junction 
under various QLCO2/QH2O.  
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5.5.2 Length and Length Reductions of Liquid CO2 Drops 
Drop length is not only measured at the micro T-junction but also visualized and measured at the 
midpoint and the ending point of the long straight microchannel. Figure 5.7 shows the absolute 
lengths of the liquid CO2 drops at these three positions under various QLCO2/QH2O. The lengths at 
position 2 and 3 are derived from using equation (5.30) as well. Error bars calculated from equation 
(5.31) indicate the standard deviation of the mean drop length. As shown by the figure, for each flow 
rate condition, there is always a slight decline of the drop length from position 1 to 2 and to 3, and the 
declinations are approximately linear. Here, length reductions characterize the drop shrinkage which 
is considered caused by the dissolution-diffusion mechanism across the interface between the CO2 
drops and the continuously flowing water. 
Detailed drop length reductions are plotted against QLCO2/QH2O in Figure 5.8. Three length 
reductions, namely, a total length reduction ΔL (ΔL = L1 – L3), a first length reduction ΔL1 (ΔL1 = L1 
– L2), and a second length reduction ΔL2 (ΔL2 = L2 – L3) are calculated and shown in the figure. The 
scattering data points of respective length reductions are linearly fitted by keeping the slopes as zeros. 
The mean values of drop length reductions ΔL, ΔL1 and ΔL2 are 24.35 µm, 16.52 µm and 7.83 µm, 
respectively. Correspondingly, the standard errors of these mean drop length reductions are 1.08 µm, 
1.71 µm and 1.17 µm, respectively, which are calculated from dividing the standard deviations (see 
equation (5.31)) by the square root of the sample size (9 in our work). These mean drop length 
reductions may be able to be comprehended in such a way that, regardless of the sizes of the CO2  
 
Figure 5.7 Lengths of the liquid CO2 drops at the three positions under various flow rate ratios 
QLCO2/QH2O. Each error bar indicates one standard deviation of the mean drop length (i.e., 




Figure 5.8 Length reductions (ΔL, ΔL1 and ΔL2) of liquid CO2 drops and linear fittings of the three 
drop length reductions. ΔL (■): a total length reduction ΔL = L1 – L3; ΔL1 (▼): a first 
length reduction ΔL1 = L1 – L2; and ΔL2 (▲): a second length reduction ΔL2 = L2 – L3. 
Solid line is the fitting line of ΔL. A positive and a negative one standard deviation band 
(dash lines above and below the solid line) of the mean ΔL are added for reference.  
drops being produced from the T-junction and investigated later in the microchannel, absolute values 
of ΔL, ΔL1 and ΔL2 resulting from the dissolution-diffusion controlled mass transfer are generally 
constants, despite the two deviants at QLCO2/QH2O = 45/55 and QLCO2/QH2O = 65/35. 
The relative total length reductions ΔL/L1 for all cases are plotted as a function of the flow rate 
ratios, as shown in Figure 5.9. Although the total drop length reductions (ΔL) may be a constant for 
all cases (see Figure 5.8), the relative drop length reductions (ΔL/L1) is likely to be an exponential 
decreasing function (whose base is < 1 but still > 0) of the increasing flow rate ratios. This result may 
be rational in view of the surface-volume ratios of the drops that are produced by low flow rate ratios 
which further enhance the mass transfer through the interface between CO2 drops and the continuous 
flowing water. Also plotted in Figure 5.9 are averaged coefficients of variations (COVs) of the drop 
lengths at those three positions. Here, the COVs of drop lengths at each position is defined by 




,       𝑥 = 1, 2 or 3,                                                 (5.36)  
where sLx and Lx are calculated from equation (5.31) and (5.30), respectively. The averaged COV as a 
characteristic of each investigated flow rate condition is obtained from averaging the ones at position 










𝑥=1 ,            𝑥 = 1, 2 or 3.                                (5.37) 
The averaged COVs behave as a measure of the variability extent of the mean drop length for each 
flow rate condition. For almost all the flow rate conditions, averaged COVs are approximately a 
constant value of 0.029 (±0.003), and vast majority of them are well below the relative drop length 
reductions except when QLCO2/QH2O = 75/25. This comparison, in general, shows that the drop length 
reductions are beyond the error scopes and can be the real characteristics of drop shrinkage. 
 
Figure 5.9 Relative total drop length reductions ΔL/L1 (■) versus averaged coefficients of variations 
of drop lengths (×) at various flow rate ratios. 
5.5.3 Pressure Drop and Effects on Drop Volume Change 
5.5.3.1 Total pressure drop ΔPt 
Given the experimentally obtained drop length and slug length, the pressure drop and the resulted 
drop volume change can be evaluated. Shown by equation (5.27) and (5.28), the length of the 
continuous slug needs to be known and an estimate of the initial pressure (P0) at the micro T-junction 
is also required in order to gain the pressure drops ΔPt. Figure 5.5 can not only provide a quick 
overview of the drops at the specified three positions in the straight microchannel but also provides 
one that delivers an intuitive scene of the slugs between two consecutive drops. However, the case 
QLCO2/QH2O = 20/80 is unable to show a complete slug length due to a size limitation of our field of 
view (1650 µm × 380 µm) within which CO2 drops have been prioritized. Detailed water slug 
lengths, under all the other flow conditions, have been monitored at each of the three positions and 
plotted in a similar way as that for drop lengths, as shown in Figure 5.10. Almost all the cases except 
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QLCO2/QH2O = 30/70 are featured with invariant slug lengths (relative total slug length increases (Ls3,w-
Ls1,w)/Ls1,w ≤ 0.08), which may be also true for QLCO2/QH2O = 30/70 given the error that has been 
introduced by the syringe pump at lower flow rates.  
 
Figure 5.10 Lengths of the water slugs at the three positions under various flow rate ratios 
QLCO2/QH2O. Each error bar indicates one standard deviation of the mean slug length. 
According to equation (5.27), total pressure drop is inversely proportional to the non-dimensional 
slug length Lc*. The pressure drops are going to be calculated in a further-case scenario using the 
nominal minimum slug length among position 1, 2 and 3, which may introduce overestimated 
pressure drops. Apart from Lc*, the other parameters on the right-hand side of equation (5.27) are 
listed in Table 5-1, their physical meanings and determinations are briefly introduced in the table 
captions. Based on the available data in Table 5-1 and equation (5.27), the pressure drops over the 
practical total length of the straight microchannel are calculated and have been plotted against the 
flow rate ratio in Figure 5.11(A). Although, as shown by Figure 5.11(A), there exists a slight decrease 
of ΔPt subjected to increasing QLCO2/QH2O from 30/70 to 75/25, the decreases itself in comparison to 
the pressure drop are insignificant. The variations of ΔPt are within 1.6% of a mean value of ~3175.4 
Pa. Despite a constant ΔPt, the decreasing trend of ΔPt subjected to increasing QLCO2/QH2O reflects a 
dominant role of the water slugs in controlling the pressure drops. Moreover, the contribution of the 
second term on the right-hand side of equation (5.31) (non-dimensional as well) to the pressure drop 
comparatively, is almost two orders of magnitude smaller than the water as a continuous fluid. 
As the focus shifts from an absolute pressure drops to a gradient of the pressure drops (i.e., ΔPt/Lt’), 
as shown by Figure 5.11(B), smaller length fractions of water slugs (Lc* in Table 5-1) generally result 
in a slight increase of ΔPt/Lt’ as QLCO2/QH2O increases from 30/70 to 75/25, though the variations are 
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Table 5-1 The parameters that are applied to calculate the pressure drops over the total channel length by equation (5.27). 
 
1 vc̅ is a superficial velocity of the water slug at downstream of micro T-junction, calculated by dividing (QLCO2 + QH2O) over the cross section of the 
microchannel. 
2 The capillary number calculated by the CO2 drops. 
3 Rh is the hydrodynamic radius the microchannel, Rh = (1/2)Dh = (1/2)∙4(WD)/2(W+D) = (WD)/(W+D). 
4 The cross section area (Ad) of CO2 drops is calculated by Ad = (0.96WD-0.0632W2), see section A.2. 
5 The cross section area (Ac) of water slugs is calculated by Ac = WD. 
6 Lt is a nominal total length of the straight channel and Lt = 15mm. 
7 Lt’ is a real total length of the channel from experiments, the starting point is the back cap of the first generated drop (in a complete plus shape) at position 1 and 
the ending point is the front cap of the drop that closely approaches to the end of the channel at position 3.  
8 The initial pressure P0 at the micro T-junction is estimated by the CO2 pressure that read from the syringe pump. 
QLCO2/QH2O 
ηc × 106 vc̅
1 × 103 Cad2 × 103 Rh3 × 106 Lc* Ad4 × 1012 Ac5 × 1012 Lt6 Lt’7 P08  
(Pa∙s) (m/s)  (m) (1) (m2) (m2) (mm) (mm) (105 Pa) 
30/70 930.32 111.11 2.88 60 6.19 12978 15000 15 13.894 65.21 
40/60 930.32 111.11 2.95 60 3.63 12978 15000 15 13.690 65.23 
45/55 930.31 111.11 3.08 60 2.82 12978 15000 15 13.751 65.50 
50/50 930.28 111.11 3.23 60 3.01 12978 15000 15 13.700 66.81 
60/40 930.28 111.11 3.11 60 2.36 12978 15000 15 13.583 66.94 
65/35 930.27 111.11 3.25 60 2.17 12978 15000 15 13.335 67.07 
70/30 930.27 111.11 3.12 60 1.92 12978 15000 15 13.477 67.12 




                                             (A)                                                                           (B) 
Figure 5.11 (A) Total pressure drop ΔPt (Pa) over the practical straight microchannel length and (B) 
pressure drop gradient ΔPt/Lt’ (Pa/mm, or kPa/m), respectively, subjected to QLCO2/QH2O. 
still subtle. This variation tendency reveals that larger occupations of the CO2 drops may lower down 
the overall pressure drop on the one hand, but on the other hand, they may lead to a more rapid 
decline of the pressure drop. 
5.5.3.2 Drop volume change subjected to ΔPt 
Since carbon dioxide (critical temperature Tc = 304.15 K and critical pressure Pc = 73.8 MPa) is 
applied as the drop fluid in this study and the experimental temperature is a room temperature (T = 








−10,                                (5.38) 
for which the gas constant R = 8.31446 J/(mol∙K) and an acentric factor ω = 0.228 [251,380] of CO2 





















and  ∆Pt = P0 − P𝑡.
                           (5.39) 
Note that Vm, Vm0 and Vmt in the above equations have a unit of m3/mol. As argued at the end of 
section 5.3, an estimated initial pressure (P0) in addition to the specific pressure decreases is required 
to evaluate the impact of ΔPt on drop volume change. It is noted in Table 5-1 this initial pressure P0 at 
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the micro T-junction may be estimated by the CO2 pressure that read from the syringe pump, 
provided that CO2 under the conditions of this study is characterized with much lower viscosities 
((58.759±0.114) µPa∙s) compared with water and a much lower flow resistance from the pump to the 
micro T-junction. The estimated initial pressures at the T-junction for all studied flow conditions are 
listed in Table 5-1. By solving the two cubic equations in equation set (5.39) based on the known P0 
and Pt, molar volumes Vm0 and Vmt of CO2 at position 1 and 3 can be determined, during which only 
real and rational (specifically, verified by the calculated densities by dividing molar masses over 
molar volumes) solutions are employed. Figure 5.12(A) shows the calculated Vm0 and Vmt with a unit 
‘ml/mol’ (10-6 m3/mol). As QLCO2/QH2O increases, the initial pressures P0 has been slightly increasing 
from 65.2×105 Pa to 67.1×105 Pa. As a consequence, molar volume Vm0 shows an overall decline, 
although small, from 69.4 ml/mol to 67.6 ml/mol. An almost same tendency arises for Vmt. Due to ΔPt 
(presented in Figure 5.11(A)), Pt always has a very slightly smaller (~3.175 kPa) value than P0. The 
difference between Pt and P0 leads to a very small increase of 0.03 ml/mol from Vm0 to Vmt. 
According to equation (5.29), relative drop volumes changes (ΔV/V0) subjected to the pressure drops 
can be determined via ΔV/V0 ~ [(Vmt/Vm0)-1]. The results of ΔV/V0 (scaled by 1000) have been 
plotted in Figure 5.12(B). It shows that the relative drop volume changes as a result of the pressure 
drop is extremely small (approximately 0.39‰ to 0.52‰). 
   
                                         (A)                                                                               (B) 
Figure 5.12 (A) Molar volumes Vm0 (ml/mol) and Vmt (ml/mol) calculated from equation (5.39) 
based on initial pressures P0 (see Table 5-1) and the pressure drops ΔPt (Figure 5.11(A)). 
(B) Relative drop volume changes ΔV/V0 (×1000) calculated from equation (5.29). 
Taking advantage of ΔV/V0, relative drop length increases ΔL’/L0 as a result of volume expansions 
might be equivalent to ΔV/V0 based on an assumption that the drops, despite of volume changes, still 
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maintains a constant cross-sectional area. It should be noted that ΔL’ and L0 herein are not pertinent 
to the real drops, but instead, are equivalent ones to ΔL and L1 (see Figure 5.9) accounting for a 
cylindrical body of the drop. Therefore, ΔL’/L0 may have the same magnitude as ΔV/V0 does, which 
then can be compared with ΔL/L1 in Figure 5.9. Clearly, relative drop length reductions (ΔL/L1) 
dedicated to the dissolution-diffusion of CO2 in water are almost two orders of magnitude larger than 
the pressure drop resulted relative drop length expansions. It is thus concluded that the pressure drop 
due to the flow resistance of water and the existence of CO2 Taylor drops in the straight channel does 
not lead to a significant drop size change, especially when this size change is compared with the 
shrinkage caused by the interfacial dissolution-diffusion of CO2 in water. 
5.5.4 Surface-Volume Ratios of Drops 
Surface-volume ratio is one of the key parameters that controls the mass transfers (particularly the 
rates) between different substances, especially when it comes to those at the interfaces among fluids 
or even solids. In view of the shrinkages of CO2 Taylor drops in this study, surface-volume ratios 
(S/V) of the drops in the microchannel undoubtedly play a key role. According to the formulations 
shown in equation (5.24) and (5.25), respectively, the drop surface area (A) and the drop volume (V) 
can be further specified, given that the channel sizes (width W = 150 µm and depth D = 100 µm) are 
known and a static contact angle θc (θc = 150̊ , see Figure 5.5) may be applicable, as follows  
A (μm2) = 432.2 ∙ L − 522.2,                                                   (5.40) 
and 
V (μm3) = 12978 ∙ L + 99571.                                                 (5.41) 
in which L(µm) is the drop length, and L = Lx (x = 1, 2 and 3) in experiments. Therefore, the surface-
volume ratio (S/V, 1/mm) of the drops at position 1, 2 and 3 can be determined by the following 
formula 






× 103.                                   (5.42) 
Substitute the drop lengths L (shown in Figure 5.7) into equation (5.42), the surface-volume ratio 
(S/V) at position 1, 2 and 3 for all the investigated flow rate ratios can be calculated. The calculated 
S/V are shown in Figure 5.13. For smaller CO2 drops resulted from lower QLCO2/QH2O, their surface-
volume ratios are generally smaller than those of the drops produced at higher QLCO2/QH2O. As the 
drop flows from position 1 to position 2 and position 3, it experiences a size reduction in terms of 
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length decrease (see Figure 5.8), which also results in a certain extent of decrease of the surface-
volume ratio. The S/V decreases due to a size reduction are more notable for the smaller drops which 
have been produced at QLCO2/QH2O < 1), however, the S/V difference of the drop generated at 
QLCO2/QH2O > 1 among at position 1, 2 and 3 are not so obvious, which is attributed to the long drop 
lengths and relative small length reductions. Despite of the S/V differences among the various drops 
produced at QLCO2/QH2O ranging from 0.25 to 3, as shown in Figure 5.13, the S/V of all these Taylor 
drops can be averaged at 32.6 (mm-1) with a standard error of 0.1 (mm-1) which is small enough to 
neglect the S/V differences among all the drops. Further, given that the S/V of all drops are on a same 
level (~104 m-1), the relative drop length reductions (ΔL/L1), as shown in Figure 5.9, are regarded 
independent of the S/V here in this study. 
 
Figure 5.13 Surface-volume ratios of the CO2 drops at position 1 (S/V-1, squares), position 2 (S/V-2, 
up triangles) and position 3 (S/V-3, down triangles), respectively. An horizontal line is 
added to show an averaged S/V which has a value of 32.6 mm-1. 
5.5.5 Drop Speeds at Three Specified Positions 
Equation (5.26) reveals that the mass transfer between the drop phase and the slug phase is 
determined by not only the drop length L (more specifically, surface-volume ratio calculated based on 
L) but also the time scale that is of interest to the mass transfer. The CO2 drop travel from position 1 
(after their generations in the micro T-junction) to position 2 and up to position 3, which certainly 
takes time. On the other hand, mass transfer has also been in process within this time period. 
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Therefore, knowledge of the drop speeds in the microchannel, other than the drop sizes, are required 
to understand the mass transfer. Based on the experimental methodologies discussed in section 5.4.1 
(shown by equation (5.32) to (5.35)), the drop speeds at position 1 (v-1), position 2 (v-2) and position 
3 (v-3) can be measured in experiments and have been plotted in Figure 5.14(A) against QLCO2/QH2O. 
In addition, a horizontal dash line is added in the figure, which shows a constant superficial velocity 
(vTotal) calculated from dividing the constant total flow rates (QLCO2 + QH2O) over the cross sectional 
area of the channel, i.e., vTotal = (QLCO2 + QH2O)/A. vTotal is introduced here for a purpose of 
comparison with the experimentally measured drop speeds. 
When QLCO2/QH2O is below 1, all drop speeds at the three positions are lower than vTotal (111.1 
mm/s). However, for one specific flow rate condition, those three drop speeds (i.e., v-1, v-2 and v-3) 
are very close (differences are less than 3 mm/s) to each other. As can be seen, each drop speed (e.g., 
v-1) are exactly within the error ranges of the other two speeds (v-2 and v-3). Thus, it is appropriate, 
in this work, to consider the drop flow a constant flow speed scenario when QLCO2/QH2O is below 1. 
An averaged drop speed from the three drop speeds will be applied in the next for such flow rate 
conditions (QLCO2/QH2O < 1). When QLCO2/QH2O is above 1, the dash line of vTotal always crosses with 
all the range lines of the measured drop speeds and separates these error bars nearly into two 
equivalent parts. It can be interpreted that the measured drop speeds, from wherever the drops are 
measured, are always in the vicinity of vTotal. Besides, focusing on any one of the flow rate conditions, 
it is likely that there exists a tendency of drop speed decreasing from v-1 to v-2 and down to v-3, 
which is clearer as QLCO2/QH2O is widely larger than 1. Analogous to the cases of QLCO2/QH2O < 1, 
averaged drop speeds based on the measured ones at position 1, 2 and 3 are to be used to determine 
the drop flowing time in the straight channel. Note that, however, it does not indicate the flow cases 
of QLCO2/QH2O > 1 are constant drop flows. 
Based on averaged drop speeds from the ones at the three positions as well as the real channel 
lengths shown in Table 5-1, flowing time of the drops, tflowing, in the straight microchannel can be 




∑𝑣𝑥 ,            x=1, 2 and 3                                              (5.43) 
and the corresponding standard deviation of 𝑣 , 𝜎?̅?, can be calculated based on an error propagation: 












2,                            (5.44)  
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in which individual standard deviation 𝜎𝑣𝑥 (x = 1, 2, and 3) has been determined from experimental 





×103,                                                         (5.45) 
where Lt’ (mm) is the real total channel length for the CO2 drops and has been introduced in Table 5-
1. Analogously, the uncertainties of tflowing  characterized by the standard deviation 𝜎tflowing  can be 








𝜎?̅?.                                     (5.46) 
        
                                        (A)                                                                              (B) 
Figure 5.14 (A) Liquid CO2 drop speed at position 1 (v-1, squares), position 2 (v-2, up triangles) and 
position 3 (v-3, down triangles) under various QLCO2/QH2O. A dash line added in the 
figure shows a superficial total flow velocity from dividing the total flow rate (QTotal = 
QLCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min) over the cross-sectional area (A=W·D) of the microchannel. 
Error bars show one standard deviation for the corresponding drop speed. The error bar 
caps for v-1, v-2 and v-3 at one specific flow rate ratio are characterized by their widths 
(the longest for v-1 and the shortest for v-3) for a differentiation purpose. (B) Flowing 
time (tflowing) of CO2 drops in the straight channel which are respectively determined 
based on equation (5.45), as shown by the circles, and based on a superficial total flow 
velocity vTotal (111.1mm/s), as shown by the stars. 
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According to the above two equations, the CO2 drop flowing time are calculated and shown in 
Figure 5.14(B). As a reference, the flowing time calculated based on the superficial total flow 
velocity vTotal (111.1mm/s) are also plotted in Figure 5.14(B). As a consequence of a slight decrease 
of Lt’ from 14 mm to 13.3 mm, there is also a slight decrease of the flowing time from 127.2 ms to 
120 ms when vTotal instead of 𝑣 is applied in equation (5.45). Apart from different Lt’, the flowing 
time shown by the circles in Figure 5.14(B) are subjected to different averaged drop speeds (i.e., 𝑣 ) as 
well. Generally, the averaged drop speeds at QLCO2/QH2O < 1 are marginally smaller than those at 
QLCO2/QH2O > 1. Consequently, the flowing time calculated for QLCO2/QH2O < 1 are approximately 
10ms higher than those for QLCO2/QH2O > 1, as shown by Figure 5.14(B). Furthermore, as argued that 
the averaged drop speeds may be approximated by vTotal for QLCO2/QH2O > 1, the flowing time may 
also be approximated by those calculated by vTotal for such cases despite a slight difference (no larger 
than 4%) between the two sets of results. The trend line in the figure justifies the development of 
ΔL/L1, as shown in Figure 5.9, given that the surface-volume ratios S/V for all drops are at a same 
level (104 m-1). 
5.5.6 Mass Transfer Coefficient (kd) Based on Drop Lengths and Flow Time 
Based on the drop length and the CO2 drop flowing time in the straight microchannel, as reported in 
previous sections, the overall solute-side mass transfer coefficients (kd) can be determined by using 
equation (5.26). The channel width (W = 150 µm) and depth (D = 100 µm) are known. A nominal 
molar concentration (Cd = ρCO2/M) of pure CO2 drop and an equilibrium concentration (Ce ≈ 1.27 
mol/L [321,322]) at an assumed sharp interface referring to the pressures listed in table 1 and a 
constant temperature (T = 298K) are going to be adopted in the calculations. A static contact angle θc 










,                                       (5.47) 
in which kd has a unit of µm/ms, or equivalently, mm/s. In order to determine the nominal molar 
concentration of CO2, densities of CO2 at various initial pressures (P0 in Table 5-1) and a constant 
temperature (298.15 K) are used, which are referred to the NIST chemistry webbook [381]. Based on 
the drop length and the drop flowing time in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.14, respectively, the overall 
mass transfer coefficients kd, 1-3, namely, the mass transfer coefficient of the drops from position 1 to 
3, is calculated, as shown in Figure 5.15(A). Moreover, by combining the results in Figure 5.15(A) 
and Figure 5.13, kd,1-3*(S/V)a (i.e., the volumetric mass transfer coefficient) can also be obtained, 
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which is simply accomplished by equation (5.47) and (5.42). Note that an averaged surface-volume 
ratio (S/V)a from the three at position 1, 2 and 3 is used for calculating kd,1-3*(S/V)a. The results of 
kd,1-3*(S/V)a are plotted in Figure 5.15(B).  
Figure 5.15 shows that a lower QLCO2/QH2O scenario usually results in a larger mass transfer 
coefficient, which is mainly attributed to a longer flowing time due to relatively slow drop flows 
(Figure 5.14(B)) despite a slightly lower surface-volume ratio (Figure 5.13). As QLCO2/QH2O increases, 
an elongated CO2 drop will be produced which is characterized with slightly enhanced S/V and a 
shortened tflowing. These factors lead to less significant drop shrinkages, which undoubtedly 
demonstrate smaller mass transfer coefficients. Based on the observations of drop length reductions 
and the calculations of mass transfer coefficients, it is clear that, although the CO2 drops regardless of 
their sizes are featured with similar absolute drop length reductions, they may show different mass 
transfer capabilities by taking account of both the size effect and the flowing time, which is reflected 
by the drop shrinkages in a relative sense (Figure 5.9). Comparatively, flowing time becomes a 
dominant role over the rather unanimous surface-volume ratios of the CO2 drops. 
     
                                             (A)                                                                            (B) 
Figure 5.15 Overall solute-side mass transfer coefficients kd,1-3 (A) and kd,1-3(S/V)a (B) of liquid CO2 
drops in the straight microchannel. The data in the left figure have been scaled by 103. 
5.6 Conclusion 
In this study, hydrodynamic shrinkage of liquid carbon dioxide (CO2) in water in a straight 
microchannel has been investigated, where the liquid CO2 takes a form of flowing Taylor drops and 
water is applied as a continuously flowing solvent which behaves as a slug that separates the CO2 
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drops. An experimental system introduced in Chapter 3 is utilized in this study. In particular, a micro 
T-junction with a uniform width (W = 150µm) and depth (D = 100µm) fabricated in a silicon/glass 
microchip is used to produce CO2 drops, in which liquid CO2 is injected from a side channel 
(perpendicular to the main channel) as a dispersed fluid and water as a continuous liquid flows in the 
main channel, respectively. As a result of various flow rate ratios (QLCO2/QH2O) of liquid CO2 (QLCO2) 
over water (QH2O), different CO2 drops in terms of non-dimensional drop length (L1/W) are produced 
in the micro T-junction. Their drop length (L) and drop speed (V) have been monitored and measured 
at three specified positions in downstream straight microchannel, namely, position 1 where the drop is 
exactly pinched off by the continuously flowing water, position 2 which is the midpoint of the total 
length of the straight channel (approximately 7.35mm downstream of the inner point of the T-
junction), and position 3 that is located at the very end of the straight channel. Main results are 
summarized as follows: 
 Non-dimensional length (L1/W) of the generated liquid CO2 drops at the T-junction is correlated 
with QLCO2/QH2O. The correlation is found to be linear but the factor of QLCO2/QH2O is much larger 
than 1 (specifically, 1.79), which is similar to what have been reported in Chapter 4 that is 
essentially attributed to the squeezing-elongating effect of the interface during drop generations.   
 The absolute drop length at position 1 (L1), 2 (L2) and 3 (L3) shows a decreasing tendency. 
Detailed drop length reductions are manifested by a total length reduction ΔL (ΔL = L1 – L3), a 
first length reduction ΔL1 (ΔL1 = L1 – L2), and a second length reduction ΔL2 (ΔL2 = L2 – L3). All 
these length reductions versus QLCO2/QH2O have been approximated constant reductions (ΔL = 
(24.35 ± 1.08) µm, ΔL1 = (16.52 ± 1.71) um, ΔL2 = (7.83 ± 1.17) um), which indicates the 
absolute drop shrinkage may be independent of the original drop size. However, relative drop 
length reductions ΔL/L1 are different among the different flow rate conditions. ΔL/L1 decreases 
from 0.1 to 0.025 as QLCO2/QH2O increases from 20/80 to 75/25. Based on the formulations of drop 
surface area (A) and volume (V), surface-volume ratios (S/V) of all drops at the three specified 
positions are determined. In general, averaged S/V from at position 1, 2 and 3 show a decline 
tendency subjected to increasing QLCO2/QH2O. As QLCO2/QH2O > 1, there is almost no difference of 
S/V among all the three surface-volume ratios for each flow rate condition. Overall, S/V for all 
drops, regardless of locations, can be averaged at 32.6 mm-1 with a standard error of 0.1 mm-1. 
 Drop speeds at position 1 (v-1), 2 (v-2) and 3 (v-3) are measured, which will be applied to 
calculate the CO2 drop flowing time in the channel, and as a further step, the mass transfer 
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coefficients. When QLCO2/QH2O < 1, these three drop speeds are very close and generally lower 
than a reference flow velocity vTotal, i.e., a superficial velocity by dividing the total flow rate 
(QLCO2 + QH2O) over the channel cross section. When QLCO2/QH2O > 1, drop speed decreases from 
v-1 to v-2 and down to v-3 but still can be approximated by vTotal. In order to simplify the 
calculations of flowing time, an averaged drop speed based on these three speeds for all cases is 
adopted. Besides, a real channel length (see Table 5-1) rather than the total channel length 
dedicated to the CO2 drop flow is applied. Due to the slightly longer real channel lengths and 
lower drop speeds, the flowing time for QLCO2/QH2O < 1 are roughly 10 ms longer than those for 
QLCO2/QH2O > 1. 
 Starting from a general form of mass transfer coefficient kd (equation (5.8)), a specific form of kd 
(equation (5.26)) based on detailed drop surface area and volume by considering the 
microchannel size (width W and depth D), contact angle (θc) and drop lengths Lx (x = 1, 2, 3) has 
been developed. Two types of mass transfer coefficient, namely, kd (mm/s) and kd(S/V) (1/s), are 
considered. Generally, lower QLCO2/QH2O results in relatively higher mass transfer coefficients in 
terms of both kd and kd(S/V), which is essentially attributed to the flowing time tflowing, given that 
S/V for all drops are rather unanimous (on a level of 104 m-1). Moreover, mass transfer 
capabilities of different flow conditions are justified by the relative drop length reductions 
(ΔL/L1) as well.   
 Potential effects of the pressure drop (ΔPt) due to a drop flow in the straight microchannel on the 
drop volume have been discussed. Based on a modified Warnier’s pressure drop model [221], the 
total pressure drops in the straight microchannel under the presence of CO2 drops and water slugs 
are estimated. Despite a slight decrease (~100Pa) subjected to increasing QLCO2/QH2O, ΔPt are of a 
mean value of 3175.4 Pa with a standard error of 1.6%. Combined with the Peng-Robinson Eos 
[251] and estimated initial pressures at the T-junction (from the CO2 pump), liquid CO2 drop 
volume changes relative to the original volumes are correlated to the molar volumes present in 
the Eos, which are further quantified. The resulted volume changes are calculated as relatively 




Hydrodynamic Shrinkage of Super-critical CO2 (scCO2) Drops in a 
Straight Microchannel 
In the previous chapter, the mass transfer and hydrodynamic shrinkage of liquid CO2 drops in a 
Taylor flow regime in a straight microchannel are extensively studied. By increasing the working 
pressures and temperatures over the critical conditions of CO2, the Taylor drop is easily tuned super-
critical CO2 (scCO2). This chapter is dedicated to the study of the hydrodynamic shrinkage of super-
critical CO2 (scCO2) Taylor drops in a straight microchannel. 
6.1 Introduction 
The combination of CO2 and microfluidics has only started as a research topic from a decade ago. 
Limited literature related to this topic cover on either the CO2 for applications or CO2 itself. Among 
the reported applications of CO2 in microsystems, scCO2, as a unique form of CO2, has been utilized 
to enhance chemical reactions as a solvent or reactant [68-70,72,73,79,383-385] and in extractions of 
non-polar compounds or emulsions [71,74,75,239,325,386-389], basically based on its liquid-like 
density (500 ~ 700 kg/m3), a gas-like viscosity (10 ~ 100 µPa∙S), an intermediate diffusion coefficient 
(~10-3 cm2/s) between that of gas and that of liquid, and no surface tension. Besides, the density and 
viscosity of scCO2 can be flexibly adjustable by tuning the pressure and/or temperature. Figure 6.1 is 
a schematic of the pressure-temperature phase diagram of CO2 [382]. The critical pressure and 
temperature of CO2 are 7.38 MPa and 31 °C (this is the so-called ‘critical point’), respectively. Other 
than the applications of scCO2, CO2 itself, with most of the interests lying in its solubility in water 
and physical solvents [80,81,87,88,390-392] and its diffusivity in aqueous solution or even bitumen 
[326,327,393-396], has also become a research focus. Compared with conventional methods, 
microscale studies on these topics are advantageous in terms of increased resolution, less diffusion 
time, reduced convective effects, rapidness, reduced costs, enhanced high pressure applicability, less 
sample consumption and increased safety [397]. Moreover, the hydrodynamics of CO2 with a 
presence of a second liquid phase (e.g., water, ethanol, methanol) at microscale have evoked interests 
in the microfluidics community in recent years, with the efforts mostly focused on the flow behaviors 
or regimes. Such studies have reveal the hydrodynamics in both regular microchannels (or capillaries) 




Figure 6.1 A pressure - temperature phase diagram of CO2 (after Reference [382]). 
By reviewing the research efforts on scCO2 that may have been driven by either its application 
prospects in chemical processes or its importance in environmental sector, it is clear that CO2 in a 
dense state (liquid CO2, scCO2) rather than gas have potentials to transform its conventional roles in 
chemical and food industries to others such as in advanced material production and underground 
carbon sequestration. 
Following the experimental work in the previous chapter, in Chapter 6, highly pressurized scCO2 in 
a Taylor flow regime is studied. De-ionized (DI) water is still utilized as the solvent as well as a 
continuously flowing liquid. The same micro T-junction for liquid CO2 study is applied to generate 
the scCO2 Taylor drops. The hydrodynamics and mass transfer coefficient of scCO2 Taylor drops in 
water in the long straight microchannel are analyzed. To the best knowledge of author, this study is 
the first in research related to mass transfer caused scCO2 drops’ shrinkage in microfluidics. 
In terms of the methodologies in experimental operations and for calculating the mass transfer 
coefficient, this chapter is analogous to Chapter 5. Therefore, the details of those sections will not be 
introduced again in Chapter 6. Instead, the experimental results and discussions are more focused 
here. Section 6.2 introduces the experimental methodologies and procedures specifically tailored for 
working with scCO2, and an overview of observed scCO2 drops at three specified positions of the 
channel is provided. In section 6.3, the experimental results are reported and discussions of the results 
are given. Section 6.4 is a summary of our experimental work. 
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6.2 Experimental Methodology 
6.2.1 Setup and Measurements 
The experimental system introduced in Chapter 3 is utilized to conduct the study of the hydrodynamic 
dissolution of scCO2 Taylor drops in a straight microchannel. The same micro T-junction in a 
silicon/glass microchip having been used in Chapter 5 will be used to produce scCO2 Taylor drops 
and to facilitate the hydrodynamic flows of the drops after their generations. The fabrication of this 
microchip has been detailed in Chapter 3. Briefly, it is sequentially carried out based on (1) standard 
photolithography, (2) deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), (3) inlet & outlet drilling, (4) anodic bonding 
of silicon and glass wafer, and (5) dicing of bonded wafers into a final rectangular shape (74 × 44 × 
1.2 mm3) which can be fitted and installed onto the non-permanent connector. The assembling 
methods for the microchip and the non-permanent connector have been introduced in Chapter 3 and 
in Appendix A. 
In particular, super-critical carbon dioxide is prepared in the cylinder of the syringe pump based on 
increased pressures over the critical pressure of CO2 (see Figure 6.1) and a circulating water bath for 
controlling the temperature of the cylinder (from its outside). During experiments, scCO2 is used as 
the disperse fluid which is injected at constant flow rates into the side channel of the T-junction. Still, 
de-ionized (DI) water is used as the continuous liquid flowing at constant flow rates in the main 
channel of the T-junction, as shown in Figure 6.2. The downstream of the micro T-junction is a long 
straight microchannel with a total length of 14.7 mm. All the microchannels in the microchip are 
characterized by a constant width of 150 µm and a width of 100 µm. At the end of the straight 
microchannel is a 90 degree turning of the channel and a further 55 mm long microchannel (the same 
width and depth) connecting to the outlet of the microchip as well as that of the connector.  
The back pressure of the entire flowing system is regulated by a back pressure regulator (model 
EB1ULF1, Equilibar) working simultaneously with a needle valve. A nitrogen gas tank as well as its 
gas regulator provides an initially appropriate back pressure at the top of back pressure regulator, and 
only when the upstream pressure of the back pressure regulator surpasses the reference one at the 
nitrogen gas regulator can the fluids flow through. In practice, the back pressure during experiments 
is actually measured by the precise pressure transducer (Swagelok) between the connector and the 
back pressure regulator. The circulating water bath (Thermo Scientific) for controlling the 
temperature of CO2 (above 31 ̊C) from within the pump cylinder, through the facilitating stainless 
steel tubing, up to the microchip is used to guarantee the super-critical state of the CO2. In addition, a 
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miniature hot plate (model ph-121s, MSA Factory Japan) is installed between the bottom of the 
microchip (silicon side) and the top surface of the self-made stage for the microfluidic modulation, 
with the remaining gap between the hot plate and the chip filled with a thermal interface material – 
silicone (Dow Corning 340, thermal conductivity = 0.67 W/(m∙K)). The temperature on the top 
surface (glass side) of the microchip can be measured by using an infrared thermometer (Fluke 
Corporation).  
 
Figure 6.2 Schematic of the experimental methodology for investigating the hydrodynamic shrinkage 
of scCO2 drops in a straight microchannel (16 < Lt/Lx < 60, x=1, 2, 3; W=150 µm). The 
drop length Lx and drop speeds vx is measured at three positions, i.e., immediately after 
the drop generation (position 1), the midpoint of the microchannel length (position 2) and 
the end of the microchannel (position 3), as shown from left to right in sequence. 
Figure 6.2 shows a schematic of the methodology of the measurements of drop size, drop speed, 
and slug (water) size (equivalent to the drop spacing) at three specified positions of the microchannel, 
i.e., immediately after the scCO2 drop generation (position 1), at the midpoint of the channel (position 
2, approximately 7.35mm from the T-junction), and the end point of the channel (position 3). The 
visualizations of the drops at these three positions are fulfilled by using a high speed camera (v210, 
Phantom) mounted with an upright microscope (BX51, Olympus). The video (3000 frames per 
second, fps) at each position is recorded after a waiting time of at least 20 minutes, also for each time 
when a different set of flow rate of the scCO2 and DI water is applied, by which a stable Taylor flow 
regime can be reached. After experiments, all the videos (three videos for each studied case at the 
three positions) are processed in a same strategy as that applied in Chapter 5. The drop size and the 
drop speed as well as their standard deviations are determined in a same way as shown by equations 
(5.30-5.35). Therefore, in this chapter, the calculation details are not detailed again. 
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6.2.2 Experimental Procedures 
The procedures of the experimental study on hydrodynamic shrinkage of scCO2 Taylor drops are 
analogous to that introduced in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 when working with liquid CO2. However, 
there are two main differences for working with scCO2 from working with liquid CO2, i.e., (1) the 
working pressure should be over 7.38 MPa at all the flowing path; and (2) temperature control 
including a circulating water bath and a miniature hot plate for microchip are required. Therefore, the 
experimental procedures related to these two requirements are focused here. 
At the beginning of the experiment, a reference back pressure of 8,000 kPa is applied to the back 
pressure regulator by purging nitrogen gas from the tank, and the pressure value is read from the 
pressure gauge on its pressure regulator at the outlet of the tank. Note that this pressure is 
approximately 8,000 kPa which is read from the pressure gauge but of a low precision. Afterwards, 
liquid CO2 is filled into the entire system (water side valves are closed during this operation), which 
is done in a similar way as that in Chapter 4. Because of the applied back pressure, the filled CO2 will 
be stopped and stored in the entire system. When the filling process is finished, the pressures read 
from the pump and the back pressure transducer are ~5.87 MPa. Next the valve at the CO2 syringe 
pump exit is closed, and a temperature of (40±0.4) °C of the circulating water bath is applied to 
increase the temperature of the CO2 in the pump cylinder. During the waiting time of CO2 
temperature increases, the mercury lamp at the microscope is switched on which requires at least 15 
minutes to reach a steady illumination. Due to the temperature increase, the pressure within the CO2 
pump also increases, for reference, the CO2 in the pump has a pressure of 7,380 kPa at a volume of 
200.1 ml when the circulating water bath reaches 33.3 °C. During this temperature increasing stage, 
the miniature hot plate is started and a temperature of 40 °C is applied, which can be confirmed by 
measuring the temperature on the microchip using an infrared thermometer. 
As flowing water bath reaches ~ 40 °C (the pre-set temperature of the circulating water bath is 40 
°C), CO2 in the pump reaches a pressure of 8,330 kPa at a volume of 200.1mL. Then the CO2 pump 
valve was slowly opened to fill the tubing between it and a second valve (which is kept closed) on the 
flow path but in front of the connector with this pressurized CO2, after that, the first valve is closed 
and the second valve is slowly and gradually opened to let the pressurized CO2 fill in the chip (which 
is initially filled with ~ 5.87 MPa CO2). This procedure of alternately opening and closing these two 
valves could be repeated for a few times until the pressures from the pump to the chip as well as the 
downstream tubing are constant. As the CO2 pressures everywhere in the flow path are steady and 
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constant, the pressure is 8,180 kPa (read from the pump) at the CO2 pump and is approximately 7.8 
MPa (measured by the back pressure transducer) at the back pressure regulator at downstream of the 
chip. For water, its pressure is rapidly increased (by doing a function of ‘rapid pressure’ on the water 
pump) to 8,000 kPa and is then stopped, during this operation the pump exit valve should be open and 
the second valve is closed. Then the second valve was gradually opened, and as observed from the 
live video transferred from the high speed camera on the computer, water is injected to the T-junction 
and pushes the CO2 away within the T-junction while water pressure in the pump dropped to 7,700 
kPa or so. Next, an initial flow rate set of the CO2 and DI water are applied at the respective pump. 
After a waiting time of one hour, the microfluidic channels are deemed being filled with scCO2 and 
the previous liquid CO2 in the microchip has been pushed out further downstream.  
As discussed during the operations with liquid CO2 in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, once the videos at 
those three specified positions are recorded to the applied flow rate set, another different flow rate 
condition is applied at the two pumps. After a waiting time of at least 20 minutes, the flow regime 
reaches a steady state, and videos are capture at those three positions. By doing so, various sets of 
flow rate for scCO2 and water are studied in the T-junction.  
6.2.3 Experimental Observations 
Figure 6.3 shows an overview of all the scCO2 drops in Taylor flow regime at the above specified 
three positions in the straight microchannel. Each group of the three snapshots is presented against the 
position at the horizontal axis and against the flow rate ratio (QscCO2/QH2O) at the vertical axis. In this 
experimental work, QscCO2/QH2O has been tuned from 10/90 up to 75/25. By keeping QscCO2 as a 
constant of 50 µL/min, the author further study QscCO2/QH2O from 50/100 down to 50/280. It is worth 
noting that the minimum and the maximum flow rate ratio having been reached are not arbitrarily 
chosen, instead, they are the lower and the upper limit to render a scCO2 drop flow in the micro T-
junction which can be observable in the region of interest (1600 µm × 400 µm) in our study. 
Similar to the experimental strategy in Chapter 4, two groups of flow rate conditions are 
investigated in this chapter, i.e., (1) a constant total flow rate QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min and (2) a 
constant QscCO2 = 50 µL/min. The capillary number (Cac) calculated by the continuous liquid - water 
(Cac = ηcvc/γ) ranges from 5.44 × 10-4 to 6 × 10-3, for which the viscosity ηc (655.48 µPa s) [337] and 
an interfacial tension γ (33.47 mN ·m-1) [338,339] are referred to 313 K and a pressure between 7,776 
kPa to 7,940 kPa, and vc is the mean velocity of water determined from its flow rates (QH2O) over the 







Figure 6.3 An overview of the scCO2 drops (or segments) at the three specified positions in the 




Shown by Figure 6.3, scCO2 drop length has been increasing visually as QscCO2/QH2O increases from 
10/90 to 70/30. When QscCO2/QH2O reaches 65/35 and 70/30, the produced scCO2 segments are too 
long to be observed in the region of interest. Therefore, the region of interest has been shift a little 
downstream in order to capture a complete scCO2 segment, as shown by the snapshots at position 1 
for QscCO2/QH2O = 65/35 and 70/30 in the figure. Also note that, in order to show the distance of the 
immediately produced scCO2 segments in those two cases relative to the T-junction, the snapshots are 
shown in an combined end-to-end way showing both the T-junction and a completely generated drop. 
However, as QscCO2/QH2O is beyond 70/30, there is no way to capture a complete scCO2 segment. By 
keeping QscCO2 a constant of 50 µL/min, the drop size will be much smaller (length equals to channel 
width, not Taylor drops any more) as QH2O increases from 50 µL/min up to 280 µL/min. When QH2O 
is beyond 200 µL/min, the scCO2 generation may have entered to a dripping regime, where the shear 
stress starts to dominate the pinching off the scCO2 segments compared to the interfacial tension. 
However, the critical Ca number for an occurrence of dripping regime is still below 0.01, which 
makes it much earlier here than that have been shown in Chapter 4. Also, the maximum QscCO2/QH2O 
which renders a non-observable complete CO2 segment in this study (i.e., QscCO2/QH2O = 70/30) is 
smaller than that reported in Figure 4.4. It is believed that a lower viscosity of scCO2 than that of 
liquid CO2 may have caused the difference. 
6.3 Results and Discussions 
In this section, experimental results based on the above observations of the scCO2 drop at the three 
specified positions in the straight microchannel are reported. Related discussions are made as well. 
This section may be read and reviewed by comparison with the Section 5.5 in Chapter 5, despite the 
differences of the experimental results. 
6.3.1 Size of Generated scCO2 Drops 
As introduced in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, the size of the generated scCO2 at the micro T-junction can 
be quantified by using a non-dimensional length L1/W, in which L1 is measured absolute drop length 
(L1, µm) and W (150 µm) is the channel width. The non-dimensional lengths (L1/W) of the scCO2 
drops generated at the micro T-junction have been plotted against the flow rate ratios (QscCO2/QH2O), 
as shown in Figure 6.4. 
For the group of flow rate conditions with a constant total flow rate QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min, 




Figure 6.4 Non-dimensional lengths (L1/W) of the generated scCO2 drops at the micro T-junction 
versus QscCO2/QH2O. Black circles: QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min; red squares: QscCO2 = 50 
µL/min. Error bar indicates one standard deviation of the mean value. 
to 70/30. These data points are fitted by a linear function, as shown by the solid line in Figure 6.4, 
which is L1/W ≈ 1.04 + 3.62∙(QscCO2/QH2O). The intercept and the factor of the flow rate ratio on the 
right side of the function have been discussed in Chapter 4. The factor in front of QscCO2/QH2O, in 
particular, reveals a more intensified effect of the elongating time on the final size of the scCO2 drops 
than that when liquid CO2 is involved (see Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). 
For the group QscCO2 = 50 µL/min, there also exists a monotonous increasing relation between L1/W 
and QscCO2/QH2O, as shown by the squares in Figure 6.4. However, due to a limited range of the 
applied QscCO2/QH2O, there is a limited range of L1/W from 1 to 2. Nevertheless, it is predictable that, 
under a same QscCO2/QH2O, the one in the group of a constant scCO2 flow rate can result in a smaller 
drop size than that in the group of a constant total flow rate, as shown by the lower positions of the 
squares than the circles in the figure. This difference of the drop size for a same QscCO2/QH2O is 
attributed to a higher capillary number of the group of the circles due to larger flow rates of water. 
Therefore, flow rate ratio and capillary number are two main factors determining the scCO2 drop size. 
6.3.2 scCO2 Drop Sizes and Size Reductions 
The scCO2 drops at three specified positions of the straight microchannel have been visualized and 
their sizes are measured based on equation (5.30) and (5.31). According to previous discussions in 
Chapter 5, a representative size always corresponds to a specific position of the microchannel. 
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Therefore, for a specific applied flow rate condition, each of those three positions (x = 1, 2, 3) is 
characterized with a representative drop length (Lx, x = 1, 2, 3). 
 
Figure 6.5 scCO2 drop lengths at the three positions under various QscCO2/QH2O. Circles: drop length 
at position 1, L1; down triangles: drop length at position 2, L2; up triangles: drop length at 
position 3, L3. Error bar indicates one standard deviation of the mean drop length. Inset in 
the figure shows an enlarged view of the details of the data points (hollow symbols) for 
QscCO2 = 50 µL/min. Solid symbols: QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min. 
Figure 6.5 shows the absolute length of the scCO2 drop at those three positions under various 
QLCO2/QH2O. For QscCO2 + QH2O = 100µL/min and QscCO2 = 50µL/min, there are always a decline of the 
drop length from position 1 (circles in Figure 6.5) to position 2 (down triangles in Figure 6.5) and 
down to position 3 (up triangles in Figure 6.5), i.e., L1 > L2 > L3. Analogous to the shrinkage study of 
liquid CO2 drops in Chapter 5, length reductions characterize the scCO2 drop shrinkage, which are 
resulted from a dissolution - diffusion mechanism across the interface between the scCO2 drops and 
the continuously flowing water. 
Three drop length reductions, i.e., ΔL1 (ΔL1 = L1 – L2), ΔL2 (ΔL2 = L2 – L3) and ΔL (ΔL = L1 – L3), 
have been calculated based on the absolute drop lengths which are shown in Figure 6.5. Figure 6.6 
shows these three detailed drop length reductions. Similar as liquid CO2 in Chapter 5, ΔL1 are almost 
always larger than ΔL2 for the two groups of flow rate conditions. The differences between ΔL1 and 
ΔL2 are less significant at QscCO2/QH2O < 35/65 which results in generated scCO2 drops shorter than 




Figure 6.6 Three drop length reductions ΔL1 = L1 - L2 (down triangles), ΔL2 = L2 – L3 (up triangles) 
and ΔL = L1 – L3 (squares) from position 1 (L1) to position 2 (L2) and to position 3 (L3). 
Solid symbols: QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min; hollow symbols: QscCO2 = 50 µL/min. 
tendency of increasing differences between these two length reductions with increasing QscCO2/QH2O, 
the differences are much less than those under QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min. This discrepancy is 
believed to be resulted from the flow hydrodynamics between the two groups of conditions, 
specifically, when QscCO2 = 50 µL/min the water flow is much faster than the one in the other group, 
and the scCO2 drops move at a speed mainly dominated by the continuously flowing water, thus they 
may have faster flowing speed in the channel as well as a shorter residence time, and there are barely 
relative motions between the scCO2 and the water, which leads to almost no refreshing interface 
temporally and the shrinkage are totally relying on the diffusion – a relative hydrostatic diffusion. The 
effect of flowing time (or called ‘residence time’) of the scCO2 in the microchannel is reflected by the 
data of ΔL for QscCO2 = 50 µL/min which have been fitted into a linear straight line. Generally, the 
scCO2 drops have a short flowing time in the channel under a small QscCO2/QH2O, thus the shrinkage in 
terms of drop length reductions is less significant for such small QscCO2/QH2O. However, the 
differences between various QscCO2/QH2O under a constant total flow rate QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min 
are less obvious. ΔL for all the studied QscCO2/QH2O when QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min, as shown by 
the solid squares in Figure 6.6, can be averaged into a constant ΔL = 115 µm with a standard error of 
3.4 µm. This averaged total drop length reduction is consistent with the averaged length reductions of 
liquid CO2 drops, as shown in Figure 5.8, both of which may be attributed to the approximately 
similar flowing time of the scCO2 drops among various QscCO2/QH2O. Therefore, Figure 6.6, to a 
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certain extent, verified the importance of flowing time on the shrinkage resulted from the dissolution-
diffusion mechanism. 
Other than drop flowing time, surface-volume ratio of the scCO2 drops is the other important factor 
which could result in distinct shrinkage phenomenon. The effect of this factor can be reflected by a 
relative shrinkage of the scCO2 drops, i.e., the drop length reductions relative to the original drop 
length (immediately after drops’ generations), as expressed by ΔL/L1. Based on this inference and 
Figure 6.4 and 6.6, ΔL/L1 for the two groups of flow rate conditions has been plotted in Figure 6.7. 
Although ΔL as an overall absolute drop length reduction can be averaged as a constant for various 
QscCO2/QH2O under QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min, it leads to completely different ΔL/ L1 when the 
original size of the generated scCO2 drop is introduced. As shown by Figure 6.7, increasing 
QscCO2/QH2O leads to decreasing ΔL/L1 in an almost linear way for QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min. 
However, the tendency of ΔL/L1 with QscCO2/QH2O is a reverse one for QscCO2 = 50 µL/min, as shown 
by the hollow squares labelled data compared with solid squares denoted data points. The former 
tendency may be due to the flow rate ratio resulted scCO2 drop size. 
 
Figure 6.7 Relative overall length reductions (ΔL/ L1) of scCO2 drops versus flow rate ratios 
QscCO2/QH2O. Solid squares: QscCO2 + QH2O = 100µL/min; hollow squares: QscCO2 = 
50µL/min. 
The surface-volume ratio difference shows evidence to the relative drop length reduction, i.e., 
smaller drops featured with higher surface-volume ratios resulted from low QscCO2/QH2O are very 
likely to experience a significant relative drop length reduction, as shown by the solid squares in 
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Figure 6.7. Note that the conclusion made here is based on a similar flowing time of these drops 
under a constant total flow rate. On the other hand, when the flowing time of the drops are very 
different among one another, the factor of surface-volume ratio is no longer a primary role in 
determining the relative drop length reductions, instead, the drops which may have a longer flowing 
time at a higher QscCO2/QH2O will be characterized by a higher ΔL/L1, as shown by the hollow squares 
denoted data for QscCO2 = 50 µL/min in Figure 6.7. 
6.3.3 Surface-Volume Ratios of scCO2 Drops 
As discussed in previous section, surface-volume (S/V) ratio is one of the two parameters that may 
control the interfacial mass transfer between the scCO2 drops and the continuously flowing water, 
especially when the flowing time of those drops are similar as a result of a constant total flow rate, as 
shown by the data points denoted by solid squares in Figure 6.7. Thus, it is necessary to quantify the 
surface-volume ratio of the scCO2 drop at the three specified positions in the microchannel, which 
can be done based on equation (5.24) and (5.25). The channel geometry is the same as that has been 
applied for liquid CO2 study in Chapter 5, i.e., the channel width and depth are 150 µm and 100 µm, 
respectively. In addition, the dynamic contact angle can be measured from the video frames (such as 
that shown in Figure 6.3) in which the drop meniscuses including the front and the back ones appear. 
Here, an average contact angle θc = (141±1.2)° having been measured from six representative frames 
at the drop meniscus is going to be used. Therefore, equation (5.24) and (5.25) can be specified for 
the scCO2 drops in the microchannel as follows 
A (μm2) = 432.2 ∙ L𝑥 + 2412,                                                  (6.1) 
and 
V (μm3) = 12978 ∙ L𝑥 + 82260.                                               (6.2) 
Thus, the surface-volume ratio S/V can be determined by 






× 103.                                (6.3) 
in which Lx (x = 1, 2, 3) indicates the scCO2 drop length at the three specified positions. The 
calculated S/V of the drop at position 1, position 2 and position 3 have been plotted in Figure 6.8. For 
a single scCO2 travelling from position 1 to 2 and down to 3, the S/V may slightly decrease during the 
shrinkage process, however, this decrease trend can be hardly seen when drops are very long (i.e., 




Figure 6.8 Surface-volume ratios (S/V) of scCO2 drops at three specified positions in the straight 
channel against QscCO2/QH2O. Symbol meanings: circles – S/V at position 1, S/V-1; up 
triangles – S/V at position 2, S/V-2; down triangles – S/V at position 3, S/V-3. Solid and 
hollow symbols denote the data points for QscCO2 + QH2O = 100µL/min and QscCO2 = 
50µL/min, respectively. 
For QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min, S/V at one specific position of the three positions tends to increase 
slightly as the drops are elongated as a result of the increasing QscCO2/QH2O from 0.1 to 2.3. This 
tendency of S/V is reverse, however, to the variations of the relative drop length reduction (ΔL/ L1) 
with QscCO2/QH2O in Figure 6.7. For QscCO2 = 50 µL/min, there exist similar tendencies of the S/V at 
one specific position and with the increasing QscCO2/QH2O. Nevertheless, for both groups of flow rate 
conditions, the overall variations of S/V at different QscCO2/QH2O are very subtle among all the 
investigated cases. As shown by the inset in Figure 6.8, the S/V for all scCO2 drops has a mean value 
of 33.25 mm-1 approximately. As a result, the shrinkage of scCO2 drops is unlikely to be related to the 
surface-volume ratio. Therefore, the flowing time which can be determined by the flow speed of the 
scCO2 drops in the channel might have dominated over S/V in controlling the shrinkage performance. 
Generally, those drops having a longer flowing time (i.e., the drops produced by a high QscCO2/QH2O) 
could have a more significant shrinkage characterized by a larger ΔL/L1, as shown by the hollow 
squares in Figure 6.7. 
6.3.4 scCO2 Drop Speeds and Flowing Time 
The roles of surface-volume ratio (S/V) and flowing time (tflowing) in influencing the hydrodynamic 
shrinkage of the scCO2 drops have been briefly introduced in previous two sub-sections. The S/V 
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values of the scCO2 drops at all the studied flow conditions have been calculated and discussed as 
well. In this sub-section, the flowing time (tflowing) of drops in the straight channel will be determined 
and discussed. According to equations from (5.32) to (5.35), the scCO2 drop speed at the three 
positions can be measured, so does the standard deviation of the mean speed of the drops at one 
specific position. The measured scCO2 drop speeds as well as the errors expressed by one standard 
deviation are plotted against the flow conditions in Figure 6.9, in which the speed at position 1, 
position 2 and position 3 is designated by V1, V2 and V3, respectively.  
 
Figure 6.9 (Color in electronic version) Histogram of the scCO2 drop speed at the three specified 
positions. V1, V2 and V3 indicate the drop speeds at position 1, position 2 and position 3, 
respectively. Meshed histograms show the speed values of the group QscCO2 = 50 µL/min; 
solid ones show those at QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min. Error bar indicates one standard 
deviation of the mean speed value. 
For the cases at QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min, the drop speeds at different QscCO2/QH2O are overall 
consistent with each other at a level of 100 mm/s. One interesting phenomenon is that eight cases 
which are characterized by QscCO2/QH2O < 50/50 are featured with an increasing-decreasing trend of 
the speed from position 1 to 2 and down to 3, i.e., V1 < V2 and V2 > V3. The first increasing trend 
from V1 to V2 is due to the flow instabilities of the continuously flowing water at the T-junction, 
where the occupancy of scCO2 in the T-junction blocks the water flow to certain extents, especially 
when the water flow rate is higher than that of scCO2 stream the generated scCO2 drops are not 
sufficiently advanced by the water stream. Thus its absolute speed will not be fully developed at 
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position 1. However, as the water flow regains its flow profile (very much likely a parabolic one) 
further downstream after passing through position 1, the scCO2 drop will be more carried by the water 
with the speed increased. When the scCO2 drop travels further downstream from position 2 to 
position 3, it will be dampened thanks to the viscous force between water and the drops, particularly 
in the thin films that separate the drops from touching the channel wall. Thus, there should be a 
decreasing development from position 2 to position 3, as shown by V2 > V3.  
For cases QscCO2 = 50 µL/min, as QscCO2/QH2O is decreased from 50/50 down to 50/280, there exists 
a same trend of increasing-decreasing of the drop speed from position 1 to 2 and to 3, though the 
differences between V1 and V2 as well as V2 and V3 may be not very consistent. During the 
decreasing development of QscCO2/QH2O, scCO2 drop speeds at all three positions are increased almost 
in a linear way. When QscCO2/QH2O is lower than 50/200, the drop speeds are measured to be 
approximately 300 mm/s and even beyond. As observed in Figure 6.3, scCO2 is not able to fully 
block the water stream in the T-junction any more, and the drop generations start to enter into a 
dripping regime where the shear stress becomes a prominent factor in pinching off the scCO2 stream 
relative to the interfacial tension. The generated scCO2 drops are very small, which have a 
characteristic length approximating to the channel width, i.e., L1/W ~ 1. Another effect of such high 
drop speeds in the channel is that the flowing time of the scCO2 becomes very short (less than 50 ms), 
The shortened flow time may not be enough for a visible drop length reduction which also 
tremendously undermines the potential of S/V in producing significant drop shrinkage. 
In addition to the drop speed shown in Figure 6.9, the exact total flowing time (tflowing) of the scCO2 
drops in the straight channel can be determined based on an average drop speed (𝑣 ) from those three 
speeds at the specified positions, i.e.,  









∑ (𝑣𝑥 − 𝑣 )
23
𝑥=1  ,          𝑥 = 1, 2 or 3,                              (6.5) 
in which s?̅? indicates the standard deviation calculated for 𝑣 . The total length of the straight channel 
(Lt) is 14.7 mm, however, a real total flowing channel length Lt’ starting from position 1 to the very 
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Since 𝑣 has a standard deviation of s?̅?, as a function of 𝑣 , tflowing may have a standard deviation 





| s?̅?.                                                       (6.7) 
Based on the above equations, average drop speeds in the straight channel are determined first, and 
consequently, the drop flowing time in the real total channel length are calculated. These two 
parameters have been plotted against the flow conditions in Figure 6.10 for both QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 
µL/min and QscCO2 = 50 µL/min. 
 
Figure 6.10 Flowing time of scCO2 drops in the straight channel based on averaged drop speeds as 
characteristic drop speeds for specific QscCO2/QH2O. Circles: flow time tflowing; stars: 
averaged drop speeds. Solid symbols: QscCO2 + QH2O = 100µL/min; hollow symbols: 
QscCO2 = 50µL/min. Error bar indicates one standard deviation of the mean value. 
Overall, the average drop speeds at QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min are at a level of 100 mm/s and it 
seems there exists a concave-like tendency line from left to right as QscCO2/QH2O increases from 0.1 to 
2.3, i.e., the characteristic drop speeds approximated by the average drop speeds are declining as 
QscCO2/QH2O increases from 0.1 to 1 due to lowered QH2O and then maintain a constant value as QscCO2 
starts to contribute into the average drop speeds. As a result, the calculated drop flowing time tflowing 
are featured by a convex-like tendency line, as reverse relative to the average drop speeds. The 
contrary trend between tflowing and 𝑣 reveals that the total channel length plays a less important role 
than the average drop speed, though the real overall flowing channel length Lt’ is applied. This result 
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is also reflected by the data at QscCO2 = 50 µL/min, in which the tflowing is linearly shortened from 101 
ms to 38 ms as 𝑣 is linearly increased from 140 mm/s to 360 mm/s. Relying on these calculated drop 
flowing time, the mass transfer coefficient kd that characterizes the hydrodynamic shrinkage process 
of the scCO2 drops in the straight channel can be determined, which is achieved by the specific model 
in section 5.2 of Chapter 5, as shown by equation (5.26). 
6.3.5 Mass Transfer Coefficient (kd) Based on Drop Length and Flowing Time 
Based on the aforementioned scCO2 drop lengths at position 1 (L1) and position 3 (L3) and the 
flowing time (tflowing) of the scCO2 drops in the straight channel, the solute-side mass transfer 
coefficient (kd) can be determined according to equation (5.26). The channel width (W) and depth (D) 
are 150µm and 100µm, respectively. The nominal molar concentration (Cd) can be calculated as the 
ratio of scCO2 density (ρscCO2) and molecular weight (M) of CO2, i.e., Cd = ρscCO2/M, see Table 6-1. 
The equilibrium CO2 concentration (Ce = (1.153±0.005) mol/L) at an assumed sharp interface (a 
saturation scenario) is referred to a constant temperature (T = 313K) and the pressures ranging from 
8,185 kPa ~ 8,284 kPa, which is mainly determined using a linear difference method [400]. A final 
parameter, namely, contact angle (θc) is (141 ± 1.2)°. Therefore, equation (5.26) can be specified as 









.                          (6.8) 
In addition, the standard deviations of kd (𝑠𝑘𝑑) as a function of L1, L3 and tflowing are determined based 
on the respective standard deviations of these three parameters either from the measurements or the 
calculation, namely, 𝑠𝐿1, 𝑠𝐿3  and 𝑠𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔  (see Figure 6.7), which are shown below 
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Table 6-1a Nominal molar concentrations (Cd) of scCO2 calculated by ρscCO2/M. M = 44 kg/kmol. 
QscCO2/QH2O 10/90 15/85 50/280 50/235 50/200 20/80 50/150 25/75 30/70 50/100 
PH2O (kPa) 7897 7890 7940 7930 7923 7887 7909 7884 7878 7898 
PscCO2 (kPa) 8260 8255 8284 8280 8276 8255 8268 8255 8251 8260 
ρH2O (kg/m3) 995.75 995.75 995.75 995.75 995.75 995.75 995.75 995.75 995.75 995.75 
ρscCO2 (kg/m3) 311.75 311 315.4 314.78 314.17 311 312.95 311 310.4 311.75 




Table 6-1b Nominal molar concentrations (Cd) of scCO2 calculated as ρscCO2/M. M = 44 kg/kmol. 
QscCO2/QH2O 35/65 40/60 45/55 50/50 60/40 65/35 70/30 
PH2O (kPa) 7871 7867 7858 7776 7811 7822 7836 
PscCO2 (kPa) 8247 8246 8242 8185 8210 8217 8225 
ρH2O (kg/m3) 995.75 995.75 995.75 995.75 995.75 995.75 995.75 
ρscCO2 (kg/m3) 309.81 309.66 309.07 300.97 304.46 305.45 306.6 
Cd (mol/L) 7.041 7.038 7.024 6.840 6.920 6.942 6.968 
 
Based on the scCO2 drop lengths at position 1 and position 3, Cd and tflowing of scCO2 drops in the 
channel, the mass transfer coefficient kd are calculated by equation (6.8) and are plotted to all the flow 
conditions, as shown in Figure 6.11(A). For QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min, the flowing time (tflowing) of 
scCO2 resulting from various QscCO2/QH2O are characterized by a mean value of 137.35 ms with a 4.94 
standard error (see Figure 6.10). However, the mass transfer coefficient kd tends to develop with 
increasing QscCO2/QH2O in a negative logarithmic way, as shown by the solid line in Figure 6.11(A). 
This result is comprehendible since kd is determined based on equation (6.8) in which the drop length 
L1 and L3 determine kd when tflowing is almost a constant. On the other hand, the drop lengths at 
position 1 and 3 originate from the flow rate ratios. Thus, there could be a logarithmic relation 
between kd and QscCO2/QH2O, which may be interpreted by the relative drop length reduction (see 
Figure 6.7) at a rather constant surface-volume ratio (see the inset in Figure 6.8). It can be found that 
when the surface-volume ratios of scCO2 drops in the straight channel are close, the flowing time (or 
the drop speed) is more likely to control the hydrodynamic shrinkage performance, as quantified by 
the mass transfer coefficient. For QscCO2 = 50 µL/min, different QH2O lead to different QscCO2/QH2O as 
well as significantly different tflowing. From QH2O = 50 µL/min to QH2O = 100 µL/min and up to QH2O = 
150 µL/min, tflowing is decreased continuously from 122 ms to 101.6 ms and down to 68 ms, and at the 
same time, surface-volume ratios of the produced scCO2 drops do not change substantially (less than 
0.1 mm-1, see Figure 6.8). As a result of the decreasing tflowing, kd has been increased from 57 µm/s to 
133 µm/s. However, as QH2O further increases from 150 µL/min up to 280 µL/min, kd starts to 
oscillate at a level of 130 µm/s despite of further decreasing tflowing. This peak indicates that a critical 
tflowing (viz, a critical drop speed 𝑣 ) may exist beyond which the dissolution-diffusion through 
interface will not result in any significant drop shrinkages due to a much too short flowing time (or 
residence time) in the straight channel, given that the S/V of the generated drops are still constant. 
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The effect of tflowing when surface-volume ratios are on a same level can be perceived by the fitting 
curve in Figure 6.11(A). 
     
                                           (A)                                                                               (B) 
Figure 6.11 Mass transfer coefficients kd (A) and volumetric mass transfer coefficients ‘kd*(S/V)a’ 
(B) of scCO2 drops in the straight channel. Solid circles: QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min 
(except QscCO2/QH2O = 70/30 which results in no observable scCO2 segments); hollow 
circles: QscCO2 = 50 µL/min. Error bar: one standard deviation of kd calculated from 
equation (6.9). Fitting curves are added only for discussion convenience. 
In addition to kd, the so-called volumetric mass transfer coefficient kd∙(S/V) can also be obtained 
since surface-volume ratios are known. In order to derive a characteristic surface-volume ratio of the 
scCO2 under a specific flow rate condition (i.e., QscCO2/QH2O), an averaged S/V from the three S/V in 
Figure 6.8 will be applied to calculate kd∙(S/V), which is designated as (S/V)a. The calculated 
volumetric mass transfer coefficient, namely, kd∙(S/V)a, have been plotted in Figure 6.11(B). Overall, 
the correlations of kd∙(S/V)a with flow conditions are analogous to those in Figure 6.11(A). For QscCO2 
+ QH2O = 100 µL/min, the flowing time tflowing rather than surface-volume ratio might be the primary 
factor in controlling the mass transfer from scCO2 drops to the continuously flowing water through 
interface,; and for QscCO2 = 50 µL/min, the effect of tflowing (or say, drop speed 𝑣 ) is more evidenced 
and profound in governing the mass transport. And there could be a critical tflowing (or a critical drop 
speed) below which (or beyond which) no significant drop shrinkage will be resulted. 
6.3.6 Estimate of Total Pressure Drop and Its Effect on Volume Change 
Analogous to the calculations of pressure drops for liquid CO2 drops in the straight microchannel, 
total pressure drops of scCO2 in the straight channel can also be calculated according to equation 
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(5.27). From Figure 5.11(A), a low QLCO2/QH2O usually leads to a slightly higher total pressure drop 
ΔPt; and as discussed in section 5.5.3 in Chapter 5, the total pressure drop is dominated by the single 
phase flow of the continuously flowing water, i.e., the first term on the right hand side of equation 
(5.27). Therefore, instead of calculating all the total pressure drop for all the flow conditions, the one 
which could cause the most significant pressure drop among all flow cases is chosen to be calculated 
here in this chapter. And all others will be characterized with the pressure drops lower than that of the 
chosen case. As shown by equation (5.27), this case should be the one which is characterized by a 
fastest flow velocity of the continuously flowing water. Thus the case QscCO2/QH2O = 50/280 is chosen 
for a pressure drop calculation example. Within the applied microchannel (W = 150 µm, D = 100 
µm), the water slugs under this case will be of a mean velocity 𝑣?̅? = (QscCO2 + QH2O)/(W∙D) ≈ 366.7 
mm/s. The viscosity (ηc) of water is approximately 655.5 µPa∙s referring to a temperature of 40 °C 




2,                                                             (6.10) 
in which Lt (Lt  = 14.7 mm) is the nominal total channel length; Rh is the hydrodynamic radius (Rh = 
120 µm) of the rectangular channel. Based on these parameters, ΔPt is calculated as 7.7 kPa. 
According to the Peng-Robinson’s Eos, the equation set for scCO2 at a temperature of 40 °C can be 





















and  ∆Pt = P0 − P𝑡.
                       (6.11) 
in which R is the gas constant and R = 8.31446 J/(mol∙K); T = 313.15 K is the temperature. For the 
case QscCO2/QH2O = 50/280, P0 is estimated from the CO2 syringe pump, and P0 = 8,284 kPa, thus Pt = 
8276.3 kPa. Substitute P0 and Pt into equation set (6.11), Vmo and Vmt are calculated to be 231.8 
mL/mol and 232.2 mL/mol, respectively. According to equation (5.29), the relative volume change of 
the scCO2 drop as a consequence of this total pressure drop can be calculate as  
∆V𝑡 𝑉0⁄ = N∙∆V𝑚𝑡 𝑉0⁄ = 𝑁∙(𝑉𝑚𝑡 − 𝑉𝑚0) (𝑁 ∙ 𝑉𝑚0)⁄ =
𝑉𝑚𝑡
𝑉𝑚0
− 1 ≈ 1.49‰.          (6.12) 
Although the effect of total pressure drop on scCO2 drops are times higher than that on liquid CO2 
drops (see Figure 5.12(B)), it is still a small quantity compared with relative length reductions as 
shown in Figure 6.7. Therefore, the pressure drop effect on scCO2 drop volume change can be 
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neglected, and the drop shrinkages are attributed to the mass transfer through the interface of the 
scCO2 drop and the continuously flowing water. 
6.4 Conclusion 
As a follow-up study to Chapter 5, the hydrodynamic shrinkage of scCO2 drops (or segments) in a 
straight microchannel has been experimentally studied in this chapter. The same microchip featured 
with a micro T-junction is used to produced scCO2 drops. The hydrodynamic parameters including 
the size and the speed of the scCO2 drop at three specified positions in the straight channel (total 
length = 14.7 mm) are measured. The experimental methodologies are mostly analogous to the ones 
in Chapter 5, but in this chapter, the procedures regarding the applications of even higher pressures 
and a temperature control are focused, as shown in section 6.2. Main results are summarized below: 
 Correlation of the size of the generated scCO2 drop at the T-junction indicates an even more 
significant effect of the elongating time on the final size of scCO2 drop than that when liquid CO2 
is involved. This is reflected by the factor (3.62 in this chapter for scCO2 drops) of the flow rate 
ratio.  
 Based on measured drop sizes at position 1, 2 and 3, drop reductions from position 1 to position 2 
and those from positon 2 to 3 are calculated, which reveal the hydrodynamic shrinkage of scCO2 
in the flowing path, as shown by the relative drop length reductions in Figure 6.7. The different 
behaviors for two groups of flow conditions, i.e., a constant total flow rate (QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 
µL/min) and a constant flow rate of scCO2 (QscCO2 = 50 µL/min) as a result of the flow rate ratio 
(QscCO2/QH2O) reveal that surface-volume ratios of the scCO2 drops and the flowing time of the 
drops in the channel are the two main factors which controls the mass transfer resulted drop 
shrinkage. 
 Surface-volume ratios and flowing time of scCO2 drops in the straight channel are detailed. The 
tendency of relative drop length reduction characterized shrinkage with QscCO2/QH2O at QscCO2 + 
QH2O = 100 µL/min may be more correlated with the flowing time of those scCO2 drops at various 
QscCO2/QH2O, given that surface-volume ratios of those scCO2 drops are similar among different 
flow conditions. More profoundly, the flowing time development with QscCO2/QH2O at the 
condition QscCO2 = 50 µL/min justifies its dominant role in controlling the drop shrinkage 
phenomenon at a constant flow rate of scCO2.  
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 Mass transfer coefficient kd and volumetric transfer coefficient kd*(S/V)a are calculated based on 
the mathematical model developed in Chapter 5. From the kd data, it can be concluded that when 
surface-volume ratios of scCO2 drops in the straight channel are similar, the flowing time is more 
likely to control the hydrodynamic shrinkage performance; as shown by the scenario QscCO2 = 50 
µL/min, the importance of flowing time in controlling the mass transport is justified, and there 
could be a critical drop flowing time (or critical drop speed) below which (or beyond which) no 
significant drop shrinkage will be resulted. 
 The total pressure drop due to segmented flows in the straight microchannel is estimated, and its 
effect on drop volume change is quantified by using the same method as that in Chapter 5. The 
relative volume change thanks to the total pressure drop is no larger than 1.49‰ for all the flow 
cases studied. Therefore, drop shrinkages observed in this chapter can be confidently attributed to 
the mass transfer between the scCO2 drops and the continuously flowing water which mainly 


















Numerical Studies on Hydrodynamics of Single Liquid and Super-
critical CO2 Drop Flowing in Microchannel 
Following the experimental studies of the hydrodynamic shrinkage of liquid and super-critical CO2 
(scCO2) drops in the straight microchannel, as introduced in previous two chapters, this chapter is 
dedicated to preliminary CFD (computational fluid dynamics) studies of one single liquid CO2 drop 
and one single scCO2 drop traveling in a straight microchannel with water simultaneously. Despite 
various results can be shown from numerical simulations, issues such as drop profile, thin film, flow 
fields within single CO2 drop as well as at the interface and interfacial distributions of CO2 subjected 
to diffusion and flow streams in the interfacial regions are analyzed and discussed. 
7.1 Introduction 
Microfluidic geometries and fluid segments have always been characterized by large surface-volume 
ratios and short transfer distances among other merits, which may enhance heat and mass transfer. As 
two-phase flows involving gas-liquid and liquid-liquid are considered in the microscale devices, they 
are mostly characterized by an interface that separates one from the other. Thus, interfacial effects 
(e.g., interfacial tension, contact angle) start to dominate the flow behaviors (e.g., flow regimes) and 
topological changes (e.g., breakup or coalescence) relative to other factors, such as inertial and 
gravitational forces. Among all possible flow regimes, as introduced in Chapter 4, slug flows (may 
also be called ‘segmented flow’ or ‘Taylor flow’) have become one of the most studied patterns in 
experimental and numerical simulation studies, in terms of the flow pattern, flow fields in slugs, slug 
profiles, thin film thicknesses and effects etc. Compared with experiments, numerical simulations are 
much less implemented to study the two-phase microflows, which may be mainly due to the time 
consumption and not-fully developed numerical methods. However, rapid developments in 
computational methods and equipment have promoted the applications of numerical methods in two-
phase microflow simulations, especially the interface involved and resolved ones over the last two 
decades [208,401-404].  
Interface resolving is required in numerical simulations of slug flows in which the interface is often 
unsteady and deformable. Thus a numerical method for chosen to be used must be able to resolve 
interface evolution spatially and temporally, such as one among moving-grid and front-tracking in 
Lagrangian types or volume of fluid (VOF) and level-set (LS) in Eulerian types [404]. Moreover, 
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based on a continuum assumption of the discussed matter where the Knudsen number (Kn = λ/L, λ 
and L indicate a mean free path of molecules and a characteristic length, respectively) is extremely 
small (below 0.001), general governing equations of transport phenomena including the continuity 
equation, the momentum equation and energy equation are applicable to both phases as well as the 
interface on a micro length scale (i.e., tens to hundreds of microns) [403]. In the scope of continuum 
assumption, the interface can be described by either a zero thickness (i.e., sharp interface) or a non-
zero thickness, for the former scenario there exist methods such as interface reconstruction VOF, LS, 
and front-tracking, and for the latter scenario methods may include color function VOF, conservation 
LS and phase-field. Detailed descriptions of the methods are referred to a review by Wörner [403]. 
Most of the above mentioned methods have been applied in numerical studies on slug flows in 
microchannel (mostly, the ones of circular cross sections). For example, Taha and Cui [207] used 
piece linear interface calculation (PLIC) (for interface reconstruction) based VOF for studying the 
hydrodynamics of long gas bubbles in capillaries. A similar strategy combined with a continuum 
surface force (CSF) model for modeling surface tension effects was applied by Gupta et al. [402] in 
simulating Taylor flows in horizontal microchannels. Fukagata et al. [405] numerically studied Taylor 
flow with a presence of heat transfer in a two-dimensional and axisymmetric tube using LS method. 
A phase-field method was utilized by He et al. [406] to probe the bubble shape, superficial velocities 
of gas and liquid in a two-dimensional and axisymmetric channel for gas-liquid two phase flows. 
Another popularly used method, Lattice-Boltzmann method was used by Yu et al. [407] in their 
numerical part study of gas-liquid flow in rectangular microchannels.  
However, as argued by Wörner [403], Talimi et al. [208] and Falconi et al. [408], much fewer 
studies are dedicated to the slug flow in non-circular channels, such as rectangular or even triangular 
ones, which, however, have intrigued much attention in experimental studies, as reviewed in Chapter 
2. The mass transfer across the interface in slug flows has become a promising mechanism for liquid 
extraction and phase separation [409]. And numerical methods can be applied to reveal the interphase 
mass transfer with and without reactions. Schuster et al. [410] computationally studied gas-liquid 
two-phase flow in mini/micro scale channels and the interphase mass transport in both a falling film 
and membrane reactor configurations with finite element method based software package FEMLAB 
(later known as COMSOL). Di Miceli Raimondi et al. [411] implemented direct two-dimensional 
simulations (self-developed codes called JADIM) in studying the mass transfer of liquid-liquid slug 
flow in square microchannel subjected to various flow velocities and channel geometries. Shao et al. 
[412] used COMSOL for simulations of chemical CO2 adsorption to an alkaline solution in a gas-
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liquid Taylor flow in capillaries, both a physical absorption and a chemical absorption at the interface 
were analyzed and compared in terms of absorption fraction and volumetric mass transfer coefficient. 
PLIC based VOF method was used by Onea et al. [413] and Kececi et al [414] in their three-
dimensional simulations on mass transfer of upward and downward gas-liquid Taylor flow in 
rectangular microchannels. 
In order to complement the experimental studies in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, this chapter provides 
a numerical study on the hydrodynamics of both one single liquid CO2 drop and one single scCO2 
drop in a long straight microchannel analogous to that applied in the experimental studies. Issues such 
as drop profile, thin film, flow fields and interfacial molar distribution subjected to diffusion effects 
and local convections at the interface are focused. In section 7.2, fundamentals of the numerical 
simulations regarding general assumptions and governing equations are introduced. The problems are 
formulated and the solution methods are detailed in section 7.3. In section 7.4, the results are shown 
and discussed. A final section 7.5 provided a conclusion of the simulation work. 
7.2 Numerical Fundamentals 
7.2.1 General Assumptions 
Analogous to the configuration in experiments, liquid CO2 and supercritical CO2 are used as the drop 
phases, respectively. DI (de-ionized) water is the continuously flowing liquid in the microchannel. All 
fluids here are incompressible Newtonian fluids and are characterized by constant densities and 
viscosities. The problem is under an isothermal condition and the interfacial tension between CO2 and 
water is constant as imported (thus Marangoni effects on the interface are not considered). Moreover, 
the interface between the CO2 drop and water is a sharp interface, i.e., an interface with a zero 
thickness. In addition, gravitational forces are not considered, which can be rational based on the 
possible range of Bond number in the problem. Last but not least, the wettability of the channel wall 
is deemed uniform and steady, contact angles are constant and are implemented by referring to those 
in experiments. 
7.2.2 Governing Equations 
The CFD software FLUENT (Ansys Fluent 17.0) is used to carry out the simulations in this chapter. 
A finite volume based method is usually used in FLUENT to discretize the governing equations. In 
order for interface resolving, the volume of fluid (VOF) method is based on a fraction function of ‘α’ 
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in each cell which lies between 0 and 1. α = 1 indicates the cell is full with one phase of interest; α = 
0 means the cell is full of the other phase; and one α falls in 0 < α < 1 indicates that the fluids co-exist 
in the cell. Thus the interface resolving is achieved based on a volume fraction equation (also called 
advection equation) of the main phase, as shown below 
Volume fraction equation: 
∂α𝑖
∂t
+ ?⃗? ∙ ∇α𝑖 = 0,                                                           (7.1) 
in which t is time and ?⃗?  is the velocity vector of the fluid. The volume fraction of the other phase will 
not be solved, instead, its volume fraction can be obtained based on  
∑ α𝑖
2
𝑖=1 = 1.                                                                (7.2) 
According to the assumptions of the fluids in section 7.2.1, such as Newtonian and incompressible, 
the continuity equation and the momentum equation can be applied to either or both of the two 
phases. Instead of an overall continuity equation, a convection-diffusion of the primary phase ‘i’ is 
introduced here and which can be written as  
∂
∂t
(𝜌𝑖α𝑖) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑖α𝑖?⃗? ) = −∇ ∙ 𝐽𝑖⃗ + 𝑅𝑖,                                       (7.3) 
where ρi is the density of i-phase, 𝐽𝑖⃗  is diffusion flux from phase i to the other phase through interface 
driven by concentration (and temperature as well) gradients, and Ri is the net production rate of phase 
i (or called specie ‘i’) due to chemical reaction. However, in this work, the chemical reaction is not 
considered, thus Ri is zero in equation (7.3). Further, 𝐽𝑖⃗  can be specified by a sum of mass diffusion 
and thermal diffusion. But here the thermal (or called Soret) diffusion is not considered based on an 
isothermal assumption, i.e., a uniform temperature distribution exists and there is no temperature 
gradient. Therefore, 𝐽𝑖⃗  may be specified under a dilute approximation (i.e., mass fraction of specie ‘i’ 
in the mixture region is much smaller than 1) as follows 
𝐽𝑖⃗ = −D𝑖𝑚∇(𝜌𝑖α𝑖),                                                         (7.4) 
in which Dim is the mass diffusivity of specie ‘i’ in the mixture region. The form of equation (7.3) 
combined with equation (7.4) is applicable to the other phase as well since two phases are involved 
here, and their sum should result in a common overall continuity equation, as shown below 





(𝜌) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌?⃗? ) = 0,                                                       (7.5) 
in which ρ is the bulk density. Besides, a single momentum equation can be solved throughout the 





(𝜌?⃗? ) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌?⃗? ?⃗? ) = −∇P + ∇ ∙ [μ(∇?⃗? + ∇?⃗? 𝑇)] + ρ𝑔 + 𝑓 ,                      (7.6) 
where P is the pressure, µ is the bulk dynamic viscosity, 𝑔  is the gravitational acceleration, and 𝑓  is 
the volumetric interfacial force per unit area. On the right hand side of equation (7.6), the term 
μ(∇?⃗? + ∇?⃗? 𝑇) is the viscous stress tensor which may be designated as ‘τ’. 
Surface tension model 
A surface tension model in FLUENT, namely, continuum surface force (CSF) treats surface tension 
as a source term in the momentum equation [415], as shown in equation (7.6). At the interface 
between the two phases, pressure difference across the interface is correlated to surface tension 
according to the Young-Laplace equation by  
∆P = σ (
1
𝑅1+𝑅2
) = σκ,                                                           (7.7) 
in which σ is the surface tension, ∆P is a capillary pressure induced by the surface tension, R1 and R2 
are two principal radii of the interface, and κ indicates the curvature of the interface. If ?⃗?  is a surface 
normal at the interface, then it can be expressed as the gradient of the volume fraction (α𝑖) of the ‘i’ 
phase, as formulated below 
?⃗? = ∇α𝑖.                                                                    (7.8) 






. Curvature κ is defined as the divergence 
of the unit normal ?̂?, which can be expressed as follows 












∆α𝑖.                 (7.9) 
in which ∆ is a Laplace operator. When the two phases appear in the same cell, a volume force 𝑓  can 
be resulted based on equation (7.7) – (7.9), and 𝑓  is determined from below 
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𝑓 =  σκ𝑖∇α𝑖δ.                                                          (7.10) 
where δ is a Dirac distribution correlated with the interface [403,408]. Note that equation (7.10) is 
only active in the interfacial region. 
Fluid properties treatment: 
Shown in equation (7.5) and (7.6), bulk density ρ and bulk dynamic viscosity µ are generally used in 
the continuity and the momentum equation, respectively. When the cell is purely filled by one phase 
‘i’, the bulk density and viscosity are exactly the phase density and viscosity. However, in the 
interfacial region when the cell is filled with both phases, the bulk density ρ and the bulk viscosity µ 
are weighted by the volume fraction α and the mass fraction, respectively: 
ρ = ∑ 𝜌𝑖
2







𝑖=1 ,                                                         (7.12) 
where 𝜌𝑖 and μ𝑖 are the pure phase density and viscosity, respectively. 
7.3 Problem Formulation 
In this work, a two-dimensional (2D) computational domain for the flow field in a Cartesian 
coordinate system is considered, as shown in Figure 7.1. The computational domain falls into the 
group of a fixed frames type, as reported by [208]. Thus long CPU time are expected. The straight 
channel is horizontally oriented. A constant flow of water in terms of velocity (𝑣 𝐻2𝑂) starts from the 
inlet (boundary condition (B.C.) 1) on the left end, and the fluids will flow out of the channel 
eventually at the outlet on the right end (an outflow boundary, B.C. 3). The boundary conditions are 
fulfilled by the other two, i.e., B.C. 2 and B.C. 4, which are no slip walls.  
Uniquely, none of the common geometries (e.g., T-junction, flow-focusing) for producing droplets 
is utilized in the simulation work here, instead, the to-be-investigated liquid CO2 drop or scCO2 drop 
is formed by marking a specific region located closely to the entrance area as an initialized CO2 drop. 
The marked region (in a rectangular cuboid shape), at its left boundary, is 0.2 mm and 0.3 mm 
distance from the inlet for liquid CO2 drops and scCO2 drops, respectively, as shown by the x0 in 
Figure 7.1. Note that the assigned x0 should be larger than the entrance distance (related to the Re 




Figure 7.1 Schematic of the 2D computational domain for a single liquid CO2 or a single scCO2 drop 
flowing co-current with water in a straight microchannel (total length Lt = 15 mm and 
channel width W = 0.15 mm). Flows of the CO2 drop and water are both from left to right. 
The origin of the coordinate is located at the center of the inlet, the x-axis is in the channel 
length direction and y-axis is in the channel width direction.  
boundary is x1 from the inlet. The difference between x1 and x0, i.e., (x1-x0) exactly defines the length 
of the initialized CO2 drop. In addition to x-dimension, the width of the marked region on y-
dimension is equivalent to the channel width. However, the initialized CO2 drop needs some 
computation time to develop into a realistic cylindrical shaped drop (with a length of L0), and this 
computation time is indicated by Δt0. Generally, Δt0 is a small quantity (< 10%) compared with the 
subsequent overall flowing time of the CO2 drop in the straight channel. After a certain computation 
time when the vertex of the front meniscus of the CO2 drop reaches the outlet of the channel, the 
simulation is considered over and will then be manually terminated. 
7.3.1 Meshing Information and Grid Resolution 
The VOF method based on finite volume discretization is used to solve the equation (7.1), (7.5) and 
(7.6) on a 2D staggered Cartesian mesh. The computational domain, as shown in Figure 7.1, is 
meshed into 2999×119 (on x-axis and y-axis, respectively) quadrilateral cells. A total 356,881 cells 
result in 716,880 faces and 360,000 nodes as well.  
Figure 7.2 shows a quick view of the partial meshing at the inlet region as well as a zoom-in view 
of the grids at the top left corner near the wall (Wall 1 in Figure 7.1). In the entire domain, each cell 
has a uniform length (in x-dimension) of 5 µm, and in the bulk central region, each cell is of a width 
(in y-dimension) of ~1.3 µm. Moreover, the grid is refined in terms of further reduced cell widths 
(approaching 0.1 µm) near the wall region (overall width is 3µm or so which equals to 2%W) in order 
to obtain the thin film that separates the CO2 drop from touching the channel wall. Note that the 
meshing is axisymmetric, thus the meshing scenario is the same at the other channel wall (Wall 2 in 
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Figure 7.1). The meshing method and the grid resolutions are maintained as fixed over all the 
simulation work in this chapter. 
   
                              (A)                                                                            (B) 
Figure 7.2 A quick view of the meshing at the channel inlet (A) and a detailed view of the fine mesh 
at the top left corner region (B). Scale bar in (A) and (B) are 0.05 mm and 0.005 mm, 
respectively. 
7.3.2 Simulation Cases and Material Properties 
In the simulation, six cases in total are investigated, which are designated by the specific ratios of the 
flow rate of CO2 and that of water as inherited from the experiments in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 
Table 7-1 lists the detailed information of all the six simulation cases, including corresponding 
QCO2/QH2O in the experiments, the distance of the initialized drop at its left boundary to the channel 
inlet (x0), the length of the initialized CO2 drop that is determined by (x1 - x0), and the mean flow 
velocities of the continuously flowing water and the initialized drops. Note that (x1 - x0) for each case 
is assigned in accordance with the length of generated CO2 drop under the corresponding QCO2/QH2O. 
Furthermore, mean flow velocities 𝑣 𝐻2𝑂 and 𝑣 𝐶𝑂2 of the continuous phase (water) and the CO2 drop, 
as the initial conditions, are in accordance with the experimentally measured drop speeds. 𝑣 𝐶𝑂2 is 
equivalent to 𝑣 𝐻2𝑂 according to a single-field (or called ‘shared-field’) formulation in which the flow 
field is shared by the co-current phases as shown by the momentum equation (i.e., equation (7.6)). 
For the simulation cases listed in Table 7-1, the material properties of the applied DI water and 
either the liquid CO2 or the scCO2 are referred to the experimental conditions, namely, pressures and 
temperatures, that have been used in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. The material properties including 
density, viscosity, mass diffusivity, interfacial tension and contact angle are listed in Table 7-2. 
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Table 7-1. Simulation cases for a single liquid CO2 drop and a single scCO2 drop. 
Parameters 
A single liquid CO2 drop A single scCO2 drop 




45/55 65/35 75/25 20/80 45/55 50/280 
x0 (mm) 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 
(x1-x0) (mm) 0.36 0.72 0.942 0.33 0.517 0.16 
𝑣 𝐻2𝑂 (m/s) 0.1 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.085 0.3686 
𝑣 𝐶𝑂2 (m/s) 0.1 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.085 0.3686 
 
Table 7-2. Material properties of the applied water and CO2. 
Material properties 
A single liquid CO2 drop A single scCO2 drop 
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 
Corresponding 
QCO2/QH2O (µL/min/µL/min) 
45/55 65/35 75/25 20/80 45/55 50/280 
Water 
density (kg/m3) 1004 1004 1004 995.61 995.59 995.63 
viscosity (µPa∙s)  930 930 930 653.66 653.66 653.66 
CO2 
density (kg/m3) 755.23 755.23 755.23 311 309.07 315.4 
viscosity (µPa∙s) 65.76 65.76 65.76 23.89 23.975 24.11 
diffusivity (10-9 m2/s) 1.79 1.79 1.79 58.193 58.423 57.666 
Interfacial tension (mN/m) 33.2 33.2 33.2 33.47 33.47 33.47 
Contact angle (°) 150 150 150 141 141 141 
The temperatures for liquid CO2 and scCO2 are referred to the experimental temperatures, i.e., 25 
°C and 40 °C, respectively. The pressures are referred to the applied fluid pressures in experiments 
for a specific case. By comparing the physical properties of liquid CO2 with that of scCO2, the density 
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and viscosity of liquid CO2 are generally 2.5 ~ 3 times higher, but the mass diffusivity of scCO2 is 
much higher than that of the liquid CO2. Interfacial tension between CO2 drops and water as well as 
the contact angle are referred to those having been used in the experimental work in the previous two 
chapters. 
7.3.3 Solution Methods 
A pressure based solver implementing a pressure-velocity coupled algorithm is used to solve the 
momentum equation (as shown by equation (7.6)) and the continuity equation simultaneously in a 
coupled way. The full implicit coupling is realized by an implicit discretization of the pressure 
gradient term in the momentum equation and an implicit discretization of the mass flux at faces. The 
volume fraction equation (shown by equation (7.1)) is solved using an implicit formulation. And a 
sharp-interface model is applied for the interface. In addition, an implicit treatment by considering the 
equilibrium between the body forces (e.g., gravitation forces and interfacial forces) and the pressure 
gradient in the momentum equation can improve the convergence of solutions. Last but not least, a 
species transport driven by diffusion is considered for the CO2 in the water (equation (7.3) and (7.4)). 
Spatial discretization and temporal discretization of the phase continuity equation (in which the 
scalar quantity is volume fraction αi, see equation (7.3)) are achieved by using a second-order upwind 
scheme (i.e., the face value is determined by not only the cell center value but also its gradient in the 
upstream cell) and a first-order implicit scheme (i.e., the scalar quantity at next time level is 
determined by the quantity at current time level as well as an evolution function over the time 
difference). In order to solve the momentum equation (equation (7.6)), the discretization of 
momentum is achieved using a second-order upwind scheme which can minimize the numerical 
diffusion, and the pressure discretization is realized by using a body force weighted scheme. For the 
volume fraction value at faces of a cell, a compressive scheme which is a second-order interface 
reconstruction scheme is applied. 
Time step sizing based on (flow) Courant number 
To size an appropriate time step in the temporal discretization is vital to transient numerical 
simulations, which can be assisted by using a dimensionless number, namely, Courant number (Co) 




,                                                                    (7.13) 
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where 𝑣 is a velocity magnitude, m/s; ∆𝑡 is a time step, s; and ∆𝑥 is the control volume dimension, m. 
It generally compares the traveling distance of a fluid element over a time step with that of the 
dimension of a control volume (i.e., cell) [208]. If Co is too large, the simulations become unstable 
and the results will not be correct. As suggested in the reference [208], a typical time step of an order 
of magnitude of 10-5 s or 10-6 s is appropriate for numerical simulations in microfluidics. Here, a time 
step of 5×10-6 s is applied at the CO2 drop preparation stage (i.e., during Δt0 in Figure 7.1) and a time 
step of 1×10-5 s is used during the subsequent flowing stage in the channel. 
Solution initialization and calculation settings 
Prior to the calculation running of each case listed in Table 7-1 and Table 7-2, a solution initialization 
and calculation settings need to be done in advance.  
A standard initialization is chosen in the CFD software FLUENT, and the reference frame of the 
computations is the one relative to cell zones which are fixed in the computation domains, see Figure 
7.1 and Figure 7.2. An initialized gauge pressure of the entire domain is set 0 Pa, given that the gauge 
pressure is the only one meaningful pressure parameter rather than the very high absolute pressures 
working with. Alternatively, the absolute pressures can be considered as referenced pressures in the 
simulations. A purely water flow at one specific constant velocity (see Table 7-1) is assumed from the 
inlet to the outlet of the channel, see Figure 7.1. And moreover, the CO2 drop including its region and 
velocity is initialized by adapting a specified region at a distance from the inlet and patching a 
velocity corresponding to that the water, respectively, see Figure 7.1 and Table 7-1. 
Based on the aforementioned time steps for the two stages of the entire computation time, the 
simulation results are auto-saved every 50 time steps, i.e., every 0.25 ms and 0.5 ms during the CO2 
drop preparation stage and drop flowing stage, respectively. The maximum iterations of one single 
time step are 100. Based on the coupled algorithm as well as later observations of the calculation 
residuals of the relevant parameters, this iteration upper limit is sufficient. 
7.4 Results and Discussions 
In this section, simulation results and relevant discussions are shown and provided. The first part 
introduces the first stage of the computation for one specific case, which is a much shorter one 
compared with the following stage, namely, CO2 drop flowing stage. Also introduced in this part is a 
formation of a complete wall film from the front meniscus to the end meniscus of the drop. In the 
second part, the flow fields within the CO2 drop and near the interface during the second stage of 
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computation are probed. The third also the last part shows the distributions of CO2 at the interfacial 
regions during the second stage which are subjected to both diffusion into water through interface and 
the local convection. 
7.4.1 CO2 Drop Preparation and Thin Film Formation 
As discussed above, none of the commonly used geometries in microfluidics is used to produce 
neither liquid CO2 drop nor scCO2 drop in our simulation work. Instead, an initialized CO2 drop by 
adapting one specific region that is close to the inlet of the channel with CO2 properties (i.e., density, 
viscosity, diffusivity, velocity) is taken advantage of to provide the CO2 drop, as shown in Figure 7.1, 
Table 7-1 and Table 7-2. Since interface tension between pure CO2 phase and water phase is 
considered in the simulation, which is deemed a source term in the momentum equation, as shown in 
equation (7.6) to equation (7.10), the typical cylindrical drop profile can be expected under a 
collaboration of interfacial tension and pressure difference at the interface. However, a certain period 
of computation time are needed for the interfacial tension to show effects.  
Taking case 1 as an example, the first stage of computation for preparing a complete cylindrical 
drop profile is shown in Figure 7.3. The initialized (liquid) CO2 drop is 0.3 mm at its left boundary to 
the channel inlet and has a velocity of 0.1 m/s which equals to that of water. The initial profile of this 
drop is a perfect quadrilateral. After a computation for 0.25 ms, the front boundary of the drop shows 
a bending effect, so does the back one despite a slightly lower degree. As the computation further 
proceeds, water films near the channel wall start to be formed at the front part of the drop which 
separate the drop from touching the wall, and later the films continue to grow to the back part of the 
drop. At t = 9.2 ms, i.e., Δt0 = 9.2 ms, a completely cylindrical profile of the CO2 drop is preliminarily 
shaped, as shown in Figure 7.4. Both the front and the back past of the drop are of a meniscus shape. 
The drop is completely separated from contact with the channel wall by two thin water films, see 
Figure 7.4. The thin films’ thickness is, by measurements, 2 ~ 2.3 µm, i.e., 1.3% ~ 1.5% of the 
channel width (W). Based on the water properties in Table 7.2, the capillary number (Ca) calculated 
by water is 2.8×10-3, which may result in a film thickness of ~2%W according to the discussions and 
therein references in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Therefore, the formed thin water film in this simulation 
is justified. 
Three more images of the liquid CO2 drop at t = 10.2 ms, t = 11.2 ms, and t = 12.2 ms are provided 
in Figure 7.3. The purpose is to showcase a stabilized thin film as well as stabilized front and back 




Figure 7.3 The CO2 drop preparation stage of simulation case 1. Duration of this stage is Δt0 = 9.2 ms. 
Red color indicates the volume fraction of water αH2O = 1, blue color indicates αH2O = 0 
(i.e., αCO 2 = 1), below figures until figure 7.6 are also applied. 
 
Figure 7.4 A completely cylindrical CO2 drop is formed at t = 9.2 ms. Two meniscuses featured drop 
is formed. Thin water film (as shown in two below images) is 2 ~ 2.3 µm thick, compared 
to a 150 µm channel width.  
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verifies the appropriateness of dedicating t = 9.2 ms as an indication of the end of the CO2 drop 
preparation stage. Figure 7.5, as a comparison to Figure 7.4, shows the profile of the liquid CO2 drop 
at t = 12.2 ms, the drop length from the back vertex to the front vertex of the meniscus is 
approximately the same as that at t = 9.2 ms (in Figure7.4). The thin film thickness (measured from 
the two images below) is averaged by (2.09±0.06) µm which basically agrees with that (2 ~ 2.3 µm) 
has been measured at t = 9.2 ms as well. 
 
Figure 7.5 A completely cylindrical CO2 drop is further stabilized at t = 12.2 ms. 
Based on the above strategy to define the end of the CO2 drop preparation stage for simulation 1, 
the other five simulation cases are analyzed, and three important parameters at the moment of the end 
of the first stage, including the time durations (Δt0) of drop preparation stage, drop length (L0) at the 
end of preparation stage and the film thickness (tfilm), are summarized. These three parameters have 
been tabulated in Table 7-3. As argued in Table 7-1, (x1-x0) is the length of the initialized drop in a 
quadrilateral shape, of which the values are assigned based on the experimental data in Chapter 5 and 
Chapter 6. However, during the CO2 drop preparation stage, there are certain expansions of initialized 
drops thanks to the effects of interfacial tension and pressure difference across the interface. Thus, the 
lengths of the prepared CO2 drops are always larger than the initial ones, as shown in Table 7-3. 
Furthermore, the deviations between (x1-x0) and L0 are less significant for scCO2 drops than that for 
liquid CO2 drops, which may be attributed to the slightly higher interfacial tension of the scCO2 and 
water, as shown in Table 7-2.   
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Other than drop length (L0), the time durations (Δt0) of the CO2 drop preparation stage are also 
listed. The determinations of Δt0 are exactly the same as simulation case 1. Despite the values of Δt0, 
they are small quantities compared with the expected time durations of the second stages of the 
computations, namely, drop flowing stage. The comparisons can be carried out by Δt0/(Lt/𝑣 𝐶𝑂2- Δt0) 
which is well below 7.5% for all cases. 
Table 7-3. Time durations of drop preparation stage (Δt0), drop length (L0) at the end of preparation 
stage and the film thickness (tfilm) of all the simulation cases. (x1-x0), as an initialized drop 
length, is compared to the computed drop length L0. 
Parameters 
A single liquid CO2 drop A single scCO2 drop 
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 
Corresponding 
QCO2/QH2O (µL/min/µL/min) 
45/55 65/35 75/25 20/80 45/55 50/280 
(x1-x0) (mm) 0.36 0.72 0.942 0.33 0.517 0.16 
Δt0 (ms) 9.2 10.5 14 4.5 9 2.5 
L0 (µm) 540 915.5 1192.5 373 567 203 





The thin film thicknesses for all the simulation cases are measured and shown in Table 7-3. As can 
be seen, the film thickness generally ranges from 2 µm to 2.5 µm for most of the cases. Uniquely, 
cases 6 is characterized by a minimum film thickness of 3.36 µm which is very different from other 
cases. This increased film thickness actually results from a bullet-shaped scCO2 drop for this case, 
which is determined by the much increased Ca (approaching 10-2) due to a higher fluid velocity. 
Figure 7.6 shows the drop profile of the prepared scCO2 drop for case 6. It shows a difference of 
curvature between the front and the back meniscus of the drop, and thus showcases the bullet-like 
drop profile. Two circles are added in the image to demonstrate the locations for measuring film 
thickness. Note that the indicated locations provide the minimum film thickness for this simulation 
case. Even though, it is much larger than those of the drops in the other five cases. Although case 6 is 
the only one case of a high flow velocity, same drop profile and increased film thickness are 




Figure 7.6 The drop profile of the scCO2 drop for simulation case 6 at the end of the drop preparation 
stage. Two circles are added to indicate where the minimum film thickness are measured. 
7.4.2 Flow Fields within CO2 Drops and at Interface 
Segmented drop flows or Taylor flows in microchannels have been placed with great expectations to 
enhance heat and mass transfer between phases such as gas-liquid and liquid-liquid. One important 
reason among others (e.g., high surface-volume ratios, short transport distances) is the convective 
hydrodynamics within the drops or bubbles as well as those lying in both sides of the interface 
between the phases. This factor is an active one which enables the transports of the thermal energy 
and mass along with diffusion. Thus, flow patterns within the discrete segments and the slugs 
particularly in the vicinity of the segment meniscus which qualitatively describe the convection have 
become interesting issues in both experiments and simulations, as reviewed in Chapter 2 and shown 
in the references in Chapter 5.  
CO2 molecules by diffusion and convection enter into the solvent phase – water, as a consequence, 
the shrinkage of CO2 drop occurs. The shrinkage has been observed and investigated in previous two 
chapters. Prior to the discussion on drop shrinkage based on the simulation results in the next section, 
the flow patterns within the CO2 drop and at the interface are probed in this section. Figure 7.7 shows 
the flow streamlines within the scCO2 drop and in the vicinity of the interface at the drop meniscus at 
eight time moments during the drop flowing stage. The streamlines are plotted in a frame of reference 
of the CO2 drop based on: (1) relative x-axis velocities that are calculated by subtracting the mean 
flow velocity (i.e., 𝑣 𝐶𝑂2 = 0.11 m/s, see Table 7-1) of the drop from the computed x-axis velocities, 
and (2) y-axis velocities (see Figure 7.1). 
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(a) t = 5 ms                                                         (b) = 25.75 ms 
      
(c) t = 44.75 ms                                                  (d) t = 64.75 ms 
     
(e) t = 84.75 ms                                                  (f) t = 104.75 ms 
        
(g) t = 124.75 ms                                                  (h) t = 139.75 ms 
Figure 7.7 Flow field streamlines within the scCO2 drop and in the vicinity of the interface for 
simulation case 4. The scCO2 drop is tracked over the second stage, namely, drop flowing 
stage, of the computation, and the drop profile is shown at eight time moments (see above, 
from (a) to (h)). Red color indicates αCO 2 = 1. 
Focusing on the drop region (colored by red) at each of the eight time moments, there are generally 
four toroidal flow regions and one small front region that can be identified. Two large vortex regions 
which are axisymmetric are located in the center of the CO2 drop. Along the x-axis, these two vortex 
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regions share a same flow path that is identical to the bulk flow; but the vortex directions are converse 
with each other, i.e., one is clockwise and the other is counter-clockwise, which should has been 
determined by the local shear stresses at the interface due to the presence of thin films. The shear 
stresses of the drop at the interface are opposite to the drop flow, and they induce the tangential flow 
velocities within the drop near the interface. Besides, there are two other vortices at the end of the 
CO2 drop that are axisymmetric as well, and these two small vortices are in opposite directions too. 
At the back meniscus, the tangential flow velocities are dominated by the interface tension where 
shear stress becomes a weak role, which can be quantified by the local capillary numbers. On the 
other end of the drop, i.e., at the front meniscus of the drop, no vortex region is observed, instead, 
flows are in an opposite direction to the bulk drop flow. And due to the presence of the two larger 
vortex regions, the drop flows in the front region tend to be split and squeezed towards the thin film 
regions. 
Out of the drop regions, the water slug parts both in the front and at the back of the drop in the 
vicinity of the meniscus are characterized by toroidal flow regions too, which can be found in any one 
of the images in Figure 7.7. In either the front or the back of the drop, there exist two vortex regions 
which are in opposite directions and axisymmetric with each other. These vortices are attributed to a 
combined effects of the shear stresses (in negative-x direction) at the near-wall regions and the net 
bulk flow (in positive-x direction) along the central axis under a presence of a drop meniscus. This 
elucidation can be made clear by considering the contours of the relative x-axis velocities (partly 
based on which the flow streamlines are plotted), as shown in Figure 7.8. The blue regions indicate 
that the thin film separating the drop from touching channel wall as well as the boundary layer 
regions (corner regions in Figure 7.8(a)) near the wall are featured with negative relative x-axis 
velocities. On the other hand, within the water regions and also on the axis, there exist net bulk flows 
which means positive relative x-axis velocities. These observations justify that shear stresses in near-
wall regions are in a reverse direction with respect to the bulk flow, which may further result in the 
flow vortices in water slug. 
From Figure 7.7, it can be seen that the patterns of the flow field streamlines are overall consistent 
among all the studied time moments of the simulation case 4. This result reflects that the governing 
forces as well as their relative strengths during the drop flowing stage in the straight channel, 
quantified by a group of dimensionless numbers such as Ca number, Weber numbers, Reynold 
numbers, are overall constants in a steady hydrodynamic scenario in terms of flow velocities. The 
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constant pattern of flow streamlines within CO2 drops and at the interface, therefore, may also be 
applicable to all the other five simulation cases (i.e., case 1, 2, 3, 5, 6). 
   
                                       (a)                                                                           (b) 
Figure 7.8 scCO2 drop at the moment t = 5 ms in simulation case 4. (a) Contours of the relative x-
axis velocities (absolute velocities subtracted by ?̅?𝑪𝑶𝟐 = 0.11 m/s) and flow streamlines, 
color levels of the band indicate the values of the relative x-axis velocities; (b) drop 
profile colored by the volume fraction of scCO2 for reference, red indicates αCO2 = 1. 
In view of a characteristic pattern of flow streamlines for each of these simulations cases, a time 
moment roughly during the middle of the a full computation process is selected to present a 
representative flow streamline pattern of these cases. Detailed flow streamlines of case 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 
are shown in Figure 7.10. For liquid CO2 drops, as shown by Figure 7.10 (a), (b) and (c), the non-
dimensional drop lengths (L0/W) have a range from 2.4 to 6.3, and correspondingly, the capillary 
numbers of these three cases have an order of magnitude of 10-3. It is noticed that at both the front 
meniscus and the back meniscus of the drops (still within the drop region) there exists a pair of vortex 
regions, thus there are totally six vortex areas can be identified for these liquid CO2 drops. It is also 
clear that the front pair of vortex features a larger area than the back pair of vortex. Taking case 1 as 
an example, the y-axis velocities may be helpful to elucidate the vortex directions of the front vortex 
pair as well as the back vortex pair, as shown in Figure 7.9. It can be seen that across the interface 
there are always reverse y-axis velocities. For example in Figure 7.9(a), the colored small regions 
show a positive and a negative y-axis velocity in a neighboring domain across the meniscus. And the 
reverse directions between these two small regions further result in a small vortex region in between 
of them. Note that this resulted small vortex region is still located within the CO2 drop. This 
inference, i.e., small vortex region in the drop caps is resulted from the shear between inside of the 
drop and outside of the drop, is also applied to the other pair of vortexes in the front meniscus 
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domain, as that shown in Figure 7.9(b). Based on the observations in Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9, it can 
be concluded that the flow streamlines within the drops and in the interface domain are mainly caused 
by the shear directions, which concerns both the shear stresses in the thin film and the local ones at 
the drop meniscuses. 
       
(a)                                                                                     (b) 
Figure 7.9 Contours of y-axis velocities and simple flow streamlines at (a) the back interface 
meniscus and (b) the front interface meniscus at time moment t = 98.7 ms in case 1. Color 
band on the top of each shows the magnitude of y-axis velocity, m/s. 
Back to Figure 7.10, it can also be observed that for those Taylor liquid CO2 drops, within the two 
larger vortexes in the middle of each drop there can be multiple smaller vortex regions acting as the 
centers of each of them. These smaller vortexes may have been produced due to the possibly uneven 
shears from place to place along the elongated drop interface on the x-dimension while on the axis of 
the drop strong inertia always maintains as a constant. Besides, six vortex regions are also found in 
case 5, as shown in Figure 7.10(d), where the scCO2 drop has a non-dimensional length of 3.45 and a 
Ca number of 1.66 × 10-3. However, as already discussed on case 4 using Figure 7.7 and 7.8, there 
are five vortex regions and no significant vortex is found at the front meniscus of the drop. Despite of 
a Ca number of 2.15×10-3 for case 4, the Weber number (We = ρv2L/σ) has an approximate value of 
5.4×10-2. By comparison, inertia becomes 25 times larger than the viscous forces, which is 
quantified by the Re number (Re = We/Ca). Increased inertia justifies its influence on whether can 
vortexes be arisen in the front meniscus of the drop. An extreme condition of scCO2 drop flowing at a 
very high velocity (~0.37 m/s) is provided by case 6, as shown in Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.10(e). The 
velocity increase has a much more profound effect on inertia than on viscous forces, as formulated by 
Re number which is approaching 100 for the scCO2 drop in case 6. The strong inertia does not lead 
any formations of vortexes in the drop meniscus domain; nevertheless, shear stresses still dominate in 
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the thin film region which are still able to cause vortex regions in the middle of the drop, as shown in 
Figure 7.10(e). 
     
                      (a) case 1 at t = 98.7 ms                                           (b) case 2 at t = 100 ms 
    
                         (c) case 3 at t = 100 ms                                         (d) case 5 at t = 83.33 ms 
 
(e) case 6 at t = 24.235 ms 
Figure 7.10 Representative pattern of flow streamlines within the CO2 drops and at the interface for 
all the other five cases (other than case 4), i.e., (a) case 1; (b) case 2; (c) case 3; (d) case 
5; and (e) case 6. 
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7.4.3 Interfacial Distributions of CO2 
Mass diffusivity (i.e., diffusion coefficient) has been assigned to the numerically studied liquid CO2 
and scCO2 in the simulations in this chapter, see Table 7-2. Those diffusivities are determined based 
on the Stokes-Einstein equation, which has been shown by equation (4.14). Based on equation (7.3) 
and (7.4), the diffusion of CO2 into water through the assumed ‘sharp interface’ is considered in all 
the simulations. Nevertheless, the diffusion should not be viewed as the only mechanism through 
which can CO2 be transported but also the convection be considered as well.  
  
(a)                                                                                     (b) 
Figure 7.11 Liquid CO2 drop at three time moments (t = 9.2 ms, t = 83.85 ms, t = 156 ms) in 
simulation case 1. (a) Drop profile in terms of volume fraction, red indicates αCO 2 = 1; (b) 
contours of molar concentrations of CO2 (cCO2) in water, color map on the top indicates 
the values cCO2 and red indicates the nominal cCO2 of pure CO2 (i.e., cCO2 = ρ/M).  
Using case 1 as an example, Figure 7.11 shows comparisons of the volume fraction (of CO2) 
featured drop profiles (see Figure 7.11(a)) with the molar concentrations of CO2 in water featured 
drop profiles (see Figure 7.11(b)), at three moments of the drop flowing stage, i.e., at the beginning t 
= 9.2 ms, roughly at the middle of this stage t = 83.85 ms, and almost at the end of the drop flowing 
stage t = 156 ms. Quantified by a dimensionless number Peclet number (Pe) as formulated by 
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equation (2.26), diffusion is generally weaker in mass transport compared with the advection when 
these two mechanisms are both contributing to the transport process in the same direction. Here, the 
discussions of the CO2 transport are limited to the x-axis direction. And on this dimension, despite of 
the strong effects of the drop advection in the straight microchannel, the drop travels at a same pace 
as with the continuously flowing water based on the assigned velocities of these two phases, see 
Table 7-2. Therefore, the first step of the CO2 transport from its pure phase to the water phase should 
still be relying on diffusion. On the front meniscus of the scCO2 drop, as shown in Figure 7.11(b), the 
concentration gradients of CO2 which drives the diffusion are obvious, as shown by the color changes 
in red to yellow to green and to blue eventually from left to right. However, due to the vortexes on the 
water slug side, as shown in Figure 7.10(a), there are relative convections of the water flow from the 
channel wall towards the channel axis which tends to flush the interface of the meniscus. 
Consequently, a distortion of the diffusion profile is resulted from the neighboring convections. The 
distortions are justified by the triangular convex on the right end of each of the images in Figure 
7.11(b). On the other end of the drop, i.e., the back meniscus, the profile of CO2 molar concentrations 
are rather irregular. Different from the scenario in the front meniscus of the drop, the convections 
here near the back meniscus are overall in an opposite direction against the diffusion. Specifically, 
they are exactly opposite to diffusion on the axis, but at a bit deviated distance (a quarter of the 
channel width) from the axis, the resistive effects of the convections are weakened due to a reduced 
x-axis velocity component, and the diffusion there is less suppressed. Because of the varying relative 
strengths of the diffusions compared with the local convections, the profile of the CO2 molar 
concentrations on the back meniscus generally presents a wavy pattern. In addition to the profiles at 
the meniscuses, there is almost a zero concentration as well as a zero concentration gradient of CO2 in 
the thin film region. This result is not very surprising since the convections in the thin film region are 
extremely rapid in transporting the diffused CO2 despite the flows near the wall are typically slow 
than that in the middle of the channel. 
Although not shown here, the CO2 concentration profiles along the interface between the pure CO2 
phase and the water phase for all the other CO2 drops in a Taylor flow pattern in case 2, 3, 4, 5 are 
very likely the same, based on the flow field streamlines shown in Figure 7.10. Even so, there might 
exist a different local profile at the front meniscus of the scCO2 drop in case 4, where the flow 
streams originate from the water side and continue into the drop through the meniscus, see Figure 7.7 
and Figure 7.8. Since the flow streams are against to the diffusion in this region, the CO2 molar 
concentration profile could be significantly suppressed by the reverse convections. 
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The other distinct scenario of the CO2 distribution profile lies in the simulation case 6 which is 
characterized by an extremely high flow velocity. Uniquely, the flow streamlines within the scCO2 
drop and at the drop meniscuses are shown in Figure 7.10(e). There are only two vortex regions in the 
middle of the drop, and no vortex is found in the meniscus region. This is due to the relative small y-
axis velocities compared with the x-axis velocities, and as discussed in previous section, the neglected 
y-axis velocities, even though there may be differences of these velocities across the meniscus, are 
not likely to induce vortex inside the meniscus. Actually, the relative x-axis velocities dominate the 
flow streams in the central region of the scCO2 drop. Additionally, there are very rare relative 
convection between the water and CO2 due to the quite uniform x-axis velocities. Figure 7.12 shows 
the scCO2 drop in case 6 at three different moments which are chosen comparably as those in Figure 
7.11. Instead of CO2 molar concentrations, the volume fraction of CO2 is applied to identify the 
scCO2 drop. Different from Figure 7.11(a), volume fraction can be relied on to differentiate the pure 
CO2, mixture of CO2 and water, and pure water. As soon as the scCO2 is prepared well during the first 
stage of the computation, the diffusive ring surrounding the pure scCO2 is quite thin which is similar 
as those shown in Figure 11(a). However, as computation continues the diffusive ring becomes 
thicker in the x dimension, and significant wide regions of volume fraction gradients at the front and 
the back meniscus of the drop can be observed, as shown in Figure 7.12(b) and (c). The unidirectional 
gradients indicate that diffusion may be the only one effective transport mechanism for CO2 into 
water although scCO2 drop flows in a high velocity. This diffusion-only scenario can be 
comprehended based on the above discussions on the involved flow streamlines, in which the relative 
x-axis velocities override the differences of the y-axis velocities resulting in no formations of vortex 
in the meniscus regions of the drop, and on the other hand, the dominant x-axis velocity are so 
uniform that any significant relative convection between water and CO2 do not exist. Thus, the effects 
of convection in a relative sense become subtle, and diffusion turns to be the only effective 
mechanism which achieves CO2 transfer into water. 
Based on Figure 7.12, the lengths (Ldrop,x) of the scCO2 drop at those three time moments are 
measured according to a nominal drop defined by a 0.5 cut-off volume fraction. The measured 
decreasing lengths demonstrate the hydrodynamic shrinkage of this scCO2 drop over time. The 
numerically obtained drop lengths are first normalized to the channel width (W = 150 µm), and then 
are compared to the experimental results under the case QCO2/QH2O = 50/280, as shown in Figure 7.13. 
Generally, the simulated drop lengths overestimate the real drop lengths in the experiment. However, 
the decreasing tendency over time has been predicted. Note that the first drop length data point in our 
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simulation is originated from a drop initialization in which an initialized drop length (rather than the 
presented one) has been referred to the experimental drop length and applied in our simulation. If the 
length of the prepared scCO2 drop is precisely predicted, it may enhance the predications further. 
 
 
(a)                                                 (b)                                                  (c) 
Figure 7.12 scCO2 drop at three moments in simulation case 6. (a) t = 2.5 ms, Ldrop,x = (183±4) µm; 
(b) t = 18.235 ms, Ldrop,x = (155±5) µm; (c) t = 37.235 ms, Ldrop,x = (152.5±3.5) µm. Color 
map shows the magnitudes of the CO2 volume fraction, where red indicates αCO 2 = 1. 
 
Figure 7.13 Development of the dimensionless scCO2 drop length (Ldrop,x/W). Simulation results are 
at three time moments (t = 2.5 ms, 18.235 ms, 37.235 ms) of case 6, shown by the open 
circles; experimental results are based on QCO2/QH2O = 50/280 in Chapter 6 in which the 





This chapter presents a preliminary numerical study on the hydrodynamics of one single liquid CO2 
drop and one single scCO2 drop traveling in a straight microchannel, as configured with the same 
geometries as that has been used during the experimental work in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Six 
simulation cases in total, including three (case 1 to 3) for liquid CO2 drop and three (case 4 to 6) for 
scCO2 drop, are considered in this chapter. Each case is analogous to the corresponding experimental 
conditions in terms of the flow properties and the physical properties of the involved CO2 and water, 
as shown in Table 7-1 and Table 7-2. Based on the numerical methods introduced in the section 7.2, 
three main governing equations are used to solve the segmented two phase problem, including: (1) a 
volume fraction equation (equation (7.1)), (2) continuity equations with respect to the two phases 
(equation (7.3)), and (3) an overall momentum equation of one-single fluid formulation (equation 
(7.6)). The diffusivities of liquid CO2 and scCO2 in water are considered. The interfacial tension 
between CO2 and water is considered as a body force which is added to the right-hand side of the 
momentum equation. The numerical problem is formulated as a 2D and transient one. A pressure-
velocity coupling algorithm is applied to solve the governing equations. Main simulation results are 
summarized as follows: 
 The computation for each simulation case is composed of two sequential stages, namely, the first 
stage - CO2 drop preparation stage and the second stage - CO2 drop flowing stage. A full liquid 
CO2 drop preparation stage (Δt0 = 9.2 ms) for case 1 is shown, during which a cylindrical drop 
shape featured with two meniscuses at the front and the end of the drop is formed. And besides, 
thin films of water on two sides of the drop near the channel wall are formed as well, which 
separate the single CO2 drop from contact with the wall. Generally, the drop preparation stages 
for all cases account for less than 7.5% of the entire computation time, and the thin film thickness 
ranges from 2 to 2.5 µm for all Taylor drops (case 1 to 5) and is the largest (3.36 µm) for case 6 
which is characterized by the highest capillary number (approaching to 10-2). The presence and 
thickness of the computed thin film are consistent with the experimentally reported ones, as 
reviewed in section 2.5.1 in Chapter 2. 
 Flow fields within the single CO2 drop and at the interfacial regions are probed in the second part 
of section 7.4. For the CO2 drops in all the simulation cases, there are generally two major 
toroidal vortex regions in the middle of each single drop, which are attributed to the significant 
shear stresses in the thin film regions of the water towards the drop as well as upon the interface 
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(that are parallel to the x-axis). This inference is justified by the tangential flow streams of the 
vortex toroid at the interface which are always consistent with the shear stresses in terms of their 
directions. Moreover, small vortex regions are identified at the front and the back meniscus of the 
CO2 drops in typical Taylor drop flows (case 1 to 3 and case 5), of which the formations are due 
to the reverse velocity components on y-dimension between the inner drop and out of the drop, 
see Figure 7.9. However, as the superficial velocity of the drop (as well as that of water) 
increases, the small vortex regions start to vanish, first at the front meniscus of the drop as shown 
in case 4 (see Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8) and later at both the front and the back meniscus of the 
drop as shown in case 6 (Figure 7.10(e)). The vanishes of small vortexes in meniscus region are 
believed to be resulted from the weakening effects of the y-dimensional velocities under 
increasingly dominant x-axis velocities in case 4 and case 6, as more revealed in case 6 in which 
only the major vortexes in the middle of the scCO2 drop are remained. In spite, increasing 
strengths of inertia relative to viscous forces in those regions are deemed the underlying causes. 
 Interfacial distributions of CO2 when the CO2 drops are revealed. Diffusion tends to result in a 
one-dimensional concentration gradient featured region starting from the initialized sharp 
interface. However, the local convections are able to contribute to the CO2 distributions as well. 
Specifically, radially inward convections out of the front meniscus of the drop at water side 
induce a distortion of the diffusion profile, and an approximately triangular convex of the 
concentration profile is formed, as shown Figure 7.11(b). On the other side of the drop, local 
convections at water side generally show an opposite effect to the diffusion, and uneven relative 
strengths of the convections in comparison with diffusion lead to irregular wavy profile of the 
CO2 concentration distributions there. The CO2 distribution profile scenarios of case 1 may also 
be applicable to other confident Taylor drop flow case, such as case 2, 3, 5, in which the local y-
dimensional velocity components are comparable to the relative x-axis velocities in terms of 
magnitudes in the vicinities of the drop meniscus. But for case 4 and case 6 which are 
characterized by high x-axis velocities, relative convection between the CO2 side and the water 
side turn to be tiny, which contribute little therefore to the CO2 transport from its pure phase to 
pure water. During this moment, diffusion becomes the only effective mechanism controlling the 
CO2 transport, and an only diffusion resulted CO2 distribution profile is formed, as shown in 
Figure 7.12. Nevertheless, simulated scCO2 drop length reductions in case 6 are analogous to 





Conclusions and Recommendations 
Conclusions of this thesis and recommendations for future work are made in this chapter. 
8.1 Conclusions 
Microfluidic devices have been proved effective and efficient means to support scientific exploration 
of transport phenomenon that are difficult to be obtained using macroscale systems. In this thesis, it 
has been applied to investigate the interactions between liquid CO2 and scCO2 with water aiming to 
provide insights to the questions faced by CCS such as capillary and dissolution mechanism 
particularly during the CO2 injection and the early stage of storage. In particular, the author has 
constructed a unique experimental system for two-phase microfluidic studies related with extreme 
pressure/temperature conditions. Based on this system, experimental studies on the generation of 
dense CO2 segments and hydrodynamic shrinkage of liquid CO2 and scCO2 drops in straight 
microchannel are conducted. Additionally, a numerical study of the hydrodynamics of a single liquid 
CO2 and scCO2 drop simultaneously water in a straight long microchannel is done, and the involved 
hydrodynamic issues are revealed. 
The first effort of this thesis (in Chapter 4) is made upon experimentally engineering liquid CO2 
and DI water in a micro T-junction, where liquid CO2 and DI water are injected into the T-junction 
perpendicularly. Over the probed flow conditions including a capillary number (Ca) ranging from 
O(10-4) ~ O(10-2) and various flow rate ratios of these two fluids, two main flow patterns, namely, 
drop flow (Ca ~ O(10-3) ~ O(10-2)) and co-flow (Ca ~ O(10-4)) have been identified. Uniquely, the 
observed drop flows are characterized by an elongating-squeezing stage, preceded by a filling and 
followed by a pinch-off stage, respectively, in which both squeezing and elongating effects co-exist. 
Thus, the common ‘necking’ time for CO2 stream truncation is increased and the truncation point is 
located further downstream from the corner of the T-junction. This extra elongating effect results in a 
modified factor (much larger than 1) in a well-known ‘flow-rate-controlled’ droplet size formulation 
‘L/W = 1 + α(Qc/Qd)-1’. Detailed analyses of a relation between time development and drop size 
increase in the sequential three stages of one drop generation period provide interpretations to the 
modified flow-rate-ratio factors. Besides, the speeds of liquid CO2 drops flowing through the 
microchannels after generation can be approximated by dividing the total flow rates of the two fluids 
by the channel cross-sectional area. Finally, the drop spacing development between the generated 
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drop and the emerging drop within one drop generation period is reported. A linear model is 
developed to predict the spacing as a function of the time. In view of a periodical spacing 
development, the model yields a good agreement with experimental results. 
 Following liquid CO2 drop generation in the micro T-junction in Chapter 4, hydrodynamic 
shrinkage of liquid CO2 drops travelling through a straight long microchannel is experimentally 
investigated in Chapter 5. The liquid CO2 drops that are in a form of flowing Taylor drops (whose 
equivalent diameters are several or even tens of times larger than the channel hydrodynamic 
diameter) are formed using the same T-junction as that used in Chapter 4 with water as the continuous 
phase. Based on various flow rate ratios of liquid CO2 (QLCO2) over water (QH2O), variously sized CO2 
drops in terms of non-dimensional drop length (L/W) are produced, and the drop lengths (L) and drop 
speeds (V) have been measured at three specified positions along the straight microchannel, namely, 
the drop pinch-off position, the midpoint of the total channel length, and the very end of the channel. 
A correlation between the non-dimensional length (L1/W) of the (generated) liquid CO2 drops and the 
flow rate ratio QLCO2/QH2O presents a much larger than 1 (specifically, 1.79) factor of QLCO2/QH2O, 
which has been discussed in details in Chapter 4. It is found that drop length reductions is not highly 
dependent on flow rate ratios, indicating that the absolute drop shrinkage may be independent of the 
original drop sizes. However, relative drop length reduction ΔL/L1 shows differences among all the 
flow rate conditions, which has decreased from 0.1 to 0.025 as QLCO2/QH2O increases from 20/80 to 
75/25. It shows that slightly longer flowing time of smaller drops (produced by lower QLCO2/QH2O) 
may have promoted the mass transfers through the interface between CO2 drops and water. 
Mathematical formulations of drop surface area (A) and volume (V) are provided in this chapter by 
considering a typical Taylor drop in square microchannels with a presence of the thin film. The 
surface-volume ratios (S/V) of all the drops at the specified three positions are evaluated against the 
flow rate ratio QLCO2/QH2O, which indicates that there is almost no significant difference of S/V 
among all the flow rate conditions. Other than drop lengths, drop speeds at position 1 (v-1), 2 (v-2) 
and 3 (v-3) are measured as well, which assist in calculating the flowing time of the CO2 drops in the 
channel and, as a further step, the mass transfer coefficients of CO2 in water. For QLCO2/QH2O < 1, 
those three drop speeds are almost constant and generally lower than the reference velocity vTotal, i.e., 
a superficial velocity by dividing the total flow rate (QLCO2 + QH2O) by the channel cross section; for 
QLCO2/QH2O > 1, the velocities can still be approximated by vTotal despite of a decrease from v-1 to v-2 
and down to v-3. Based on an averaged drop speed and a real channel length (see Table 5-1), the real 
drop flowing time are estimated. Because of a slightly longer real channel length and a lower drop 
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speed, the flowing time for QLCO2/QH2O < 1 are roughly 10ms higher than those for QLCO2/QH2O > 1. 
Furthermore, the mass transfer coefficient can be determined depending on a mathematically 
developed form of kd. Two types of mass transfer coefficient, i.e., kd (mm/s) and kd∙(S/V) (1/s) are 
considered. Generally, lower QLCO2/QH2O results in relatively higher mass transfer coefficients in 
terms of both kd and kd∙(S/V), which is essentially attributed to the corresponding flowing time given 
that surface-volume ratios are on the same level (104 m-1). Moreover, mass transfer capabilities of 
different flow conditions are also justified by the relative drop length reductions. Also considered are 
the potential effects of the pressure drops due to the drop flows in the straight microchannel on the 
drop volume. Despite a slight decrease (~100 Pa) subjected to increasing QLCO2/QH2O, the values of 
total pressure drop ΔPt are averaged at ~3,175 Pa with a standard error of 1.6%. Combined with the 
Peng-Robinson Eos (equation of state) for liquid CO2 and estimated initial pressures at the T-junction 
from the CO2 pump, drop volume changes relative to the original volumes are correlated to the molar 
volumes present in the Eos. Overall, the resulted volume changes are calculated as relatively small 
quantities (ΔV/V0 = 0.39‰ ~ 0.52‰). 
A follow-up experimental study concerning hydrodynamic shrinkage of scCO2 drops (or segments) 
in a straight microchannel is provided in Chapter 6. The experimental methodologies are mostly 
analogous to the ones applied in Chapter 5, but in this chapter the procedures regarding the 
applications of even higher pressures and a temperature control are different from that in Chapter 4 
and are specifically introduced, as shown in section 6.2. A correlation of the sizes of generated scCO2 
drops at the T-junction with the flow rate ratios indicates a more intensified effect of the elongating 
time on the final sizes of scCO2 drops than that when liquid CO2 is involved. This is reflected by the 
factor (3.62 in chapter 6 for scCO2) of the flow rate ratios. Also based on scCO2 drop sizes at three 
similarly specified positions on the straight channel, the drop reductions from position 1 to position 2 
and those from positon 2 to 3 are calculated, which reveal the hydrodynamic shrinkage of scCO2 in 
the flowing path, as shown by the relative drop length reductions in Figure 6.7. Different behaviors of 
two groups of flow conditions, i.e., a constant total flow rate (QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min) and a 
constant flow rate of scCO2 (QscCO2 = 50 µL/min) as functions of flow rate ratios (QscCO2/QH2O), reveal 
that surface-volume ratios of the scCO2 drops and the flowing time of the drops in the channel are the 
two main factors which control the mass-transfer-led drop shrinkage. Based on the surface-volume 
ratios and the flowing time of scCO2 drops, the tendency of relative drop length reduction 
characterized shrinkage with QscCO2/QH2O at the condition QscCO2 + QH2O = 100 µL/min may be 
correlated with the flowing time of those scCO2 drops at various QscCO2/QH2O, given that the surface-
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volume ratios are similar among different flow conditions. Moreover, the flowing time development 
with QscCO2/QH2O at the condition QscCO2 = 50 µL/min justifies its dominant role in controlling the drop 
shrinkage phenomenon at a constant flow rate of scCO2. Similar to Chapter 5, the mass transfer 
coefficient kd and the volumetric transfer coefficient kd*(S/V)a are calculated based on the developed 
mathematical model of kd. It is concluded that the flowing time of scCO2 drops in the straight channel 
rather than surface-volume ratio controls the hydrodynamic shrinkage performance; for QscCO2 = 50 
µL/min, the flowing time becomes more influential, and there could exist a critical drop flowing time 
below which no significant drop shrinkage will occur. The total pressure drop due to segmented flows 
in the straight microchannel is estimated as well, and the corresponding relative volume changes are 
no larger than 1.49‰ for all the studied flow cases. Therefore, the drop shrinkages observed can be 
confidently attributed to the mass transfer between the scCO2 drops and the continuously flowing 
water which mainly occurs through the interface of these two fluids. 
The final part of the thesis (Chapter 7) is a preliminary numerical study on the hydrodynamics of 
one single liquid CO2 drop and one single scCO2 drop traveling simultaneously with water in a 
straight microchannel. The two-dimensional numerical domain is configured with the same 
geometries as that has been used during the experimental work in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 
Analogous to the corresponding experimental conditions of the involved CO2 and water, as shown in 
Table 7-1 and Table 7-2, six cases in total are considered in this chapter, including three (case 1 to 3) 
for liquid CO2 drop and three (case 4 to 6) for scCO2 drop. Three main governing equations 
including: (1) a volume fraction equation (equation (7.1)), (2) continuity equations with respect to the 
two phases (equation (7.3)), and (3) an overall momentum equation of one-single fluid formulation 
(equation (7.6)) are solved in the simulations. In addition, the diffusivities of liquid CO2 and scCO2 in 
water are considered, the interfacial tensions between CO2 and water regarded as a body force is also 
considered, as shown by the term on the right-hand side of the momentum equation. The computation 
of each case is believed to be composed of two sequential stages, namely, a first stage - CO2 drop 
preparation stage and a second stage - CO2 drop flowing stage. Taking case 1 as an example, liquid 
CO2 drop preparation stage (Δt0 = 9.2 ms) is fulfilled when a cylindrical drop shape featured with two 
meniscuses at the front and the end of the drop is formed and thin water films near the channel walls 
are formed as well. In general, the drop preparation stages for all cases account for less than 7.5% of 
the entire computation time, the thin films have a thickness range of 2 ~ 2.5 µm for all Taylor drops 
(case 1 to 5) and shows a largest value (3.36 µm) for case 6 that is characterized by the highest 
capillary number (~10-2). Besides, flow fields within the single CO2 drop and at the interfacial regions 
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are probed. There are generally two major toroidal vortex regions in the middle of each single CO2 
drop, which are a result of the significant shear stress lying in between the central axis and the near-
wall interface. The inference is justified by the tangential flow streams of the vortex toroid at the 
interface which are consistent with the shear stress in terms of directions. Additionally, small vortex 
regions are identified as well at the front and the back meniscus of the CO2 drops in typical Taylor 
drop flows (i.e., case 1 to 3 and case 5), whose formations are due to the near-meniscus y-axial 
shears, as evidenced by the reverse y-axial velocity components. As the superficial velocity of the 
drop (as well as that of water) increases, these small vortex regions vanish at the front meniscus of the 
drop first (see Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8) and later at both the front and the back meniscus of the drop 
(Figure 7.10(e)). The disappearance of these small vortexes results from the weakening effects of the 
y-dimensional velocities along with the increasingly dominant x-axial velocities in case 4 and case 6. 
Fundamentally, increasing strength of inertia relative to viscous forces in those regions is deemed the 
underlying causes. Finally, interfacial distributions of CO2 are shown. Diffusion tends to present a 
one-dimensional concentration gradient starting from an initialized sharp interface, however, local 
convection contributes to the CO2 distributions as well. As observed, radially inward convection out 
of the front meniscus of the drop at water side distort the diffusion profile, and a triangular convex of 
the concentration profile is formed. Focusing on the back meniscus, local convection in water 
generally shows an opposite effect on the diffusion. Non-uniformities of the relative strength of 
convection compared with diffusion lead to an irregular wavy profile of the CO2 concentration. The 
observed CO2 distribution profile of case 1 is applicable to other Taylor drop flow cases in which the 
local y-axial velocity components can be comparable to the relative x-axial velocities in terms of 
magnitudes within the vicinities of the drop meniscus. However, for case 4 and case 6 that are 
characterized by high x-axial velocities, relative convection between CO2 and water should be tiny, 
resulting in little contribution to the CO2 transport, thus diffusion becomes the only effective 
mechanism for the CO2 transport. Despite slight overestimations, simulated scCO2 drop length 
reductions in case 6 agree with those reported in the experimental study in Chapter 6. 
8.2 Future Work Recommendations 
Based on the accomplished work in this thesis and experimentally as well as numerically observed 
phenomenon, a few recommendations for future work are put forward here, as detailed below:    
(1) Dynamic interfacial effects led interface deformation 
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From the experimental observations of liquid CO2/water as well as scCO2/water two phases flows in 
the micro T-junction, the CO2 drop generation has been characterized by an elongating-squeezing 
stage, which results in a significant increase of the common ‘necking’ time of the dispersed CO2 
streams as well as the entire drop generation period. Dynamic interfacial effects, either dynamic 
contact angles or a non-uniform interfacial tension distribution on the interface (thus Marangoni 
stresses are induced) between CO2 stream and water stream, may have led to a deformation of the 
interface at its clear upper section (see Chapter 4) during the second stage and the third stage of the 
drop generation, which no longer assists in squeezing the dispersed CO2 stream. Therefore, dynamic 
interfacial effects led interface deformation becomes one suggested topic for future work. This 
investigation can be carried out by using an appropriate three-dimensional optical visualization 
technology to show the interface on the channel depth dimension. On the other hand, the visualization 
requirement is one key limitation as well. 
(2) After-generation drop speeds interpretation 
As discussed in Chapter 4, experimentally measured after-generation CO2 drops’ speeds can be 
approximated by dividing total flow rates over the channel cross sectional area. This finding has also 
been reported by other researchers. However, no insightful explanations about this approximation is 
provided. Also in this thesis, only experimentally measured drop speeds are reported and compared to 
the calculated ones based on flow rates. It is advised here that the approximation might be interpreted 
from two perspectives: (1) conservation of momentum and kinetic energy, based on which the 
kinetics of the generated drop are composed by one inherited from the original dispersed fluid flow 
and the other due to the ‘pushing’ effect of the continuous fluid; and (2) lubrication theory, in which 
both a strong shear stress in the thin film (separates the CO2 stream from contact with the channel 
wall) and a pressure difference between the two ends of the thin film (in the flow direction) contribute 
to the towing of the emerging drop downstream. If the latter perspective is chosen, a physical model 
of the thin film between the drop head and the channel wall may be required, and a scenario of Stokes 
flow in this film (in flow direction) may also need to be considered. In addition, appropriate boundary 
conditions are also necessary. 
(3) Verifications on calculations of Taylor drop surface area and volume 
As shown by equation (5.24) and (5.25), the surface area (A, m2) and volume (V, m3) of one single 
Taylor drop in a rectangular cross-section microchannel can be calculated. The thin film at the 
channel wall and gutter region in the corner region are considered, and the drop caps at the front and 
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the back of the drop are assumed as a half of a general triaxial ellipsoid. Nevertheless, the 
mathematical formulations of surface area and volume in this thesis have to be verified, either by 
experiments or numerical methods. However, it should be noted that a precise determination of these 
two geometrical parameters of a typical Taylor drop (or bubble) is not an easy job, unless an 
extremely reliable measurement technology in experiments or a more accurate computation method in 
numerical results are applied. 
(4) Numerical considerations of mass transfer mechanisms 
Although the diffusion and the convection mechanism are considered in our simulation work in 
Chapter 7, they do not induce analogous drop length reductions as those reported in experimental 
work in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 for case 1 to 5. It also explains why the CO2 drop shrinkage is not 
calculated and compared with the experimental data. Instead, the discussions have been limited to the 
hydrodynamic issues of the numerical problems and only the interfacial CO2 distributions 
surrounding the drop are discussed (however, case 6 is an exception). Unobservable drop length 
reductions for typical Taylor CO2 drops (in case 1 to case 5) are mainly due to no setting of any mass 
transfer mechanisms, which calls for either a mass transfer coefficient or a mass transfer rate being 
known. Therefore, in future numerical work on not only the hydrodynamics but also the mass transfer 
issues, an appropriate treatment of the mass transfer properties of CO2 in water is required. 
(5) More possible projects realizable in the experimental system 
The core of the experimental system lies in the microfluidic module, i.e., the non-permanent 
connector and the microfluidic model, which would enable three-phase flow and flow in two-
dimensional porous media. Due to its excellence in working at extreme pressure/temperature 
conditions, other supercritical fluids (e.g., supercritical water, supercritical ethane, supercritical 
propane, etc.) could be implemented in this system under purposely regulated pressure and 
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Connector/Microchip Assembling Tests 
This appendix details the assembling tests of the connector and the microchip done in the year 2015. 
The contents of each test including test durations, assembling conditions, main results, possible 
reasons and suggestions have been tabulated.  
A.1. Test Method 
 
Figure A.1 The setup for testing the assembling quality of the connector/microchip 
 
Figure A.2 A close look at the assembly of connector/microchip. 
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A.2. Details of the five tests 




Starting Ending Duration 
April 2, 6:38 pm April 6, 11:00 am 3 days 16hs 22 mins 
Conditions 
X-ring AS568-004, 75A; 
Channel width-100um microchip; 
Glass block (49.8mm × 25mm ×10.2mm); 
Original upper part (80mm × 25mm ×7mm); 
Initial pressure: 59.1 bar, ending pressure: 58.7 bar. 
Results 
 
Central x-ring expanded; 
Microchip cracked at its contact region with the x-ring;  
Glass block cracked at its middle;  
The upper part (stainless steel) of the connector was slightly bended. 
Possible 
reasons 
In the order from a larger possibility to a smaller: 
The upper part is not robust enough, resulting in an extent of bending; 
Glass block is not thick enough; 
X-ring’s hardness is not enough; 
Test time is too long, leading to a significant x-ring expansion.  
Suggestions 
Robust upper part; 
Thick compression block; 
Hard O-rings; 
Shorter test time if using a real microchip. 
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Starting Ending Duration 
April 10, 1:00 pm April 13, 3:15 pm 3 days 2hs 15 mins 
Conditions 
X-ring AS568-004, 75A; 
Glass block; 
New upper part (80mm × 37mm ×12mm); 




Central x-ring expanded (Original size: Dout=5.38mm, Din=2mm, t=1.7mm; after 
expansion: Dout=7.6mm, Din=3mm, t=2.7mm; as measured by a caliper);  
Glass block remains;  
Possible 
reasons 
In the order from a larger possibility to a smaller: 
The upper part is robust enough, providing enough supportive compression to the 
glass block; 
Test time and CO2 pressure is too long and too high, leading to a significant x-ring 
expansion.  
Suggestions 
Robust upper part; 
Hard O-rings; 









Starting Ending Duration 
April 13, 4:05 pm April 14, 2:50 pm 22hs 45 mins 
Conditions 
O-ring AS568-004, 90A; 
New PMMA plastic glass block (49.3mm × 23.9mm ×12.1mm); 
New upper part; 
Initial pressure: 77 bar, ending pressure: ~77 bar 
Results 
 
Central x-ring hardly expands; 
CO2 reacts with PMMA, resulting in a small bulge.  
Possible 
reasons 
In the order from a larger possibility to a smaller: 
The upper part is robust enough, providing enough supportive compression to the 
plastic glass block; 
The compression results in a tight-enough sealing and a limited space for o-ring 
expansion. 
CO2 tends to react with PMMA naturally, particularly under extreme high pressures. 
Suggestions 
Robust upper part; 
Thick compression block; 
Hard O-rings; 








Starting Ending Duration 
April 14, 4:00 pm April 15, 6:45 pm 1 day 2hs 45 mins 
Conditions 
O-ring AS568-004, 90A; 
Glass block; 
New upper part; 
Hand-tightened the compression screws; 
A piece of a broken microchip; 
Initial pressure: 79.5 bar, ending pressure: 75.6 bar 
Results 
 
Central O-ring expands (after expansion: Dout=6.1mm, Din=2.14mm, T=2.1mm， as 
measured by a caliper); 
Hand-tightening maybe good enough for leakage free. 
Possible 
reasons 
In the order from a larger possibility to a smaller: 
The upper part is robust enough, providing enough supportive compression to the 
glass block; 
The deformation of the o-ring resulted from hand tightening works well in terms of a 









Starting Ending Duration 
April 16, 6:10 pm April 17, 11:00 am 17hs 10 mins 
Conditions 
O-ring AS568-004, 90A; 
Glass block; 
New upper part; 
Hand tightened the compression screws; 
A piece of a broken microchip; 
Initial pressure: 80 bar, ending pressure: 80 bar 
Results 
 
Central O-ring expands (Original size: Dout=5.34mm, Din=1.79mm, T=1.73mm; after 
expansion: Dout=5.99mm, Din=1.91mm, T=2.19mm; as measured by a caliper); 
Hand tightening good enough for leakage free. 
Possible 
reasons 
In the order from a larger possibility to a smaller: 
The upper part is robust enough, providing enough supportive compression to the 
glass block; 
The deformation of the O-ring resulted from hand tightening works well in terms of a 
leakage free sealing for a pressure up to 80bar. 
Suggestions 
1. Robust upper part; 
2. Whether 75A or 90A, they both can suffer from CO2 diffusion into themselves 
under a long time and a high pressure.  
3. A uniform hand-tightening of the compression screws is good enough for sealing. 
4. Always release CO2 off from inside device once the test or experiment finishes; 






Starting Ending Duration 
April 17, 12:00 pm April 17, 5:00 pm 5hs 
Conditions 
O-ring AS568-004, 90A; 
Glass block; 
New upper part; 
Hand tightened the compression screws; 
A piece of a broken microchip; 
Initial pressure: 77.2 bar, ending pressure: 77.2 bar 
Results 
 
Exit  O-ring expands (Original size: Dout=5.34mm, Din=1.79mm, T=1.73mm; after 
expansion: Dout=5.95mm, Din=1.81mm, T=2.07mm; as measured by a caliper); 
Hand tightening good enough for leakage free. 
Possible 
reasons 
In the order from a larger possibility to a smaller: 
The upper part is robust enough, providing enough supportive compression to the 
glass block; 
The deformation of the O-ring resulted from hand tightening works well in terms of a 
leakage free sealing for a pressure up to 80bar. 
Suggestions 
1. Robust upper part; 
2. Whether 75A or 90A, they both can suffer from CO2 diffusion into themselves 
under a long time and a high pressure.  
3. A uniform hand-tightening of the compression screws is good enough for sealing. 
4. Always release CO2 off from inside device once the test or experiment finishes; 






Starting Ending Duration 
April 17, 5:30 pm April 20, 11:00 am 2days 17hs 30mins 
Conditions 
O-ring AS568-004, 90A; 
Glass block; 
New upper part; 
Hand tightened the compression screws; 
A piece of a broken microchip; 
Initial pressure: 70 bar, ending pressure: 66.3bar 
Results 
 
Water-hole-side  O-ring expands (Original size: Dout=5.34mm, Din=1.79mm, 
T=1.73mm; after expansion: Dout=6.35mm, Din=2.12mm, T=2.20mm; as measured by 
a caliper); 
Hand tightening good enough for leakage free. 
Possible 
reasons 
In the order from a larger possibility to a smaller: 
The upper part is robust enough, providing enough supportive compression to the 
glass block; 
The deformation of the O-ring resulted from hand tightening works well in terms of a 
leakage free sealing. 
Suggestions 
1. Robust upper part; 
2. Whether 75A or 90A, they both can suffer from CO2 diffusion into themselves 
under a long time and a high pressure.  
3. A uniform hand-tightening of the compression screws is good enough for sealing. 
4. Always release CO2 off from inside device once the test or experiment finishes; 








Starting Ending Duration 
April 20, 4:40 pm April 21, 12:30 pm 19hs 50mins 
Conditions 
 
O-ring AS568-004, 90A; 
Glass block; 
New upper part; 
Hand tightened the compression screws; 
w-150um microchip; 
Initial pressure: 60.1 bar, ending pressure: 59.7 bar 
Results 
Speculation: O-rings should have expanded.  
Hand tightening good enough for leakage free. 
Possible 
reasons 
In the order from a larger possibility to a smaller: 
The upper part is robust enough, providing enough supportive compression to the 
glass block; 
The deformation of the O-ring resulted from hand tightening works well in terms of a 
leakage free sealing. 
Suggestions 
1. Robust upper part; 
2. Whether 75A or 90A, they both can suffer from CO2 diffusion into themselves 
under a long time and a high pressure.  
3. A uniform hand-tightening of the compression screws is good enough for sealing. 
4. Always release CO2 off from inside device once the test or experiment finishes; 






Starting Ending Duration 
April 21, 09:00 pm April 22, 10:25 am 13hs 25mins 
Conditions 
 
O-ring AS568-004, 90A; 
Glass block; 
New upper part; 
Hand tightened the compression screws; 
w-150um microchip; 
Results 
Back pressure data recording via LabVIEW
 
Suggestions 
1. Robust upper part; 
2. Whether 75A or 90A, they both can suffer from CO2 diffusion into themselves 
under a long time and a high pressure.  
3. A uniform hand-tightening of the compression screws is good enough for sealing. 
4. Always release CO2 off from inside device once the test or experiment finishes; 





Matlab Codes for Drop Measurements 
This appendix details the Matlab (R2014a, MathWorks, Inc.) codes which have been applied to 
identify the flowing liquid CO2 drops and scCO2 drops in the recorded videos from using a 
microscope (BX51, Olympus) and a high speed camera (V210, Phantom). Parameters including drop 
length, drop width, drop spacing (or say, water slug length) and drop speeds can be extracted and 
stored based on the following Matlab codes. My lab colleague, Mr. Yuk Hei David, Wong during the 






% IMPORT PARAMETERS 
in_path = 'x:\xx\xxx\xxxx\'; % indicate the path for the imported video file 
in_file_name = xxxx.tif'; % indicate the imported file name 
  
% EXPORT PARAMETERS 
ex_path = 'x:\xx\xxx\xxxx\'; % indicate the path for the exported video file 
ex_filename = 'xxxx.avi'; % indicate the exported file name 
ex_fps = 10; 
ex_quality = 100; 
  
% BACKGROUND SELECTION PARAMETERS 
bg_start_frame = x; % from which frame a background selection starts 
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bg_interval = x; % at what an interval the background selection proceeds 
bg_n = x; % indicate how many frames are used for selecting the background 
  
bg_y_top = y; % from what y-dimensional value the background originates 
% bg_x_left = 135;  
bg_boxsize = 70; 
  
% DROPPLET IDENTIFICATION PARAMETERS 
dp_thresh = 20/255; 
dp_inside_pixel = 8000; 
dp_morph_radius = 7; 
 
% POST PROCESS 
pp_original_fps = xxxx;  % frame per second (fps) of the original video  
 
%% Import TIFF 
info = imfinfo([in_path,'\',in_file_name]); 
f = 1; 
while 1 
    try 
        I8 = imread([in_path,'\',in_file_name],f); 
    catch 
        break 
    end 
    raw(:,:,f) = I8;   
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    f = f+1; 
end 
clear i I8 in_* 
  
%% Select Background 
end_frame = bg_start_frame + bg_n*bg_interval; 
frames = [bg_start_frame:bg_interval:end_frame]; 
background =[]; 
figure;  
for f = 1:bg_n;   
    subplot(1,bg_n,f) 
%     subplot(bg_n,1,f) 
    imshow(raw(:,:,frames(f))); 
    hold on 
    axis manual 
     
    y = bg_y_top + bg_boxsize*(f-1); 
%     x = bg_x_left + bg_boxsize*(f-1); 
%     box(:,f) = [x,1,bg_boxsize-1,size(raw,1)]; 
    box(:,f) = [1,y,size(raw,2),bg_boxsize-1]; 
    rectangle('Position',box(:,f)); 
     
    piece = imcrop(raw(:,:,frames(f)),box(:,f)); 
    background = cat(1,background,piece); 




rect = [1,min(box(2,:)),size(raw,2),sum(box(4,:))+bg_n-1]; 
% rect = [min(box(1,:)),1,sum(box(3,:))+bg_n-1,size(raw,1)]; 
  
figure; imshowpair(imcrop(raw(:,:,1),rect),background,'montage') 






%% Main Loop 
SE = strel('disk',dp_morph_radius); 
time_step = 1/pp_original_fps; 
  
figure; 
for f = 1:size(raw,3) 
    display(f) 
     
    %IMAGE PROCESSING identifying droplet 
    tic 
    cropped = imcrop(raw(:,:,f),rect); % apply crop 
    foreground = imabsdiff(cropped,background); % isolate foreground 
    BW = im2bw(foreground,dp_thresh); % convert to binary 
    BW2 = imfill(BW,'holes'); % fill intact droplet 
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    WB = imcomplement(BW2); 
    WB2 = bwareaopen(WB,dp_inside_pixel); % fill entrance exit droplet 
    BW2 = imcomplement(WB2); 
    BW3 = imopen(BW2,SE); % clean edges and noise 
    timer_improc(f) = toc; 
     
  
    % IMAGE PROCESSING extracting data 
    tic 
    B = bwboundaries(BW3); % find boundaries 
    stat = regionprops(BW3, 'Centroid', 'Area', 'Perimeter','BoundingBox'); 
    frame_data(f).boundaries = B; 
    frame_data(f).centroids = cat(1,stat.Centroid); 
    frame_data(f).areas = cat(1,stat.Area); 
    frame_data(f).perimeters = cat(1,stat.Perimeter); 
    frame_data(f).boundingbox = cat(1,stat.BoundingBox); 
    timer_data(f) = toc; 
     
    % POST PROCESS spacing --> bounding box limits 
    tic 
    bb = frame_data(f).boundingbox; 
    for j = 1:size(bb,1)  
        l(j) = bb(j,1); 
        t(j) = bb(j,2); 
        r(j) = bb(j,1) + bb(j,3); 
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        b(j) = bb(j,2) + bb(j,4); 
    end 
     
    % POST PROCESS spacing --> sort from top to bottom / left to right 
    if ~isempty(bb) 
        [t_sorted,ind] = sort(t); 
        b_sorted = b(ind); 
        l_sorted = l(ind); 
        r_sorted = r(ind);     
    %     [l_sorted,ind] = sort(l); 
    %     r_sorted = r(ind); 
    %     t_sorted = t(ind); 
    %     b_sorted = b(ind); 
        sorted_data(f).time_ms = f*time_step*1000; 
        sorted_data(f).left = l_sorted'; 
        sorted_data(f).top = t_sorted'; 
        sorted_data(f).right = r_sorted'; 
        sorted_data(f).bottom = b_sorted'; 
        sorted_data(f).drop_width = (r_sorted - l_sorted)'; 
        sorted_data(f).drop_length = (b_sorted - t_sorted)'; 
    end 
     
    % POST PROCESS spacing --> plot spacing in blue 
    for j = 1:size(bb,1)-1  
        spacing(j) = t_sorted(j+1) - b_sorted(j); 
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        spaceline_x(j,1) = (r_sorted(j)+l_sorted(j))/2; 
        spaceline_x(j,2) = (r_sorted(j+1)+l_sorted(j+1))/2; 
        spaceline_y(j,1) = b_sorted(j); 
        spaceline_y(j,2) = t_sorted(j+1);     
%         spacing(j) = l_sorted(j+1) - r_sorted(j); 
%         spaceline_y(j,1) = (b_sorted(j)+t_sorted(j))/2; 
%         spaceline_y(j,2) = (b_sorted(j+1)+t_sorted(j+1))/2; 
%         spaceline_x(j,1) = r_sorted(j); 
%         spaceline_x(j,2) = l_sorted(j+1); 
    end 
    try 
        sorted_data(f).spacing = spacing'; 
        sorted_data(f).spaceline_x = spaceline_x; 
        sorted_data(f).spaceline_y = spaceline_y; 
    catch 
        sorted_data(f).spacing = NaN; 
        sorted_data(f).spaceline_x = NaN; 
        sorted_data(f).spaceline_y = NaN; 
    end 
     
    % POST PROCESS size --> pick only whole droplets, plot size in green 
%     for j = 1:size(sorted_data(f).drop_width) 
%         if sorted_data(f).left(j)<1 || ... 
%                 sorted_data(f).right(j)> rect(3) + 1 
%             sorted_data(f).size(j) = NaN; 
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%             sorted_data(f).sizeline_x(j,1) = NaN; 
%             sorted_data(f).sizeline_x(j,2) = NaN; 
%             sorted_data(f).sizeline_y(j,1) = NaN; 
%             sorted_data(f).sizeline_y(j,2) = NaN; 
%         else 
%             sorted_data(f).size(j) = sorted_data(f).drop_width(j); 
%             sorted_data(f).sizeline_x(j,1) = l_sorted(j); 
%             sorted_data(f).sizeline_x(j,2) = r_sorted(j); 
%             sorted_data(f).sizeline_y(j,1) = (b_sorted(j) + t_sorted(j))/2; 
%             sorted_data(f).sizeline_y(j,2) = (b_sorted(j) + t_sorted(j))/2; 
%         end 
%     end 
    for j = 1:size(sorted_data(f).drop_length) 
        if sorted_data(f).top(j)<1 || ... 
                sorted_data(f).bottom(j)> rect(4) + 1 
            sorted_data(f).size(j) = NaN; 
            sorted_data(f).sizeline_x(j,1) = NaN; 
            sorted_data(f).sizeline_x(j,2) = NaN; 
            sorted_data(f).sizeline_y(j,1) = NaN; 
            sorted_data(f).sizeline_y(j,2) = NaN; 
        else 
            sorted_data(f).size(j) = sorted_data(f).drop_length(j); 
            sorted_data(f).sizeline_x(j,1) = (l_sorted(j) + r_sorted(j))/2; 
            sorted_data(f).sizeline_x(j,2) = (l_sorted(j) + r_sorted(j))/2; 
            sorted_data(f).sizeline_y(j,1) = t_sorted(j); 
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            sorted_data(f).sizeline_y(j,2) = b_sorted(j); 
        end 
    end 
     
    % POST PROCESS velocity --> construct Separation matrix 
    for j = 1:size(frame_data(f).centroids,1) 
        curr_centroid = frame_data(f).centroids(j,:); 
        if f > 1 
            for i = 1:size(frame_data(f-1).centroids,1) 
                last_centroid = frame_data(f-1).centroids(i,:); 
                separation(i,j) = sqrt((last_centroid(1)-curr_centroid(1))^2 +... 
                    (last_centroid(2)-curr_centroid(2))^2); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
    % POST PROCESS velocity --> construct droplet_data base on S matrix 
    if exist('separation') % both curr_centroids and last_centroids exist 
        [min1 cgli] = min(separation,[],1); %current_guess_last_index 
        [min2 lgci] = min(separation,[],2); %last_guess_current_index 
        for i = 1:length(lgci) % i is last index 
            if cgli(lgci(i)) == i % those are non exiting droplets 
                num = find(drop_ind(:,f-1)==i); 
                drop_ind(num,f) = lgci(i); 
                drop_x(num,f) = frame_data(f).centroids(lgci(i),1); 
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                drop_y(num,f) = frame_data(f).centroids(lgci(i),2); 
                clear num 
            end 
        end 
        for j = 1:length(cgli) % j is current index  
            if lgci(cgli(j)) ~= j % those are extrance droplets 
                drop_ind(size(drop_ind,1)+1,f) = j; 
                drop_x(size(drop_x,1)+1,f) = frame_data(f).centroids(j,1); 
                drop_y(size(drop_y,1)+1,f) = frame_data(f).centroids(j,2); 
            end 
        end 
    elseif exist('curr_centroid') % going from 0 to 1 drop 
        for j = 1:size(frame_data(f).centroids,1) % j is current index 
            drop_ind(j,f) = j; 
            drop_x(j,f) = frame_data(f).centroids(j,1); 
            drop_y(j,f) = frame_data(f).centroids(j,2); 
        end 
    end 
     
    % Post PROCESS velocity --> calculate velocity of whole droplets 
    if f > 1 
        try % incase no droplet 
        for j = 1:size(drop_ind(:,f)) 
            % reject entrance droplets so bb works 
            if drop_ind(j,f)>0 && drop_ind(j,f-1) > 0 
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                bb = frame_data(f).boundingbox(drop_ind(j,f),:); 
                l = bb(1); 
                t = bb(2); 
                r = bb(1) + bb(3); 
                b = bb(2) + bb(4); 
                if l>1 && r<rect(3)+1 && t>1 && b<rect(4)+1  
                    is_whole_current_frame = 1; 
                else 
                    is_whole_current_frame = 0; 
                end 
                bb = frame_data(f-1).boundingbox(drop_ind(j,f-1),:); 
                l = bb(1); 
                t = bb(2); 
                r = bb(1) + bb(3); 
                b = bb(2) + bb(4); 
                if l>1 && r<rect(3)+1 && t>1 && b<rect(4)+1 
                    is_whole_last_frame = 1; 
                else 
                    is_whole_last_frame = 0; 
                end 
                if is_whole_current_frame && is_whole_last_frame 
                    drop_u_ppms(j,f) = ... 
                        (drop_x(j,f)-drop_x(j,f-1))/time_step/1000; 
                    drop_v_ppms(j,f) = ... 
                        (drop_y(j,f)-drop_y(j,f-1))/time_step/1000; 
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                    frame_data(f).is_whole(drop_ind(j,f),:) = 1; 
                    frame_data(f).u_ppms(drop_ind(j,f),:) = drop_u_ppms(j,f); 
                    frame_data(f).v_ppms(drop_ind(j,f),:) = drop_v_ppms(j,f); 
                else 
                    frame_data(f).is_whole(drop_ind(j,f),:) = 0; 
                    frame_data(f).u_ppms(drop_ind(j,f),:) = NaN; 
                    frame_data(f).v_ppms(drop_ind(j,f),:) = NaN; 
                end 
            % write data to entrance droplets 
            elseif drop_ind(j,f)>0  
                    frame_data(f).is_whole(drop_ind(j,f),:) = 0; 
                    frame_data(f).u_ppms(drop_ind(j,f),:) = NaN; 
                    frame_data(f).v_ppms(drop_ind(j,f),:) = NaN; 
            end 
        end 
        end 
    end    
    timer_post(f) = toc; 
  
    % Plot 
    tic 
    cla 
    imshow(cropped); 
    hold on 
    axis manual 
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    xl = sorted_data(f).spaceline_x; 
    yl = sorted_data(f).spaceline_y; 
    xs = sorted_data(f).sizeline_x; 
    ys = sorted_data(f).sizeline_y;    
    for j = 1:size(xl,1) 
        plot(xl(j,:),yl(j,:),'b') 
    end 
    for j = 1:size(xs,1) 
        plot(xs(j,:),ys(j,:),'g') 
    end 
    B = frame_data(f).boundaries; 
    try 
        A = cell2mat(B); 
        plot(A(:,2),A(:,1),'r.','markersize',5); 
    end  
    mov(f) = getframe; 
    timer_plot = toc; 
     
    clear I BW BW2 BW3 WB WB2 foreground stat cropped 
    clear bb l t r b b_sorted l_sorted r_sorted t_sorted ind  
    clear spacing spaceline_x spaceline_y sizeline_x sizeline_y 
    clear curr_centroid last_centroid separation min1 min2 cgli lgci 





display('average image processing time') 
display(mean(timer_improc)); 
display('average data extract time') 
display(mean(timer_data)); 




% display('average ?????? per frame per million pixel') 
% display(mean(??????)/rect(3)*rect(4)) 
  
clear bg_* dp_* pp_* SE  time_step i j f timer_* 
clear rect background 
  
figure; 
v = drop_v_ppms; 
v(v == 0) = NaN; 
v_avg = nanmean(v,1); 
plot([sorted_data.time_ms],v_avg) 
xlabel('time [millisecond]') 
ylabel('vertical velocity [pixel per millisecond]') 
title('Average Speed of Whole Droplets in each Frame') 
clear v* 
 
%% export movie 
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export = VideoWriter([ex_path, '\', ex_filename])%,'Uncompressed AVI'); 
export.FrameRate = ex_fps; 










Structural Annotations of the Bottom Connector Part 
 
 
